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Abstract
The usage of Expert System Techniques in the area of mechanical engineering design has been
studied.

A prototype Expert System for Pressure Vessel Design has been developed. The work has been
carried out in two steps. Firstly, a pre-processor for the finite element system PCFEMP, named
1NFEMP, was developed. Secondly, an expert supported system for pressure vessel design,
named PVES, was developed.

Both INFEMP and PVES are integrated to the AutoCAD System, and AutoCAD's language
AutoLISP has been used.

A practical example has been investigated to demonstrate the principal ideas of the prototype.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
The work presented here is concerned with the application of Expert System technique in the
area of mechanical engineering design. The purpose has been to find methods for making the
mechanical engineering design process more effective. The basic idea has been to integrate de-
sign knowledge, in this case pressure vessel design knowledge to a commercial CAD-systcm.
Special emphasis has been put on the stress analysis and sizing part of the design process.

1.1 Expert System Techniques

The term Expert System Technique is a very wide term and can be used very differently. It is
here used to describe a system that fulfils the following requirements:

- The systems shall be implemented with certain techniques', such as rules, logical infe-
rence, uncertainty etc.

- The system shall exhibit certain qualities for the user, for example explanation facilities

and a Knowledge Base implemented in a directly readable form.

- The system shall be able to solve certain classes of problems performed at the level of a
human expert.

1.2 The Design Process

Present CAD-systcms force the designer to follow a quite traditional and conventional design
process. This process starts with a preliminary design that is somehow first developed inside the
CAD-systcm. Analysis is then performed in a separate analysis system. In order to make this
possible, input data must be transferred from the CAD system and usually also modified.

' These technique» are described in Chapter 4.
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Fig. 1.1 The conventional design process.

The results from the analysis system is thereafter compared to standards and design require-
ments. This step is usually c died the result evaluation. Ifall requirements are fulfilled, the final
design is reached. If not the design is somehow modified and passed back to the analysis stage.
This process is illustrated in Fig. 1.1. In Chapter 2 this process is further outlined. It has there
been divided into three levels; conceptual design, detailed design and production design. The
benefits of using a central product model are also pointed out.

Applying Expert System techniques to the design process will first of all make the process itself
easier to perform. The system will supply knowledge about the different components and
knowledge about in what way input and output data must be modified. The system will also
contain knowledge about physical laws, engineering test data, codes, design rules, etc. This will
make both the preliminary design and the result evaluation easier to perform. It is also possible
to build a system that contains knowledge about past design experience, knowledge about possi-
ble subcontractors, etc. How well the Expert System performs its task, mainly depends on the
amount of relevant knowledge inserted into the system, and not the Expert System technique
itself.

The gathering and organizing of information that is needed for the design is called the knowl-
edge acquisition. In general it can be said that it is necessary for the program developer to be well
familiar with the particular design task, but he docs not need to be an expert himself. The devel-
opment can be performed as a cooperation between the program developer and an expert within
the field.
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1.3 Prototype System

The first goal in the development of the prototype system, which has been named Pressure Ves-
sel Expert System (PVES). was to design an environment for the design system to operate in.
This was done by selecting a CAD system and a Fini.e Element (FE) system, and integrating
these with each other.

The CAD system AutoCAD [AutoCAD 1986] was chosen, firstly, for its powerful integrated
programming language AutoLISP secondly, because it is a widely spread commercial system
running on Personal Computers (PO.The FE system that was chosen is PCFEMP, which is a
general finite clement program also running on personal computers [PCFEMP 1985).

The development of an interface between AutoCAD and PCFEMP resulted in a general two-di-
mensional pre-proccssor integrated into AutoCAD. The pre-proccssor, called INFEMP. is
presented in Appendix D.

The second goal in the project was to study expert system techniques and to choose an area of
mechanical engineering design to which the techniques could be applied. Pressure vessel design
was chosen and the pilot system PVES was developed. The reason forchosing pressure vessel
design for a pilot system is that it can be considered as a reasonably well documented area of
mechanical engineering design. It has therefore been possible to obtain most of the knowledge
implemented to PVES from books, design codes and articles.
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Mechanical Engineering Design
Mechanical engineering design can be described as a purposeful activity directed towards a de-
fined objective. It is important that the objective is clearly identified. In some situations the
problems may be stated in a way that the solution is immediately obvious, and in other situations
there might be a variety of solutions. The engineer's responsibility is then to develop the solu-
tion which fulfills the stated objective in an optimum way and at the lowest cost.

In this chapter, the process of mechanical engineering design will be outlined in a way that it has
been shown in a variety of books, dealing with the general process of design. The concept Com-
puter Aided Engineering (CAE) will also be presented.

2.1 The Design Process
The complete process of mechanical engineering design, can be oullincd as in Fig. 2.1 including
Formulation of Objectives. Conceptual Design, Detailed Design. Product Design and Product
Follow-Up. In the figure the process has been schematically shown as sequential. In reality,
however, trie activities arc often performed in parallel, which can be classified as Simultaneous
Engineering. The basic idea with Simultaneous Engineering, also called Concurrent Engineer-
ing, is to minimize the number of design changes which has to be done when the product is to be
manufactured or has been introduced to the market. It is characterized by a wide co-operation
between different functionality groups, and a well developed computer aid. When Simultaneous
Engineering is used the subcontractors arc often involved at an early stale of the product devel-
opment and the tool design is started earlier than otherwise.

Formulation of Objectives

The vision of a product might rise from the product follow-up of an earlier product. The first
step in the design process is then to formulate the first objective. This is a process including both
analysis of the current market position, productivity, suitable target groups and profitability and
formulation of preliminary product ideas, product programme and specifications of features.
The rormulation of objective also includes specifications of technical features and coastrainis.
as well as specification of maximum cosf. number of products lo be manufactured, expected life,
etc.
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(START)

x
Formulation of Objectives

I
Conceptual Design

Preliminary Conceptual Design

rGlobal Analysis & Testing

Result Evaluation

Modifications

Final Conceptual Design

Detailed Design

Preliminary Detailed Design

Detailed Analysis & Testing

Result Evaluation

Modifications

Final Detailed Design

Production Design

Preliminary Production Design

Testing

Result Evaluation

Modifications

Final Production Design

Product Follow-up

I
Previous Experience

and
Production Engineering

Strategics

Fig. 2.1 The process of mechar ngineering design.
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Conceptual Design

When all design specifications have been formulated the first conceptual design can be done. At
this stage the structural analysis only includes analysis of global constraints like globally pre-
scribed motions, forces. The structural analysis can be classified as the process of modelling the
structural configuration and determining its response to external effects. In order to create a
model, the cor«.iguration must be simplified to the point that it can be analyzed. A first complete
model is sometimes also constructed at this stage and the test program is started.

The result evaluation is the process of comparing the result from the analysis and test them
against the specifications set up in the problem definiticn. If the configuration is accepted the
process reaches the final conceptual design; if not the configuration is passed back to the prelim-
inary design for modifications. This can be called the evaluate and redesign loop.

In recent years structural optimization techniques have reached a stage when it can be applied to
large industrial problems. Structural optimization seeks the solution of design variables to reach
an optimum of the objective function . The design variables are constrained by limits placed on
the structural behavior, geometry, or other factors. By using .structural optimization, parts of the
evaluation and redesign loop can be automized. The benefits of structural optimization are prob-
ably best utilized during the Conceptual Design, since most of the global design variables are
still not fixed at this stage.

Detailed Design

The conceptual design is followed by the dcu'i'.ed design. This includes analysis of local
stresses, complete sizing and further testing. The evaluate and redesign loop will usually be run
several times also at this stage. Sometimes structural optimization is also included. When the
conceptual and detailed design is complete an evaluation is done and it is decided if the product
shall be developed for production.

Production Design

The last design stage is the production design. The product is evaluated and adjusted for produc-
tion, meaning that manufacturing methods, workshop equipment and material suppliers arc cho-
sen. It also includes the manufacturing of prototypes and the testing of these, as well as purchase
and testing of production equipment.

Product Follow-Up

The product follow-up includes the decision on product termination and documentation of ex-
periences that can be transferred to other projects or used in a further development of the current
product.

2.2 Computer Aided Engineering
In the section describing the design process, it was noted, that every kind of product develop-
ment is an iterative proccs • involving design, analysis and evaluation. If this process can be
integrated into one uniform system, a system usually called a Computer Aided Engineering
(CAE) system has been reached.
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2.2.1 Current CAE-Systems

A CAE-system usually includes a CAD-program for the geometric modelling and design docu-
mentation, a FE-program for structural analysis, and a various number of analysis programs.

The integration is achieved by transferring data between the different prograais using standard
formats like IGES and VDAFS. All interfaces must be kept as general and close to standard
formats as possible. A major problem arising when these standard formats are used is the handl-
ing of their incompleteness. This correction work must often be done by hand. For example, if a
model is transferred from a CAtX-system to a pre-processor program, all information in the
CAD-model, which is not of a standard format, is lost. If the lost information is needed in the
pre-processing it must be inserted by hand, which will both be very time consuming and a
source of errors.

Manual Work

Company Standard

VDAFS

Company Standard

IGES etc

Manual Work

Company Siandard

Fig. 2.2 Current CAE-systcm
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It should be mentioned that apart from standard formats some CAD-systems supply special in-
terface programs for communication with most well known FE-systems. These interfaces are in
general quite limited and most companies must deal with a mixture of interfaces if they want to
integrate their systems for mechanical design, tool design, analysis, drafting, manufacturing and
so forth.

In Fig. 2.2 an example of a CAE-system is presented. Among the standard formats in Fig. 2.2
something called Company Standard can be found. This includes both special interface pro-
giams supplied by the CAD-system and all kinds of programs written by the users themselves to
improve or fill the lack of other interfaces.

2.2.2 Future CAE-Systems

The future CAE-systcm is very likely to involve a common computer based product model. The
main difference between the future and the current CAE-system is the information flow. In cur-
rent systems the design is more or less performed according to a predefined schedule, which can
be seen as a kind of loop starting and ending in the CAD-system. The different programs com-
municate either by sending standard data between each other or by using specially developed
interfaces. One interface is then needed between the CAD-system and the FE-system, one be-
tween the FE-system and the optimization system, one between the CAD-systcm and the opti-
mization system, etc. It is obvious that this structure is very inflexible. Using a central product
model would make the information structure much more flexible. Each system must then only
be capable of reading and writing on the product model. In Fig. 2.3 such a system is outlined.

The product model is supposed to be built in a strictly hierarchical way, where each component
in the product is described using attributes. The model shall also offer possibilities to store refer-
ences. These references can be used to add more detailed information about one special compo-
nent or as a pointer to a rule which has been used. The references are stored outside the product
model.

The same basic product model is supposed to be used for the complete design process including
dimensioning, analysis, manufacturing, documentation and so forth. Program systems that arc
used will operate on the product model but they will also keep local databases using their local
information formats. This information system allows every program to operate on the data-
formats which arc best suited for that program. At the same time it can be integrated into the
CAE-environment. The communication between the local databases and the global product da-
tabase is suggested to be handled by a knowledge based system.

In large companies hundreds of people might operate on the same product model. This create
new types of problems which probably must be handled by an administration group. It is very
important that accesses arc set properly, inconsistency must be avoided, back-up copies must be
kept, it must be very clear which parts of the model that have been finally designed and which
parts that still arc in the stage of preliminary design and so forth.

A CAE-system working with a product mode) can be classified as a system with an open archi-
tecture. This means that it is comparatively easy to add new analysis programs, data and rules to
the system. Each component is also supposed to be exchangeable without affecting other parts
of the system.
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Besides the improvements in communication, the usage of a product model also save time and
money in the handling of drawings. This is often a troublesome bottle neck, since the reproduc-
tion and distribution of drawings arc such time consuming processes. By using a central product
model each person who needs a certain piece of information can get it himself from the system.
This does not mean that drawings shall not be used for documentation, but the usage of drawings
as a mean to communicate between departments during the development process should be lim-
ited.

Fig. 2.3 Future CAE^systcm
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Pressure Vessel Design

3.1 Introduction

The pressure vessel designer has been chaiged with the task of providing not only a vessel of
satisfactory reliability but also at minimum cost. This can only be justified on the basis of a
careful stress analysis of the entire structure plus a thorough knowledge of the material behavior.

The stress analysis can be carried out using only the Prcssurt Vessel Code or it can be done in
more detail using the finite clement method.

The origin of Pressure Vessel Codes can be traced to the USA at the beginning of this century. In
1905, a disastrous boiler explosion occurred in a factory in Massachusetts. This catastrophic
accident had the effect of making people aware of the necessity and desirability of having rules
and regulations for the design of pressure vessels in order to secure their maximum safety. As a
result. the first ASME' Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, was adopted in 1915 and today the
ASME Code is kept up to date by the American Boiler and Pressure Vessel Committee.

In Sweden it is the Swedish Pressure Vessel Commission (Statens Anläggningsprovning) that
continuously updates the Pressure Vessel Code (Tryckkärlshandboken). The fourth and latest
edition is the edition of 1987. In the following the Swedish Pressure Vessel Code is abbreviated
"the Code".

' American Society of Mechanical Engineering
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3.2 The geometry of Pressure Vessels

Pressure vessels often have the form of spheres, cylinders, ellipsoids, or some combination of

these forms. These components are illustrated in Fig. 3.1 and Fig. 3.2.

A spherical shaped vessel requires about half the wall-thickness required by a cylindrical shell

subjected to the same pressure. Spherical vessels are therefore very well suited for high pressure

use, but they are also much more difficult to fabricate than cylindrical vessels.

Among pressure vessel heads, it is also the spherically shaped head that can take the highest

loads. Due to the difficulties in fabrication cf spherically shaped heads, dished heads are the

most frequently used ones. The large difference between a spherical and a dished head is the

sudden change between the radius of curvature and the knuckle radius for dished heads, sec Fig.

3.2. In this part of the head large stresses are introduced.

Spherical vessel

di

dy

d, = inner diameter

dy = outer diameter

t = wall-thickness

Cylindrical vessel

I*

di dy

d, - inner diameter

dy = outer diameter

L = cylinder length

t = wall-thickness

Fig. 3.1 Spherical and cylindrical pressure vessel components.
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Spherical head

d, = inner diameter
d, = outer diameter
t = wall-thickness

Dished

d,
d,
R
r
h
t

I head

= inner diameter
= outer diameter
= inner radius of curvature
= inside knuckle radius
= height
= wall-thickness

Conical

% =
dy =
r =
h =
a =
t =

nead

'nner diameter
outer diameter
inside knuckle
height
half of the top
wall-thickness

radius

angle

Rat head

d, = inner diameter

dy = outer diameter

r = inside knuckle radius

t = wall-thickness

/ / / ?"?•

di

Tig. 3.2 Pressure vessel heads.
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3.3 Pressure Vessel Materials

One of the most important requisites in the development and manufacturing of satisfactory
pressure vessels at minimum cost is the material choice. The choice depends upon several
factors, including stress levels, stress states, number of trading cycles, construction stages, stress
discontinuities, failure criterion and environmental conditions.

3.3.1 Material Selection

The material selection process can be structured into the major operation listed below [Clauser
1975]. Each step will here be outlined and discussed.

1. Analysis of the problem.

2. Selection of candidate materials.

3. Evaluation of the candidate materials.

Analysis of the problem

The problem is analyzed in order to find out whether the strength requirements are met at the
design pressure and the design temperature. The most significant material parameter is the yield
strength, but there are also many other material parameters that are significant in the design of
pressure vessels.

Ductility is usually very important but often neglected. This leads to the use of very high
strength but often highly brittle materials. If the vessel is supposed to operate at low
temperatures, the ductility becomes even more important, since low temperatures often reduce
the ductility of the material significantly.

For vessels operating at high temperatures, ductility is no problem, the decrease in yield strength
must instead be considered. In the Code, (his temperature dependence is included in the
calculation factor' (ato).

Some vessels arc subjected to both high pressure and high temperatures. If this is the case during
a long time, the phenomenon of creep must be considered. Under these conditions the criteria of
failure will be creep rupture, and the design of the vessel must be based on a compromise
between maximum operating pressure and allowable time at pressure for a given temperature.

Serious stress problem can also arise due to corrosive environments. This kind of environments
should of course be avoided as far as possible, but if that is impossible, the materials can be
protected against corrosion by some kind of surface treatment

In some way all the mentioned requirements must be considered and weighted together. It is
important to know which requirement will be the critical one in the special application, in
ordcrto chose the best candidate materials.

1 See Definitions in Section 3.5.2 and Appendix B.
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Selection of Candidate Materials

A number of methods can be used to select the candidate materials, i.c the use of past experience
and consideration of the materials presently being used by the company. The material must be
among the materials approved by the Code specification. Cost and market availability must also
be considered.

It is important to remember that 'he selection criteria must not always be absolutely fixed. They
can be changed, since there is no single best way to perform a material selection. The particular
approach used will, among others, depend on the application, the company standard and past
experience of the individual engineer.

Evaluation of the Candidate Materials

In order to find the material best suited for the application, the candidate materials are weighted
against the selection criteria, that was specified during the analysis of the problem, and a
decision is made.

The most common pressure vessel material is steel. Pressure vessel steels arc often tough with
relatively low yield strength, limiting the risk of rupture. Another problem is corrosion. In
specially corrosive environments have therefore, for example, rubber and lead been used
successfully as protective lining materials.

There exists a wide range of different kinds of steel used in pressure vessel design. Three of the
most common ones are: [Henry 19811

- Carbon steel
- Alloyed steel
- Stainless steel

Carbon Steel

Carbon steels is recommended for low pressure service at temperatures below 350 °C. Despite
the comparatively low yield strength, which leads to the use of more material, carbon steels
often represent the most economical material choice.

Alloyed Steel

Some alloyed steels can be used at temperatures up to 650 °C. These steels have better
creep-rupture resistance and high-temperature strength than carbon steels, and they arc
economic to use for pressure vessels subjected to temperatures over 350 °C.

Stainless Steel

The stainless steels can be divided into three categories: fern tic, austcnic and martcnsilic steels.
The austcnitic steels, which can be used at temperatures up to 800 °C, are the most temperature
resisting type of steel. Above this temperature a decrease in oxidation resistance limits their
usefulness.
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3.4 Pressure Vessel Supports

Different kinds of supports are used depending on whether (he vessel is vertically or
horizontally oriented. The size of the vessel and the size of the forces acting on it must also be
considered in the design of the supports. Three different types of supports will be presented here
[Henry 1981):

- Support skirts
- Support legs
- Saddle supports

All kinds of supports usually rest on some kind of base, called a support base. The shape of
different bases will not be treated here. The reason for this is that PVES is not built for the
complete design of supports. PVES does only provide guidance in the choice of the support
type. PVES also reformulates the actual supports into boundary conditions for the FE-analysis.

3.4.1 Support Skirts

Support skirls are often used for tall vertical vessels. It might be difficult to know whether a
vessel shall be regarded as tall or short, but the ASME Code gives a very precise and useful way
of carrying out the classification. A short vertical vessel is simply limited by the dimensions and
ratios shown in Fig. 3.3.

0

D < 1.80 m

I L/D<5

H/D<2

Fig. 3.3 Dimensions limiting short vertical vessels.

Support skirts are usually connected to a base ring resting on a concrete foundation. They can
cither be cylindrical or conical and attached to the vessel by a butted or a lapped weld. The bulled
weld should blend smoothly into the knuckle portion of the head, while the lapped weld is
attached to the cylindrical portion of the head. The two different types are illustrated in Fig. 3.4
and Fig. 3.5.
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TTd (a) STRAIO4T SKIRT TYW '.») FLARCO SKIRT

Fig. 3.4 Skirt butted to the vessel.

Straight skirts, like type (a) in Fig. 3.4, are the most common type of skirts. Flared skirts, type (b)
in Fig. 3.4, ire only used if the vessel is subjected to high external moment (external moment is
often caused by wind loads).

TYPE (o) STRAIGHT SKIRT TYPE (b) FLARtD SKIRT

Fig. 3.S Skirt lapped to the vessel.

Lapped support skirts are more difficult to fabricate than butted ones. They arc therefore mainly
used for vessels subjected to high external loads, high design temperatures, or cyclic operating
temperatures.

3.4.2 Support Legs

Small vertically oriented vessels are usually supported on uniformly spaced columns called
support legs. To allow good access under the vessel, the number of support legs is usually held to
four. If the vessel is subjected to wind loads the number of legs may have to be increased, and in
some cases skirts are recommended although the vessel is short, for example if vibration
problems must be avoided. Such problems might occur if the vessel is located above the ground
on a structural steel structure, or if it is connected by piping to a reciprocating machine.Thc
structural shapes used for support legs are equal leg angles or I-shapes, sec Fig. 3.6 and Fig. 3.7.
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TYPE (o) TYPE (b)

Fig. 3.6 Support legs with equal leg angle.

Two different ways of welding a support of equal k g angle to the vessel shell are shown in Fig.
3.6. The position in (a) offers a greater moment of inertia in resisting the external loads on the
vessel, but it is more difficult to weld to the shell since it has to be adjusted :o the shell curvature.

TYPE (a) TYPE (b )

Fig. 3.7 1-shaped support legs.

For larger and heavier vessels, I-shapes are used for support legs. Again there are two possible
ways to weld them to the shell as shown in Fig. 3.7. The I-shapc in (b) is easier to weld to the
shell, while support legs welded as in (a) can carry much heavier eccentric external load;

3.4.3 Saddle Supports

Large cylindrical pressure vessels that arc horizontally oriented arc usually supported by saddle
supports. Ideally the saddle supports should be located to cause the minimum rtress in the shell,
without requiring additional reinforcement. Most vessels arc supported by two saddles,
preferable with 120° contact angle, see Fig. 3.8.
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Fig. 3.8 Horizontal vessel resting on saddle supports.

3.5 Pressure Vessel Analysis

As the name Pressure Vessel implies, the main purpose is to contain * fluid under pressure. In
doing so the vessel is also subjected to the action of steady and dynamic support loadings, piping
reactions and thermal shocks

3.5.1 Theory

As in all kind of analysis it is often possible to make reliable approximations in order to simplify
the analysis. One common approximation is to consider the membrane and bending stresses to
vary linearly across the vessel thickness, and the stress normal to the vessel surface being
neglected. This can be done if the radially measured wall-thirkncss is small compared to the
inside diameter, say less than 5%. The structure is then called a shell. Across a wall of thicker
portions, the stress may vary considerably. The structure is then called a thick-walled vessel.
sec |Burr 1981], and the general cominium equations should be used.

ObiccLs with very thin walls, arc called membranes. For these objects the langcntial or
membrane stresses arc uniform across the thickness. When the wall gct.s thicker, and appreciable
resistance to forces causing bending and shear stresses can be taken, the structure becomes a
shell. If the stresses still can be considered as to be considered uniform across the
wall-thickness, the strcssccs arc still called membrane stresses. It may, however, he necessary
to consider local bending and shear stresses such as those that occurc at supporting rings or
where a change of shape occurs in a vessel between a cylindrical center and spherical heads. In
most cases, these stresses are much smaller than the membrane stresses and are therefore called
secondary stresses.

Besides the disconiinuiiy between cylinder and heads, there exist other forms of discontinuities.
Openings arc. for example, required for the entrance and cxil of the fluid at nozzles, and
sometimes holes for inspection and cleaning arc required. Openings arc usually reinforced with
extra thickness of plate and preferably placed in the lower stressed head.
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Buckling is a very important phenomena, which must be considered for vessels subjected to
external pressure. In serious cases buckling might lead to collapse. The reason for this is, that
when a comparatively small part of a vessel has become flat it will be subjected to bending,
which increases the size of the flat area. This is an unstable condition and extra thickness or
stiffening rings may be needed. A sphere is the kind of shape that nas the greatest resistance
against buckling.

3.5.2 The Swedish Pressure Vessel Code

The Code Extent

The Swedish Pressure Vessel Code covers dimensioning of pressure vessels and vacuum vessels
that have been manufactured with materials stated by the Code. The Code presents formulas for
calculating the maximum allowed operating pressure or the minimum allowed wall-thickness in
different components of the vessel. The only type of load that is taken into consideration is the
over-pressure. All other types of loads, lik' wind loads, snow loads, dead load or thermal loads
must be regarded separately.

For each formula a safety factor is given. The safety factors given by the Code have been
determined considering manufacturing-, testing-, inspection- and operating conditions. It
leaves room for a small amount of uncertainty in the estimation of loads temperature, material
imperfections that are impossible to discover by ordinary testing and inspection, and form
deviation within normal manufacturing tolerances.

The safety factor expresses the safety against yielding. Depending on the type of stress and
where the stress appears, the consequence of reaching the yield point may differ. The safety
factor may therefore not be regarded as an absolute degree of safety for the component. The
factormight even vary for different types of stresses and still indicates the same degree of safety.
In Appendix B, where all formulas implemented to PVES are presented, it can be seen that the
safety factor varies between 1.5 and 3.5 for some components. Typical is that stresses that may
cause buckling requires the highest safety margins. The safety factors used in the Swedish Code
are the same as those in the ASME Roiler and Pressure Vessel Code [Tryckkärisnormer 1987].

In addition to the formulas for calculating allowed wall-thickness or allowed operating
pressure, the Code also supplies instructions for making a more thorough stress analysis, where
for example the thermal stresses are also taken into account. If comprcssivc stresses occur, the
risk of buckling must be regarded separately. Endurance is also treated separately. This
alternative way of performing the analysis may give another result than using the simplified
formulas. A vessel must therefore be consequently analyzed according to one method. For
components that cannot affect each other this is, however, not needed.
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Definitions

1. Design Pressure

The design pressure is the pressure used to determine the minimum required thickness of each
shell component, while the operating pressure is ihe highest possible over-pressure or
under-pressurc that will occur. The design pressure includes a suitable margin above the
operating pressure. The margin is usually 10% or maximum 0.7 bar [Henry 1981]. When the
pressure caused by the weight of the contained fluid is more than 2% of the operating fluid, this
pressure must also be considered.

2. Design Temperature

The d' »ign temperature is usually the maximum temperature of the operating fluid plus 30 °C as
a safety margia If the vessel is designed for low-temperature service (operating temperature
lower than -30 'C). the design temperature is the minimum operating temperature minus 30 °C.

If the vessel is subjected to some kind of heating, the temperature of the contained liquid must be
increased for the calculation of the design temperature. The following temperatures are added:

- minimum 50 °C ; if the vessel is subjected to radiation.

- minimum 35 CC ; if the vessel is subjected to heat convection.

- minimum 25 °C ; if the vessel is subjected to heat convection, but some parts are in
contact with water.

3. Calculation Factor

The formulas in the Code contain a parameter called "calculation factor a^", given in N/mm2. It is
determined by the design temperature and the material properties, and it is used in the stress
calculation instead of the yield stress. The calculation factor is cither based on the lower yield
stress ,Oo; or the limit of creep rupture of the material being used. It decreases with increasing
temperature and increasing material thickness. Calculation factors for the most commonly used
pressure vessel materials are tabulated in the Code, see Appendix B.

Corrosion

Due to general corrosion the calculated wall-thickness must be increased. How much the
wall-thickness must be increased depends on how corrosive the media contained in the vessel is.
and for how long the vessel is supposed to be used.

Buckling

For some components the Code supplies equations for dimensioning against buckling. These
equations are all based on experiments. In many cases further analyses must be done, where to
the stability of i>s shell is paid special attention.
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Fracture

The Code says very little about dimensioning against fracture. The safety margin against
fracture shall be the same as the safety margin against buckling. The amount of available
fracture data for Swedish pressure vessel steels are also very limited.

Reinforcements

The Code gives some instructions for dimensioning of reinforcements. For example around
holes in cylinders subjected to internal pressure, the stresses increase at the edge of the hole. For
a circular hole in a cylinder the highest stress may be 2.5 times higher than in parts not affected
by the hole. Since these high stresses appr trs very locally the holes can often be left
unreinforced. The safety factor is then locally below what is required in rest of the vessel. The
Code gives an empirical formula for calculation the maximum size of an unreinforced hole.
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Chapter 4

Expert System Techniques

Expert System is a term much more commonly used than Artificial Intelligence (AI). Some say
it is a field within AI and other say it is a way of making AI less pretentious. The main question
still remains though; what is an expert system? Unfortunately the number of definitions is
almost as many as the number of publications within the field. A mixture of some of the
formulations is here presented.

"Expert Systems are computer programming systems that use a
Knowledge Base and an Inference Engine to solve problems which
normally would require human experts for their solutioa"

For someone novice within the field this explanation does not make much sense. Terms like
Knowledge Base and Inference Engine will therefore be explained in Section 4.2, and an
attempt to outline the main characteristics of an Expert System will be done in Section 4.1. In
Section 4.3 the difficulties in applying Expert System Technique to mechanical engineering
design will be discussed, and in Section 4.4 Expert System development tools will be presented.

4.1 Characteristics of an Expert System

One way of characterizing an expert system is the special way of its programming. Expert
Systems differ in important ways from conventional programming. Conventional systems are
capable of collecting and processing large volumes of data. They process this data by means of
complex algorithms, which are sequential step-by-step procedures, which guarantee that the
right conclusion will be reached when the correct data have been entered. Conventional
programs also behave in a way that only programmers understand. If a nonprogrammer would
stop u program during execution and examine the code to determine what :s happening, he
would not be able to leam anything useful. Expert systems are supposed to be quite different.
They arc supposed to be highly interactive. A good Expert System can be stopped during the
processing and the user can ask why a particular line of question is executed and how a particular
conclusion was reached. The rules of an Expert System arc always supposed to be readable and
easy to modify.
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Another way of characterizing an Expert System is that it relies en a large database of
knowledge. Expert Systems arc based on the rules of mathematical logics for accessing the
database, while conventional programs are based on rules of arithmetics.

An important characteristics of AI programming is that it often relies on heuristics, while
conventional programming usually relies on algorithms. Algorithms are commonly defined as
procedures that guarantee a solution to a given kind of problem. Heuristics are sets of empirical
rules or strategies that operate like rules of thumbs [Romanycia 1985].

The word heuristic comes from the Greek word heuriskein, meaning "to discover". Heuristics
here refers to methods or strategies that in some way contribute to reduction of work in
problem-solving. It may for example be something as simple as the drawing of a diagram for
finding a break-point. Rules of thumbs, strategies, tricks, simplifications or anything that
drastically limits the search for a solution in a large problem space, can be called heuristics.

For expert systems the concept heuristics is here limited to involve only solution-methods or
search strategies. Among all methods that are well known, the following can be mentioned [Rich
1983J:

- Generate-and-test
- Hill climbing
- Breadth-first-search
- Depth-first-search
- Best-first-search

The object for all search methods is to discover a path through a problem space from an initial
configuration to a goal state. Using heuristics, the user is guaranteed that a solution will be
found, if one exists, but he is not guaranteed that it will be the best one. The search through the
problem space is called the reasoning, which will be described in Section 4.2.3 along with the
Inference Engine. The difference between Expert System programming and conventional
programming is summed in Tab 4.1.

Expert System Programming

- Symbolic processes

- Heuristic search

- Control structure separated from the
domain knowledge

- Easy to modify and change

- Incorrect and partial answers tolerable

- Satisfactory answers usually acceptable

Conventional Programming

- Numeric processes

- Algorithmic search

- Information and control integrated

- Difficult to modify and change

- Correct complete answers required

- Best possible solution sought

Tab. 4.1 The difference between Expert System programming and conventional
programming [Dale J. Panton, Control Data].
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It is important to remember that expert systems always can be translated into conventional
programming languages. Expert System technology is not so revolutionary after all; it is simply
an extension of basic computer science principles to new levels of sophistication [Hermon
1985].

4.2 Fundamental Components of Expert Systems

In order to establish a large flexible database and a good system organization. Expert Systems
arc built up by several separated components interacting with each other. The fundamental
components are the Knowledge Base, the Inference Engine and the Context. Additional
components which should be mentioned are the Knowledge Acquisition Facility and the
Explanation Facility, see [Brcitkopf 1986). In Fig. 4.1 the principal organization of a general
Expert System is illustrated.

Knowledge

Base

' " • " t " "
Knowledge
Acquisation

Facility

Inference

Engine

_ _ | _ | _ _

Explanation

Facility

EXPERT USER

Fig. 4.1 Principal organization of a general Expert System.

Because of the large amount of knowledge a good organization must be established. In addition,
it is important to separate the Knowledge Base, which must be able to grow and change, from the
program part of the system, which should be as stable as possible. The different parts of the
Expert System will be described one by one.

4.2.1 Knowledge Base

The Knowledge Base contaias facts and rules representing the expert's knowledge. It is usually
built up by a set of readable rules and facts. Every rule contains an IF-part (conditions) and a
THEN-part (actions).

The way of representing the knowledge differs between an Expert System and the conventional
way of programming. Expert System programming permits storage of knowledge in an explicit
and readable form, separated from the purely manipulative program part, while conventional
programming requires special programs for reading and manipulating data files.
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4.2.2 Inference Engine

The inference engine is the part of the system which controls the solution of a specific problem.
It stands between the user and the knowledge base and performs two major tasks. Firstly, it
examines existing facts and rules and adds new facts when possible. Secondly, it decides the
order in which the inference is made. The inference engine also handles uncertainty. If the user
answers "unknown" to a question the inference engine shall leave this question open and
continue attaching the problem from a new point of view.

There are two control problems that must be handled by the inference engine. Firstly, the Expert
System must have a way to decide where to start. Secondly, conflicts that occur when alternative
lines of reasoning is possible, must be resolved. This is the reasoning.

Reasoning

The mechanism of the search strategy, the reasoning, can either follow the strategy of forward
or backward reasoning. The difference between these two is the direction:

- Forward Reasoning searches the solution from the start state to the goal state
- Backward Reasoning searches the solution from the goal state to the start state

Figure 4.2 illustrates the reasoning process. Every node or circle in the figure is a goal. The main
goal is placed at the top of the tree, and the three levels of subgoals are placed below.

MAIN GOAL

Backward
Reason i nq

Fig. 4.1 Forward and backward reasoning.

In the backward reasoning mode the Inference Engine starts by identifying rules whose action
part could result in the user specified goal. Thereafter the engine determines the requirements
for the selected rules by looking at its conditions. If the conditions are true, the Inference Engine
determines the goal as reached. If not, the requirements are determined as sub-goals or
temporary goals, and the procedure is repeated until the final goal is achieved, see [Rich 1985).
If at any stage the system is unable to continue because of lack of facts the user is asked to supply
more information.
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Forward reasoning works in the opposite way. A rule with a condition part matching the start
state is activated and subgoals are generated from the action part of this rule. New subgoals are
generated until the main goal is reached.

It is important to point out that the same rules can be used both to reason forward from the start
state and to reason backward from the goal state.

4.2.3 Context

The Context can be called the working memory. It reflects the current state of the problem,
consisting of all information generated during a particular program execution.

During the execution of the program there is a lot of interaction between the three main
components of the system. The Inference Engine controls the execution by using the Knowledge
Base to modify the Context. Rules are selected according to the type of reasoning that is used
and actions arc performed to modify the Context.

4.2.4 Knowledge Acquisition

An Expert System must supply the possibility of acquiring new knowledge and modifications of
old knowledge. Since the capability of the Expert Systems is highly dependent on the
Knowledge Base, it is extremely important that the Knowledge Base is as complete and as
accurate as possibly. The Knowledge Acquisition is therefore one of the most critical phases
during the development of an Expert System. It is difficult to acquire correct and complete
knowledge. It is also a very time consuming process. The sources might be handbooks,
documented experience, and interviews with human experts in the particular field.

Since the Knowledge Acquisition is a continuing process it is important for the Expert System
to be built up in a flexible and dynamic way. The next step of the Expert System Technique is to
make the systems able to improve themselves without the interaction with human experts, so
called self-learning. A self-lear.iing system records design successes and failures itself. The
system must then be able to change the rules in the Knowledge Base itself without any
interaction with a human expert.

4.2.5 Explanation Facilities

An important feature of Expert Systems is the capability of self-explanation of the behavior. In
many of the domains in which Expert Systems operate, the user will not accept the results unless
he has been convinced of the accuracy of the reasoning process that produced the results. It
might be information about why a certain piece of information is needed or information about
how a certain conclusion was drawn. In both cases the system will give the explanation by
showing which rules that will be used or have been used.
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4.3 Expert Systems For Mechanical Engineering

Most of the today existing Expert Systems, fall into a few distinct types of problems [Allen

1987]:

- Interpretation systems, such as speech understanding or some kind of surveillance.
- Prediction systems, such as weather forecasting and traffic predictions.
- Diagnosis systems, such as medical diagnosis or software error detecting.
- Design systems, such as circuit layout and building design.

Among all the program systems that can be classified as Expert Systems there are comparatively
few in the area of mechanical engineering design. The typical areas are instead medicine,
chemistry and prospecting. One can observe that the problems being solved within these areas
have something important in common - they have a similar aim, like diagnosing, identifying or
detecting something. Rules can then be built up in a standard way containing a number of
assumptions followed by a conclusion. In order to refine the procedure an uncertainty factor can
also be built in. An example of such a rule is here given. It is taken from MYCIN [Shortcliff
1976], an Expert System that diagnoses infectious diseases.

If: (1) the stain of the organism is gram-positive, and
(2) the morphology of the organism is occus. and
(3) the growth conformation of the organism is clumpas

then: there is suggestive evidence (0.7) that the identity of the organism is
staphylococcus.

MYCN was the first large well known Expert System and many Expert Systems developed
since then have used MYCIN as a bench mark. It was developed at Stanford University in the
mid-1970s. The aim was to develop a system that should aid doctors in the diagnosis and
treatment of bacteria infections, but it was strictly a research system. Before the development of
MYCIN, the area of Artificial Intelligence had been criticized for solving only "toy problems".
If it was not for the MYCIN system AI might still today be in the research laboratories [Harmon
1985].

The MYCIN rule given as an example is a kind of consulting paradigm. This type of problem
solving is usable in domains such as diagnosis and predictions. Mechanical engineering design
must, however, be considered as another type of problem solving. It can more be described as
configuration of objects under certain constraints. Prediction rules can of course also be used in
an Expert System for mechanical engineering, but it is not enough. Another type of rules is also
required, a more creative type of rule for guidance and suggestions. A design system must also
be able to establish priorities when conflicting goals appear, and since the design requirements
may change with time, the system must be built in a flexible way.

Because of the high complexity it is very difficult to formulate a complete set of rules. That is
probably the reason why mechanical engineering design still is quite an unexplored area for
Expert Systems. One of the few systems that have been commercially successful is XCON
(originally named R1), which is designed for configuration of computers using a partial solution
schemes [Alien 1986]. Another well known system i SACON, which is a consultant system for
advising engineers in the use of general-purpose structural analysis programs IBennet 1979],
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4.4 Software Development Tools
The key for developing an Expert System is a good knowledge representation combined with an
effective control of the knowledge. Artificial Intelligence researchers have provided a number
of usable tools to accomplish this. The tools can be classified into two categories: iogic
programming languages and Expert System shells.

4.4.1 Logic Programming Languages

Logic programming languages, like LISP and PROLOG, form the basis of higher level AI
languages, like for example OPSS. These kinds of languages are excellent for nonprocedural,
symbolic processing, but they require the most development time for implementation. The
reason for this is that desirable characteristics, such as user interface and reasoning methods,
need to be coded from scratch.

LISP, which stands for List Programming Language, is the most widely used AI language. Both
in terms of the number of lines of code written in it, ami its influence on the development of other
languages, LISP is the most important logic programming language. It is also the oldest one; it
was developed in the late 195O"s. There are several reasons why LISP is a good language for
building Expert Systems, see [Rich 1983].

- Its principal data structure is the list, which is very useful in representing large amount of
knowledge.

- cacts about individual objects are easily represented as properties of the object, and stored
in special property lists.

- LISP supplies recursion.

- Lists need not to be of fixed size.

- It can be run interactively, which simplifies the development of programs.

LISP is an interpretive language, and originally it could only be run interpretively. Today,
however, there are compilers available, which makes it possible to develop both large and fast
programs [Winston 1984J.

4.4.2 Expert System Shells

Many AI applications share common methods for representing knowledge, controlling the
inference, and for structuring a large system. ThiE has resulted in the development of general
software tools which may be described as Expert System shells. A shell is a tool that provides
standard ways of representing knowledge aboui similar tasks, and a standard inference
procedure. Shells also provide high level language and an environment for creating, modifying
ar.d testing systems.

Shells tends to be designed for solving only certain classes of problems: interpretation,
predictions, diagnosis or design. This makes a careful selection of the shell very important.
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The first Expert System shell on the market was EMYCIN. The developers of MYCIN had
realized that the structure of the Knowledge Base and the Inference Engine could be generalized
and used for other applications. This led to the development of an "empty" MYCIN - EMYCIN.
The Expert System SACON was, for example, developed using EMYCIN.
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Chapter 5

Description of the Prototype System

In this chapter the prototype system PVES, which stands for Pressure Vessel Expert System, is
described. In the first section the user interface of the system is presented, i.e. the way the system
interacts with the user and presents infonnation. The second section describes the design
process.

5.1 Structure of the User Interface

One of the aims in the development of PVES has been to make the system as user friendly as
possibly. To achieve this, the system has been built up in a menu driven way, making use of the
AutoCAD graphics as much as possibly. All graphical screens are built up in a similar way with
a main structure that is kept intact from screen to screen. This is important when the user is
getting familiar with the system. The amount of explaining text can also be limited when the user
knows what type of infonnation he is supposed to receive. In Fig. 5.1 the typical screen slructure
is shown. The example is taken from the specification of design conditions.

As can be seen in Fig. 5.1, the screen is divided into three parts; a command menu to the right, a
user interaction field at the bottom, and a large field containing graphical or textual information
dominating the screen'.

All commands in the menu can be used by pointing at them with the cursor, while the field at the
bottom is used for interaction between the user and the system. At the prompt called EXPERT,
information or a question is given to the user. At the prompt called USER, the user inserts
information to the system.

' All fields together will here be called a screen, while the word tableau will be used for only the graphical part of the
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In the different tableaus. information is given both with text and figures. In the header there is a

field called GOAL. The information in this field tells the user where in the system he is

operating. In a third field, called CONCLUSION, the system shows all conclusions that have

been drawn.
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Fig. 5.1 A typical screen from PVES. The design specification screen.

The field called DISPLAY looks different from screen to screen. It is also named differently

depending on the goal. All text that is underlined is an answer to a question. The default answer

to the questions is already written out.

It must be pointed out that all conclusions arc only directions, the user can always change any

Expert System decision by giving new information.
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5.2 The Design Process

5.2.1 General Description

In order to get a general picture of PV'ES it might be good to divide the system into different
design steps. In Chapter 2 three design levels were mentioned, conceptual design, detailed
design and product design. Each of these levels was divided into the following design steps:
preliminary design, analysis and testing, result evaluation, modifications and final design.These
steps arc illustrated in Fig. 5.2.

.... - . . . , .

1

. ' :-

1

; ' ' ; - : !

Fig. 5.2 The pn>ccss of designing a pressure vessel

To make Ihc description of lhc pnKcss compleic and compatible to f'V[-S. another step must he
added. This step is called the Design Specification and will be the firM one. In the following the
steps arc described one by one starting with the iVsivrn Specification.
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5 2.2 Design Specification

The first requirement in vessel design is to determine the conditions to which the vessel will be
subjected in operation. For PVES three essential conditions must be specified:

- Design Criteria
- Design Pressure (internal or external)
- Design Temperature

The tableau for giving this information is shown in Fig 5.1.

Design Criteria

The design criteria can either be the maximum allowed operating pressure or the minimum
allowed wall thickness of the vessel. If the operating pressure is the design criteria, the minimum
allowed wall thickness will be calculated. If the wall thickness is the design criteria, the
maximum allowed working pressure will be calculated.

Design Pressure

The user has to specify if the vessel is subjected to internal or external pressure and the size of the
maximum operating pressure. The system then calculates the design pressure by increasing the
operating pressure with 10% or minimum 0.7 bar.

The unit used for pressure is bar (1 bar = 0.1 MPa) and it is always over-pressure that is
considered.

Design Temperature

The design temperature is calculated by adding 30 °C to the operating temperature. If the vessel
is designed for low temperature service the minimum operating temperature is instead used and
the temperature is decicased with 30 °C.

5.2.3 Preliminary Design

For pressure vessels the following three preliminary design steps can be identified:

- Modelling the Geometry and Dimensioning
- Material Selection
- Design of Supports

Modelling the Geometry and Dimensioning

In the modelling of the geometry it must be specified if a spherical or cylindrical pressure vessel
is being designed. If the vessel is cylindrical, the types of heads and the vessel orientation must
also be given. The vessel can either be horizontally or vertically oriented. All this information is
inserted to the design specification tableau, shown in Fig. 5.1. The default type is a vertical
closed cylinder. Closed means that both ends of the cylinder part are connected to some type of
heads. The default type of heads is dished heads.
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When the vessel has been modelled, the dimensioning is supposed to be done. In Fig. 5.3 the
tableau for modelling the cylinder part is shown, and in Fig. 5.4 the corresponding tableau for a
spherical head is shown. The different heads that can be used arc spherical, dished and conical.
These are presented in Chapter 3.

Geometry data are written in the graphical field called SPECIFICATION. The user inserts data
by pointing at the text with the cursor. The following text lines will appear in the bottom field
and the user can insert new values:

Expert: Select the parameter value to be changed on the screen. RET to exit.
User: <A parameter or value is pointed at with the cursor. >
Expert: Give new parameter or value.
User:

The new value will appear on the screen instead of the default zero. If the user makes a mistake
or changes his mind, the procedure can easily be repeated.

In the right part of the SPECIFICATION field the vessel components are schematically drawn.
The aim is to explain the different vessel parameters in a graphical and simple way.

For the cylinder part it is possible to specify any number of holes in the shell. A hole is specified
by its diameter and location. The location is given with a height (z-value) and an angle. For
heads only a centered opening may be specified. This follows the structure of the Pressure
Vessel Code. The only data that must be given for the hole is its diameter.
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Fig. 5.3 The PVES tableau for dimensioning the cylinder part.
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Fig. 5.4 The PVES UMetu for dimensioning a spherical head.

Material Selection
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Fig. 5.5 The PVES tableau for material selection.
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The second step of the Preliminary Design is the material selection. First the system checks if the
same material is supposed to be used for all vessel components. The user has given this
information during the Design Specification phase. Thereafter, the system switches to the
material specification tableau, see Fig. 5.5.

The material tableau is used in the following way. The field called MATERIAL
ASSIGNMENTS shows the current component of the vessel. It will indicate CYLIN for the
cylinder part, UHEAD for the upper head and LHEAD for the lower head. The most common
case is to use the same material for all components, which is simply called ALL.

Materials that have been previously used are listed in the MATERIAL PROPERTY LIST in the
lower field. This list offers the user an easy way of assigning materials that he often uses. When
the list is full the user either deletes one material or let the system push out the material on top of
the list. The list can also be completely cleared between different jobs.

There are two different ways of assigning materials to the vessel. The user can either choose a
material from the database or he can assign a new material. The material database connected to
PVES is very small, but it contains some of the most common pressure vessel materials, see Fig.
5.6. The user must first decide from which material group a material is to be selected. The
tableau is then switched to show a material property tableau, where all piesent materials from
the selected group arc shown together with their properties. In Fig. 5.7 the tableau for alloyed
steel is shown.
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Fig. 5.6 Tlic PVES tableau for the material database.
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Fig. 5.7 The PVES tableau for alloyed steel.

Design of Supports

The system determines what kind of support that is most suitable for the pressure vessel. The
following types can be chosen:

- Support Skirt
- Support Legs
- Saddle Support

The different types arc all described in Chapter 3.

The system determines the support type according to the orientation and the size of the vessel.
The rules are presented in Chaptr; 6.

When a support skirt is supposed to be used the graphical tableau shown in Fig. 5.H appears. The
user can choose between using a straight or a flared skirt and a skin that is butted or lapped to the
vessel.

When support legs arc supposed to be used, the graphical screen shown in Fig. 5.9 appears
instead. The difference between the types of legs is the structural shape. Legs can cither be of
l-shapc or equal angle, and differently welded to the vessel, sec Chapter 3.

For saddle supports, the position of the saddles must be determined.
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Fig. 5.8 The PVES screen for selecting type of support skirt.
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5.2.3 Structural Analysis

When the preliminary design has been suggested, a stress analysis should be carried out to
determine the stress state. The analysis is carried out using the FE-method. The program that is
used is PCFEMP. Beside the FE-analysis the different vessel components are analyzed
according to the Pressure Vessel Code, see Chapter 3.

If all data has been given the analysis according to the Code is easy to carry out. The FE-analysis
on the other hand is quite complicated to perform. It requires an extensive pre-processing, the
program takes time to run and the result must be interpreted. Because of the big differences in
complexity the designer is suggested to start with the analysis according to the Code. He will
then see if the vessel is roughly over-sized or under-sized and he will know if the structure
fulfills the requirements set up by the Pressure Vessel Code.

The analysis according to the Code and the FE-analysis will now be presented separately.

Stress Analysis Using the Swedish Pressure Vessel Code

In Chapter 3 the Swedish Pressure Vessel Code was presented. It was there explained that the
Code can be used in different ways. One way to use the Code is to calculate the actual stresses
and compare these to the permissible stress for the material. Another way is to calculate the
minimum allowed wall-thickness of each vessel component or the maximum allowed operating
pressures. In PVES the minimum required wall-thickness or the maximum allowed working
pressure is calculated. The equations which are implemented into PVES ao; presented in
Appendix B.
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Fig. 5.10 The PVES tableau used for presenting analysis results.
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The tableau shown in Fig. 5.10 is used for presenting the minimum allowed wall thickness. For
each component the PRELIMINARY DESIGN, specified by the user during the dimensioning,
is presented together with the result from the ANALYSIS calculated according to the Code. A
reference to the equations in the Pressure Vessel Code which have been used, is given together
with the safety factors used in these equations.The results from the FE-analysis will also be
presented in the same tableau.

Stress Analysis Using the Finite Element Method

The input data to the FE-analysis consist of both monitoring commands, so called macro
commands, and numerical data. The numerical data are the node coordinates, element
connectivities, material data, loading conditions and boundary conditions.
The creation of the FE data input File, is the heavy part of the pre-processing work. It has here
been divided into nine different steps and the user is suggested to perform the pre-processing in
the following order:

1. Symmetry Detection
2. Element Type Selection
3. Element Size Selection
4. Geometry Modelling
5. Mesh Generation
6. Load Assignment
7. Boundary Conditions Assignment
8. Material Assignment
9. Input File Generation

The Symmetry Detection is done first since it might reduce the model size of the structure and
therefore save a lot of work. The Element Type Selection is done in step two. This must be done
before the Geometry Modelling, since it affects the way the structure must be modelled. In step
three the Element Size Selection, i.e the determination of the elema t division, is performed.

The Geometry Modelling, which is the redefinition of standard components into a geometry
model built up by points, lines and surfaces, is implemented in PVES together with an automatic
mesh generator. When the mesh is complete, loading and boundary conditions can be assigned.
The mesh must be done before these assignments, since new nodes are created to which the
conditions are supposed to be applied. If symmetry planes have been detected, boundary
conditions are automatically applied at these boundaries.

The Material Assignment is here suggested to be done in step eight. It can, however, be done at
any step since it is separated from the rest of the pre-processing.

Step nine is the Input File Generation. All information that has been given to Ute system is there
formatted and written to a file.

7. Symmetry Detection

Since the analysis of a FE-model is both time and computer space consuming it is desirable to
limit the model as much as possible. By detecting symmetry planes, only parts of the structure
need to be modelled.
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One simple case is when the stnicture is axisymmetric. A three-dimensional structure can then
be described in two dimensions. One example of this is a vertically oriented vessel resting on a
skirt. The two heads must also be identical/The axial cross section of such a vessel is shown in
R g . 5 . U .

Fig. 5.11 An axisymmetric structure.

If the stnicture is not axisymmetric the system tries to detect other symmetry planes. These are
determined by the location of supports and the possible presence of openings or external
loadings. There is no expert guidance implemented for the symmetry detection. The system does
instead ask the user a number of questions and one of the cases shown in Fig. 5.12 is identified.
In Fig. 5.13 three examples of symmetry planes are shown.
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Fig. 5.12 The PVES tableau used for symmetry detection.
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Fig. 5.13 Three examples of symmetry planes.
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2. Element Type Selection

PCFEMP supports a wide range of element types, while PVES has been restricted to the
following types: axisymmetric element, shell element and solid element.

In the figures below the different element types are illustrated. The cylinder part of a pressure
vessel can be modelled using each one of these.

- Axisymmetric Element

The axisymmetric element has 3 to 9 nodes,
which each has two degrees of freedom; the
displacement in the two global directions.
Loadings are applied in the radial and axial
directions.

Shell Element

The shell element has 3 nodes, which each has 6
degrees of freedom; the displacements in the x, y
and z directions and the associated rotations.
Loadings can be applied in all three directions.

- Solid Element

The solid element has 6 to 20 nodes, which each
has three degrees of freedom; the displacement in
the x, y and / directions. Loadings can be applied
in all three directions.

PVES automatically chooses the element type to be used. The system tries to use the
axisymmetric clement in every possible situation since this element type requires least computer
time. The knowledge that was acquired in the symmetry detection is used to determine the
clement type.

If the structure is not axisymmetric it has to be analyzed either with shell elements or solid
elements. When shell elements are used the problem is solved with thin shell theory, which
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requires the wall thickness to be small in comparison with other dimensions, cce Chapter 3. For
structures with a significant wall-thickness compared to other dimensions, the thin shell theory
is too approximate. In such cases solid elements are preferable, but they also require a more
complicated model. In Fig. 5.14 the PVES tableau explaining the different element types is
shown.
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Fig. 5.14 The PVES tableau for clement type selection.

Different element types have different number of nodes. For the axisymmetric element
PCFEMP supports several different types with varying number of nodes. Three of these types
have been implemented in PVES: the three-node triangular, the four-node quadrilateral and the
eight-node quadrilateral elements.

The shell element is implemented as a triangular element with three nodal points and the solid
element as an iso-parametric element with 8 nodes.

3. Element Size Selection

The element si/x is determined by inserting information about the division for a quadrilateral
part of the vessel in both the axial and in the tangential directions. In Fig. 5.15 the PVES tableau
for selecting element size is shown.
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Fig. 5.15 The PVES tableau for selecting element size.

4. Geometry Modelling

The geometry of the structure to be analyzed with a FE-program must be hierarchically defined
with points, lines, surfaces and bodies. Points are used to create lines. A straight line is defined
by two points and a curved line by three. A surface is defined by four lines and a body by six
surfaces. This way of defining the pressure vessel standard components is here called the
Geometry Modelling.

In Fig. 5.16 and Fig. 5.17 it is shown how elements arc built up. The first figure shows a surface
element, used for axisymmctric and shell elements, and the second figure shows a body used for
solid elements.

Fig. 5.16 A surface clement built up by 6 points and 4 lines.
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Fig. S.I7 A solid element built up by 12 points. 12 tines and 6 surfaces.

The general mesh algorithm, which the PVES mesh generator is based on, handles
two-dimensional structures [Segerlid 1976]. The geometry of the different pressure vessel
components must therefore be projected onto a two-dimensional surface before the mesh can
be generated. The algorithm also requires all global surfaces to be built up by four lines. The
schemes in Fig. 5.18, Fig. 5.19 and Fig. 5.20 show how the different pressure vessel components
arc divided into four-line surfaces.

Cylinder without opening

VJ

-L3- -PJ

Fig. 5.18 Geometric modelling of a cylinder without opening.
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Fig. 5.19 Geometric modelling of a cylinder with opening.

Head without opening Head wi.h centered opening

Fig. 5.20 Geometric modelling of a head

5. Mesh Generation

The general mesh algorithm requires global surfaces to be built up as a quadrilateral consisting
of four lines defined by three points. If a straight line defined by only two points is used, the
mesh program creates the third point as the midpoint. Lines defined by three points are handled
as second order curves. In Fig. 5.21 the mesh for different components are schematically
shown.
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Fig. 5.21 Mesh generation.
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6. Load Assignment

The different types of loads that must be considered in the design of a pressure vessel are:

- Design Pressure (internal or external)

- Dead Loads
- External Loads

Dead loads are loads due to the weight of the vessel itself and external loads may be caused by
wind or connected pipes. The different types are illustrated in Fig. S.22.

Internal Pressure Dead Load

I

External Load
(wind load)

Fig. 5.22 Loadings exerted on pressure vessels.

Only the possibility of applying loads caused by the over-pressure is implemented to PVES.
This application is automatically handled by the system together with the generation of the input
file to PCFEMP.

Loadings are defined by the system in two different ways depending on the element type. For
shell elements and solid elements the pressure can be applied as a distributed load intensity in the
local coordinate directions. This means that the coastant internal or external pressure can be
directly applied.

When axisymmetric elements are used, PVES must perform a calculation of the load
components. For each node the load components must be expressed in global coordinates.
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7. Boundary Condition Assignment

Boundary conditions must be applied on the connection to supports and at boundaries caused by
symmetry planes. Support connections to the vessel arc considered as fixed in all directions.

The generation of boundary conditions is automatically performed by PVES.

Fig. 5.23 Boundary conditions.

8. Material Assignment

Different element types require different material data. PVES keeps track of these different
requirements and also handles a material database. The material database was described in
Section 5.2.2.

Beside material properties PCFEMP treats certain finite element control parameters and
sometimes also distributed loads as "material data". All properties required for the different
element types are listed below. The data has been divided into three categories according to the
type of data.

Axisymmetric element

Material properties:

Control parameters:

• Young's modulus
• Poissons' ratio
- Mass density
- Thermal expansion coefficient

• Number of stiffness integration points
(Recommended values: lxl (or 3-nodes elements

and 2x2 for 4-nodes and 8-nodes elements.)
- Number of output stress points in each direction

(Recommended values: lxl for 3-nodes elements
and 2x2 for 4-nodes and »-nodes elements.)
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Shell element

Material properties: Young's modulus
Poissons' ratio
Mass density
Thermal expansion coefficient

Problem specifications: - Distributed load intensities
- Element thickness

Solid element

Material properties:

Control parameters:

- Young's modulus
• Poissons' ratio
- Mass density
- Thermal expansion coefficient

- Integration method (Gauss or Iron)
- Number of stiffness integration points

(8 points are suggested for Gauss' method and
14 for Iron's method)

• Number of stress points
(8 points are suggested for both methods)

Problem specification: - Distributed load intensities

PVES generates the default values of the control parameters during the formatting of the
PCFEMP input file. All material properties have been assigned during the Material Selection of
the Preliminary Design.

9. Input File Generation

When all data, required for the FE-analysis, has been input, the complete PCFEMP input files
can be generated. The first file to be generated is the file containing geometry, topology,
material, loadings and boundary data. It is built up in the following way:

STAR

COOR

Defines general information about the structure to be analyzed.

- Number of nodal points
- Number of elements
- Number of material sets
- Spatial dimension
- Degrees of freedom per node

- Maximum number of nodes per element

Defines nodal coordinates.
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ELEM Defines the connection between the local element node number of
each element and the global noa». .-"jnbers of the structure, and the

material type assigned to each element.

MATE

BOUN

FORC

END

Defines the material properties for each material set.

Defines the boundary conditions for each node which has a specified

value for at least one degree of freedom.

Defines prescribed forces or displacements for each degree of
freedom of a node.

Termination of the input sequence.

The second file to be generated is a macro command file controlling the calculations. The
procedure for solving a static problem is here given as an example:

MACR Activates the solution module.

TANG Forms a symmetric tangent stiffness matrix.

FORM Forms load vectors.

SOLV Solves the structural equation system.

REDB ON Opens the result database. All subsequent output data will be written

directly to the result database.

MOMT OFF Switches off moments output and on stresses output..

NSTR Evaluate nodal stresses.

REDB OFF Closes the result database.

END Terminates the input sequence.

STOP Terminates the program and returns the control to the operating

system.

A third file can be generated for the control of the post-processing. The preferable way of using
the PLO-module for PVES is, however, to run it interactively.
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5.2.4 Result Evaluation and Final Design

Part of the result evaluation is performed by the post-processing module of PCFEMP. In Fig.
5.24 an example showing the Tresca nodal stress distribution is presented.

Fig. 5.24 The Tresca nodal stresses presented by PCFEMP.

The tableau presented in Fig. 5.25 is used for the result evaluation. The maximum Tresca yield
stress for each component is presented together with the safety factor, which is the ratio of the
Tresca yield stress and the material yield stress. The user can accept the values as a final design
or he can make a change in the Preliminary Design in order to carry out a new analysis.

The automatic connection between PCFEMP's result database and the Result Evaluation has not
yet been implemented. The user must instead take the maximum nodal stresses received from
PCFEMP and insert these values to the evaluation tableau. The safety factors are automatically
calculated.
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Chapter 6

Implementation of the Prototype
System
The Pressure Vessel Expert System, PVES, is a prototype system. It has been developed for
demonstration purposes, and it is not intended to be a complete design system, ready to use.

In this chapter the implementation of PVES will be discussed. The different tools and the struc-
ture of the system will be described. This chapter is written for readers interested in the algo-
rithms used in an Expert System or someone who intends to write an Expert System himself.

6.1 Programming Languages and
Development Tools

The development tools used for PVES is AutoCAD, AutoLISP, Fortran and the FE-system
PCFEMP. In addition to these tools an Expert System shell, ExTran, has been studied, but has
not been used in the implementation of PVES.

6.1.1 AutoCAD

AutoCAD is a general CAD-program. It can be run both on personal computers and on UNIX-
based systems. PVES has been developed on an IBM compatible personal computer. It can,
however, be ported to all other computer platforms with AutoCAD.

The Drawing Editor of AutoCAD

The main part of the program is a drawing editor. The drawing editor supports a set of entities
which can be combined to create drawings. An entity can be a line, circle, ellipse, text, dimen-
sion line, crosshatching or anything else included in the CAD-systcm. A line is considered to be
one entity, while a square consisting of four lines is a group of four entities.
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Blocks and Attributes

One of the AutoCAD facilities which is used very much in PVES is blocks. A block is a com-
bined group of entities given a block name. The block name can be used to place the block wher-
ever the user wants it, and AutoCAD will treat it as one single entity. By pointing to any entity
inside the block, the whole block can be manipulated. A block can also be copied between dif-
ferent drawings. That means that the user can create a whole library of block symbols.

Every block can also have a associated sets of attributes. An attribute is a text string containing
information, that may differ every time the block is inserted to a drawing. The information can
also be extracted and written to a database.

The use of blocks and attributes has been one of the basic prerequisite conditions in the develop-
ment of PVES. In Section 6.2.2 their usage will be presented.

Menus

The ordinary AutoCAD menus can be changed and specially designed for new applications.
New menus arc coastructcd by editing AutoCAD's menu file (ACAD.MNU). The new com-
mands added in this way are either AutoLISP functioas or calls to external executable programs
running under DOS (the Disk Operating System MS-DOS/PC-DOS).

6.1.2 AutoLISP

AutoLISP, which is a dialect of common LISP, is implemented in the environment of Auto-
CAD. The importance of LISP in the history of expert systems was discussed in Chapter 4.

AutoLISP provides a large number of functions. Many of them are standard common LISP
functioas, while others are specific to AutoCAD. The most important AutoCAD specific func-
tioas arc supplied by the commands: GETPOINT, GETDIST, GETANGLE, GETREAL, GE-
TINT and GETSTRING. These commands prompt for user input of a point, a distance, an angle,
a real number, an integer number and a string, respectively.

AutoLISP functioas can be designed as new commands added to the standard set of AutoCAD
commands. The standard AutoLISP function DEFUN is used to design new functions:

(DEFUN C HELLO (pi pi)
(command "text" pi p2 0.25 HELLO")

These few lines define a function called HELLO. The function will write out the word HELLO
at the point (pi p2), where pi and p2 arc the x and y coordinates used as input when the function
is called. Since the function above is defined in what AutoCAD calls C:XXX form, it can be
used as an ordinary AutoCAD command, entered at the command prompt. Before the function
can be used as a command it must, however, be loaded into AutoCAD. This is done by loading
the file, in which the function is contained. If the file is called, for example, "user_com-
mands.lsp" this is done with the following instruction:
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Command: (load "user_commands")

If the C-part of the function name had been left out, the function could only be called by other
AutoLISP functions, in the following way:

(HELLO pi p2)

Since it has been defined in the C:XXX form and loaded it can be used directly as an ordinary

AutoCAD command:

Command: hello

6.1.3 PCFEMP

The analyis is mainly carried out using the finite element method (FEM). The program
PCFEMP is used to fulfill this task. The PCFEMP system consists of three modules INF, PRO
and PLO. The individual modules communicate by the use of a common database.

The pre-proccssor module, INF, generates input data and creates a database for the job to be
carried out. The PRO module opens the problem database and processes the data according to a
sequence of macro commands. The results from the process are then written to the problem data-
base. Finally, the PLO module is used to present the results graphically.

To each of the different modules an input file has to be written. The input files to the PRO and
PLO modules will only contain macro commands controlling the processing, while the INF
module requires both macro commands and numerical data. The numerical data will consist of
nodal coordinates, element connectivities, material data, loading conditions and boundary con-
ditions.

6.2 System Architecture
The system architecture of PVES is illustrated in Fig. 6.1. The architecture can be divided into
two levels, the "start level" and the "run level". The 13 design modules can be seen as parallel,
see the description of the Control Agenda in Section 6.2.1. In Fig. 6.1 only four of theses mod-
ules are presented.

As seen in Fig. 6.1, a lot of functions must be activated in order to start up PVES. This activation
is automatically performed by PVES. The first contact the system establishes with the user is
when the Control Agenda has been defined and read for the first time. The user will then be
asked where in the design process he wants to start.

It should be noticed that the modules in the run level are completely separated and parallel. They
can be run in almost any order, but the Control Agenda will advice the user to run them accord-
ing to a predefined design process.

Not all of the modules are expert supported, but each module that is expert supported can be
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considered as an Expert System of its own. Modules, not expert supported, work in a conven-
tional way and are not controlled by the Inference Engine.

In the following sections the start up procedures will be explained, and both the expert supported
modules and the modules working in a conventional way will be presented.

START

RUN

Running the
Design

Specification
module

Starting AutoCAD and AutoLISP

X
Defining the Control Agenda

*
Loading Menus

. I Loading the Inference Engine | .

Activating the Control Agenda
~l

Running the
Material
module

Running the
Support

Specification
module

Loading the Support
Knowledge Database

Invoking the
Inference Engine

Fig. 6.1 System Architecture.
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6.2.1 Starting the System

Memory Management

PVES is started by running a batch file called "expert". The following lines will then appear on
the screen:

C:> set lispheap = 40000
C:> set lispstack - 5000
C:> acad

The batch file initializes the "lispheap" and the 'lispstack", which are two areas of memory
which must be defined before AutoLISP can be used. The first, called the heap, is the area in
which all functions and symbols are stored. The more symbols and functions that are used, the
more heap space will be needed. The second area, called the stack, holds function arguments
and partial results. The deeper a function is "nested" and the more partial results and recursions
that are used, the more stack space is needed.

When AutoLISP is used in a DOS system the total of the two areas may not exceed 45 000 bytes.
Since AutoLISP cannot expand its heap or stack while running, it is very important to optimize
the proportion between the heap and the stack area.

Virtual Function Paging

The batch file named expert starts up an AutoCAD script. A script is kind of batch file which can
be edited outside AutoCAD and executed inside. This script calls for the AutoLISP function
"vmon", which is a virtual paging function, allowing the AutoLISP programs to temporary grow
out of the lisphcap area. AutoLISP will page out infrequently used functions whenever it runs
out of memory, and automatically read them back when they are needed again. Functions that
are paged out are swapped to a temporary file, which is managed by the file pager of AutoCAD.

The virtual memory system only pages functions. It is therefore still important to have sufficient
node space to store data lists and function variable names.

Control Agenda

The AutoCAD script loads the first AutoLISP program, which is simply called start. The start
program defines the PVES Control Agenda, which is the part of the system which controls the
execution of the different program modules.

The design process performed by PVES can be divided into several hierarchically ordered sub-
processes, each of which contains one or several sub-goals. The Control Agenda keeps the
names of the different processes stored in an association list, which is a list of embedded suo-
lists. The lirst clement of each list is a key to that list. In this case the key elements are the names
of the different lisp programs which arc loaded to execute the different modules. The PVES
association list, which is called "Goaltree" is shown here:
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(( "DESP" "DESIGN SPECIFICATIONS")

f "MATE" "DEFINING MATERIAL PROPERTIES")

( "MODEL" " GEOMETRY MODELLING")
( "ENGINE" "LOADING INFERENCE ENGINE)

< "SUPP" "CHOOSING SUPPORT TYPE")
( "ELTf " CHOOSING ELEMENT TYPE')

< "SYMM" "DETERMINING SYMMETRY")
("MESP" "MESH SPECIFICATION")

( "MESH" "GENERATING MESH")
( "DMESH" "DRAWING MESH")

( "CARD" "GENERATING INPUT FILE TO INF")
( "PCFEMP" "RUNNING FINITE ELEMENT PROGRAM")
( "EVALU" "RESULTEVALUATION")

( "FINISH" "EXITING FROM PVES AND AUTOCAD"))

The information in this list will be used to guide the user through the design process.

Loading the PVES Menus

The AutoLISP start program loads all menus specially designed for PVES. These menus arc
stored in a file called "pvexpcrtmnu" and loaded with the AutoLISP instruction:

(command "menu" "pvexpen")

All menus included in this file can then be loaded by the use of the AutoLISP iastniction:

(menucmd <string>)

The first menu of PVES is named just PVES and is called with the instruction:

(menucms "S=PVES").

The "S" indicates that it is a screen menu. The menu is listed below, both as it looks on the screen
and as it looks in the Hie.

On the screen In the ".mnu" file

»•PVES
PRESSURE [PRESSURE 1

VESSEL I VESSEL 1

MODEL [ MODEL I

Proc [ Proc 1 P

Inf I Inf 11
Spec [ Spec | S



When this menu is shown the program has asked the user if he wants to run PVES in "Process",

"Information", or "Specific Problem" mo^e. The user is then supposed to answer the question

either by entering the answer on the keyboard or by pointing at the options on the menu with the

cursor. These two ways of inserting information must be made completely compatible. This is

done by letting the program read only single letters from the menu (P, I and S in the "mnu"-file)

or if the user chooses to type an answer on the key-bo?rd, the AutoLISP program extracts the

first letter from the text string and converts it to an upper case letter. Independently from which

way the user inserts information, the only possible answers received by the program is then the

letters P, I or S. These letters can then be used as conditions in an AutoLISP program.

Loading the Inference Engine

The Inference Engine is the part of an Expert System which controls how the system reaches a

solution of a problem; in other words the engine of the system. This may not be mixed up with

the Control Agenda, which also can be seen as an engine of the system.

If the total system is seen as a collection of sub-systems (modules), each an Expert System itself,

the Control Agenda can be seen as the mechanism controlling the execution of the different

modules, while the Intcxnce Engine can be seen as the mechanism controlling the execution of

every individual module.

The Inference Engine of PVES has been implemented as a set of AutoLISP functions. The func-

tions are loaded in the start phase, but not executed until they are called by some of the modules.

6.2.2 Running the Expert Supported Modules

Modules, whose execution is controlled by the Inference Engine, will be presented in this sec-

tion. The structure of the Inference Engine and its interaction with the Knowledge Base, the

Context and the Control Agenda will be outlined.

Activating the Control Agenda

The Control Agenda is activated by an AutoLISH program called "run". This program is first

loaded by the start program and then loaded any time when a module has been completely ex-

ecuted. The following question is displayed on the screen:

Expert: You can choose among the following options:

Advice (A), Current (C), Next (N), Spec (S), Help (H). End (E).

The meaning of the different optioas arc:

Advice The program will call for a function defined in "start.lsp" to find out which is

the next module in the Goaltree. The module will not be activated only pre-
sented.
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Current The current module will be activated again.

Next Next module from the Gcaltree will be activated.

Spec Any module specified by the user will be activated.

Help A scheme showing all modules will be displayed, see Fig. 6.2.

End The execution of PVES will be terminated.

INFORMATIVE MODULES

START

RUN

1
PVT1

EXECUTION MODULES

DESP

PCFEMP

Fig. 6.2 All different PVES modules displayed with the HELP command.

Loading the Knowledge Base

Before the structure of the Knowledge Base is described it is important to point out that each
module of PVES is an Expert System by itself, and therefore also contains a Knowledge Baseof
its own. The module designed for choosing support type will here be used as an illustrative ex-
ample to present one of the Knowledge Bases.



The database contains two different types of data; a parameter list and a rule list. The parameter
list contains questions which are invoked when the system cannot determine the value of a pa-
rameter in any other way than by inquiring the user. The parameter list is an AutoLISP "associ-
ation list" built up by sublists. A sublist has the form:

(parameter (type) (question))

The first element is the parameter, the second element shows the parameter type, and the last
element is the question. The parameter type is either integer, real, or logical. For logicals the
element is replaced by a list of options in the following way:

(parameter ((option!) foption2)...) (question))

A part of the parameter list loaded for the Support problem is shown below:

((D (real) ("What is the diameter of the vessel? (m) "))
(L (real) ("What is the length of the vessel? (m) "))
(H (real) ("What is the distance between the ground and the cylinder part of the

vessel? (m)"))
(LD (real) ("What is the ratio ofLtoD?"))
(HD (real) ("What is the ratio of H to D ?"))
(SIZE (("S" "Small") ("L" "Large"))

("Is the vessel small or large?"))
(SUPP (("N" "No support considered")("S" "Skirt")("L" "Legs")("A" "Saddles")

("V'hat is the type of the support?"))
(ORIE (("V" "Vertical")("H" "Horizontal"))

("What is the orientation of the vessel?"))
(LOAD (("L" "Low") ("H" "High"))

("How are the external loadings (moments)?")))

The rule-list is also built up as a list of sub-lists. Each sub-list has this forrr

((condition) (action))

The condition may be a list of several logical expressions, while the action part is an instruction
that can be evaluated. Usually a value is assigned to a previously unknown parameter, using the
Lisp function "setq". For example:

(setqSUPP"L")

which means that the Expert System will advice the usage of legs as support.

A part of the rule list loaded for the Support problem will look like the rule list below. To make
the list more understandable //and then expressions have been added. Tne logical expressions
are also written on a schematic form.
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(if (L>0)and(D>0) then <LD = LID ))

(if(H >Q)and(D>0) then (HD = HI D ))

<if(D £ 1.8)and(LD<.5)and(HD <,2) then (SIZE = "S" ))

(if (D > 1.8) then (SIZE = "L" ))
(if(LD > 5 ) then (SIZE = "L" ))
(if(HD > 2) then (SIZE = "L"))

(if(ORIE = "V") and (SIZE = "L") then (SUPP = "S")

(ifiORIE = "V") and (SIZE = "S") and (LOAD = "H") then (SUPP = "S"))

(iffORIE = "V)and (SIZE = "S") and (LOAD = "L") then (SUPP = "L"))
(if(ORIE = "H") and (SIZE = "L") Pen (SUPP = "A"))

(iffORIE = "H") and (SIZE = "S") then (SUPP - "L"))

The Structure of Context

The Context of an Expert System can be considered as the memory of the system. All data which
are known to the problem under consideration and all parameters that have been set are stored in
the Context. The Context of PVES is implemented as an association list:

((ORIE " V ) ( L "11") (D " 1 3 . 4 ) . . . )

The Context is not unique for each of the PVES modules as the different Knowledge Bases are.
The same Context is used for all the modules in order to establish a connection between the
different modules and to keep PVES running as a complete integrated system.

Solving an Expert System Problem Using the Inference Engine

The Inference Engine controls the way PVES finds a solution of a problem. It can be divided into
five different parts:

- Goal-Monitor
- Rule-Monitor
- Rule-Evaluator
- Fact-Verifier
- Fact-Inquirer

The relation between the different parts is illustrated in Fig. 6.3.
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Fig. 6.3 Structure of the Inference Engine

The Goal-Monitor handles the interaction between the main-goal and the different sub-goals.
In the support example the main-goal is to determine the most suitable support type. This de-
pends upon the size of the vessel, which is unknown. "Size" is therefore put on the sub-goal
list. The size might of course also depend on something else, which must be put on the sub-goal
list as well. This method of putting a main-goal on top of the sub-goal list and then try to solve
the problem by producing several sub-goals is called backward chaining, see Chapter 4.

The sub-goals list is stored in a list, which is handled as a "stack". Every new goal which is
produced is put on top of the list. The system always tries to solve the goal on top of the list,
which also is called the "current goal". If the goal is reached it is pushed out from the list and the
first sub-goal will be the current goal.

Every time a new goal has been put as the current goal, the Goal-Monitor calls the Rule-Moni-
tor in order to find some rules that can be applied to reach the current-goal.
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Indata: MAIN-GOAL

1
Put the MAIN-GOAL on top
of the SUB-GOAL list Input data:

An unknown para-
meter not included
in CONTEXT or an
unreached SUB-
GOAL

Is the
GOAL on the SUB

GOAL list?

Put the GOAL on top
of the SUB-GOAL list

Put the first GOAL among the SUB-

GOALS as CURRENT-GOAL

Call RULE-MONITO

Push the CURRENT-GOAL from SUB-GOAL list

Is the
SUB-OOAL Us

empty?

Fig. 6.4 Scheme of the Goal-Monitor.
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The Rule-Monitor searches the rule-list in the Knowledge Base for rules that can be used to
reach the current goal. This is done by comparing the action part of every rule with the current
goal. The first goal of the support problem is called support (SUPP), and the first rule which is
found matching this is the following one:

(if(ORIE = "V)and (SIZE = "L") then (SUPP = "S"))

When the rule-monitor has found this rule it puts the rule-number on top of a stack called "acti-
ve-rule list", and calls for the Riue-Evaluator. The Rule-Evaluator will check if the rule can be
evaluated. If no rule is found that can be applied the Fact-Inquirer is called in order to ask the
user for the missing parameter value.

The active-rule list is used to store all rules which can be applied to solve the problem. When a

rule has been evaluated it is pushed out of the list.

Put the rule on
the ACTIVE-
RULE list

Input data: CURRENT-GOAL

I
Pick up a rule from

the RULE-DATABASE

Does the
action part of the rule
match the CURRENT

GOAL?

rules in the RULE-
ATABASE bee

Is the rule
on the ACTIVE-

ULElis

Call FACT-INQUIRER

Call RULE-EVALUATOR

Return to GOAL-MONITOR

Fig. 6.5 Scheme of the Rule-Monitor.
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The Rule-Evaluator checks if all the parameters in the condition part of a rule are known. All
known parameters arc defined in the Context. For the support problem the condition part for
one of the rules is:

(0R1E = "V") and (SIZE = "L")

The Rule-Evaluator checks if the orientation and the size of the vessel are known. The orienta-
tion will probably be known, since it should have been defined in the Design Specification mod-
ule, while the size is a parameter which has not been set outside the Support module. The Rule-
Evaluator then passes size to the Fact-Verifier.

Input data:
A rule which action part
matches CURRENT-GOAL.

Are all
parameters in the rule
condition included in

CONTEXT?

Call FACT-VERIFIER

Is the
rule condition

satisfied2

Push the rule from the
ACTIVE-RULE list

Push the rule from the
ACTIVE-RULE list

Call GOAL-MONITOR

Add the action part of
rule to the CONTEXT

Return to RULE-MONITOR

Fig. 6.6 Scheme of the Rulc-Evaluator.
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The Fact-Verifier finds out whether it is possible to determine the value of the unknown param-
eter through another rule, or if the value has to be inserted by the user. If the parameter value is to
be deduced through another rule it must be sent to the Goal-Monitor, which puts the parameter
as a new sub-goal. If the parameter must be inserted by the user it is sent to the Fact-Inquirer.

The system always tries to determine the values of a parameter by using the built-in rules. The
unknown parameter is then sem to the Goal-Monitor where it is considered as a new sub-goal. It
can happen that the same parameter appears twice. If this is the case the system will come into a
loop trying to find the value of a parameter that cannot be set by using existing rules. The loop is
broken by calling the Fact-Inquirer in order to let the user insert the missing parameter value.

Input data:
A rule which condition part is
is not included in the CONTEXT

Is the
unknown parameter
identical to the SUB-

GOAL?

[Call FACT-INQUIRER |

Return to RULE-EVALUATOR

Fig. 6.7 Scheme of the Fact-Verifier.
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The Fact-Inquirer asks the user about missing parameter values. The module uses the unknown
parameter to search the parameter-list of the Knowledge Base in order to find a suitable ques-
tion, that can be used as a command prompt.

Input data:
A parameter which value cannot
be deduced through any rules.

1
Ask the user about the parameter value

I
| Add the parameter to the CONTEXT]

Fig. 6.8 Scheme of the Fact-Inquirer.

In Appendix C the strategy of the Inference Engine is presented in details on the problem of
Choosing Support type.

6.2.3 Running the Conventionally Implemented Modules

Modules that are not expert supported are implemented as sequentially running AutoLISP pro-
grams, which frequently use Blocks and Attributes.

Blocks and Attributes

Several of the AutoLISP modules can be classified as specification modules, where a lot of data
are supposed to be inserted by the user. Inserting data by running a program and letting the user
answer questions is very inconvenient for the user, since he has to run the whole program again
if he wants to change some parameter. Using AutoCAD's graphic Blocks and associated Attrib-
utes, this can instead be implemented as tableaus which are filled by the user. The tableauscan
also be combined with informative figures. In Fig. 6.9 the tableau for modelling the cylinder part
of the vessel is given as an example.
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Blocks are inserted from AutoLISP programs by the following instruction:

(command "insert" "blockname" 0.0 " "")

All AutoLISP instructions starting with the word command, indicates that it is an ordinary Auto-
CAD function which is to be invoked. All empty strings are read as carriage returns.

Loy«r • .M0.0.0M

EXPERT SYSTEM
FOB PBESSUBE VESSEL DESIGN

1969-B-IO

MODELING CrUHKB

- JHCIf ICATION-

CY^lNpfB H(AD

INK» OUfCTCd <ll) •

WALL TH1CMCSS CV«

CTLIWOt» LOCFH <L> -

»O.C NUMK* OW1 -

_ 9 _

0

ft

1

n

n

n

n

PRESSURE

VESSEL

Fig. 6.9 The tableau for modelling the cylinder.

The tableau is implemented as two blocks; one block for the general header and one block for
the geometry specifications. In the header the textlines written in the GOAL and CONCLU-
SION fields are defined as attributes to the block. In the SPECIFICATION field all text which is
underlined is defined as attributes. When the unfilled form appears all values are assigned zero
and the following prompts appear:

Expert: Pick an underlined alternative or value.

Expert: Give new alternative or value.

A list containing the names of all block attributes and their corresponding insert points is also
loaded for every block which is inserted. When the user picks an underlined alternative or value,
AutoCAD reads the coordinates of the point and Ihe definition list is searched in order to find
which attribute that was picked. This is an inconvenient way of implementing the program, but
since AutoCAD does not supply any function for retrieving the name of an attribute by pointing
at it, it his been necessary.



Attribute values are changed by using the AutoLISP function ATTEDIT (Edit Attribute). Sav-
ing the new attribute values permanently into a disk file is done with the ATTEXT (Extracting
Attributes) function. A kind of format file is needed to instruct AutoCAD how to structure the
disk file. In AutoCAD this format file is called a template file.

The Material Database

A material database is connected to the Material Specification module. This database is built up
as a large association list. The Swedish SIS material-codes are used as key elements. If the user
chooses for example the material SIS 2116-01 from the database, the properties of this material
are extracted by the instruction:

(assoc 2116-01 mbase)

The AutoLISP function assoc is used to extract the sub-list starting with 2116-01 from the asso-
ciation list "mbase". The following lis* is xtumed:

("2116-01" 210 0.3 0 125 0 44 390 )

and the following property values can be identified:

Youngs' modulus
Poissons' ratio
Density
Thermal expansion coefficient
Conductivity
Specific heat capacity
Yield strength

210 GPa
0.3
not specified
12.5 1 0 V C
not specified
44 W/m°C
390 MPa

The material properties arc inserted into a material tableau as block attributes and then extracted
into a disk file. The disk file can be read by external programs.

The Pressure Vessel Code

To calculate the minimum allowed wall thickness or the maximum allowed operating pressure
an external Fortran program named "cal" is used. The program is called by the AutoLISP in-
struction:

(command "shell" "cal")

All AutoLISP instructions starting with command "shell" indicates that a shell of the DOS
operating system is opened and that any executable program, which can be run outside Auto-
CAD, also can be run inside AutoCAD.

The Fortran program named cal and the different AutoLISP programs communicate through a
number of text files.



The Swedish Pressure Vessel Code contains several data tables. All these tables have been im-
plemented as binary direct access files and ate read by special sub-routines which interpolates
them in two directions.

Mesh

The mesh is done by an external Fortran program. This program is too big to be run inside Auto-
CAD, since it requires too much system memory (RAM). The user is instead requested to leave
AutoCAD and PVES in order to run the mesh program outside. For making it as convenient as
possible to re-enter PVES, a batch file called "continue" has been design for the purpose. It
restarts AutoCAD, runs all the startup processes for PVES and enters PVES at the same place as
it was left.

6.3 Expert System Shell
The Expert System Shell ExTran has been evaluated and tested in this project. ExTran is short
for Expert Translator.

ExTran will be presented in this section. The differences between using shells and not using
any, will be outlined. The reason for not using ExTran in PVES will also be discussed.

6.3.1 ExTran

ExTran consists of two parts: ACL-Tran, which is short for Analog Concept Learning, and
Driver, which is the rule driver. ACL-Tran is the development tool, while the Driver is a set of
object files that must be linked with the developed decision-rules to create an Expert System. In
Fig. 6.10 the structure is illustrated. ExTran uses both forward and backward reasoning.

ExTran is written in Fortran 77 and a Fortran compiler is needed for developing decision-rules,
but not for running them. The advantage of using a language like Fortran is that a compiled
Expert System is fast in execution. During the program development, however, the separate
modules may be run without being compiled. The rule interpreter inside Ex'l an is then used.

As can be seen in Fig. 6.11, the Knowledge Base of ExTran can be built up both by pre-defined
rules and examples. If it is expressed in terms of examples, ExTran will induce decision-rules
from the examples and use them to build rules.

Each prc-dcfincd rule is defined in terms of its attributes and its classes. Attributes arc the fac-
tors that have influence upon the decision making process (lF-parts), while classes are the dif-
ferent conclusions (THEN-parts). All attributes and classes arc defined in a Problem Definition
file, which is the only user-defined file needed for running and controlling the Expert System.
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Fig. 6.10 Block diagram showing the structure of ExTran (ExTran 1986|
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Fig. 6.11 Flowchart for building Expert Systems using ExTran (ExTran 1986]
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Two examples of rules or decision trees will now be given. It is the tree for choosing support
type, and the tree for classifying the size of the vessel. The later one is a sub-problem of the
previous one.

ivesselty] :
cylind : [one ]:

vert :

hori :

sphere : [size 1:
small :
large :

Attributes: vesselty
one
size

[size ]
sm?'l
large

[size i
small
iarge

legs
skirt

legs
skirt

legs
saddles

= pressure vessel type
= orientation of the vessel
= small or large

(logical]
(logical)
(logical)

Classes: legs = support legs
skirt = support skirt
saddles = saddle support

Fig. 6.12 The ExTran decision tree for choosing support 'ype
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[vesselty]:
cylind : [d ) :

<=1.80:[hd ):
< = 2 : [Id ] :

< = 5 : small
> 2 : large

> 2 : large

> 1.80 large
sphere : [d ]:

< =1.80: small
> 1.80 : large

Attributes: vesselty = pressure vessel type (logical)
d = innerdiameter (real)
hd = height-to-diameter ratio (real)
Id = length-to-diameter ratio (real)

Gasses: small
large

Fig. 6.13 The ExTran decision tree for classification of the size of a vessel.

It is easy to link external programs to ExTran. This opportunity is important when a designer
wants to use previously written programs. Calculation algorithms are also easier to implement
in a language like Fortran, C or Pascal. The ExTran decision-tree then detects the routine which
shall be used and calls for it. In Fig. 6.11 the flowchart for building an Expert System using
ExTran is presented.

6.3.2 Advantages of Using Shells

The original idea in the development of PVES was to generate clearly defined parts of the Expert
System by using an Expert System Shell. These parts should be integrated wiih the AutoCAD
drawing editor and called by AutoLISP routines. In other words, the Control Agenda of the
Expert System was assumed to be implemented in AutoLISP, while the expert system modules
should be generated by the shell. Figure 6. K illustrates this implementation ideas.
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Fig. 6.14 Schematic implementation structure of PVES using AutoCAD, ExTran and
external Fortran programs.
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If ExTran had been used the Inference Engine of PVES could have been replaced by the ExTran
DRIVER, sec Fig. 6.10. The Knowledge Bases implemented as AutoLISP datalists could then
also have been replaced by the decision trees built up by ExTran.

The reason for not using ExTran in the development of PVES was that it could not be run inter-
actively with AutoCAD. The reason for this is a memory conflict, which occurs when the two
systems allocates memory. PVES has therefore been completely developed inside AutoCAD,
using AutoLISP for the development of both the Inference Engine and Knowledge Bases, while
external Fortran routines arc used for the more demanding calculation parts. The use of ExTran
has, however, been tested and evaluated by several problems developed as small separated
Expert Systems running outside AutoCAD.
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Chapter 7

Conclusions
In every field of engineering, the engineers most powerful tool is his knowledge. An experi-
enced engineer is seen as more valuable than an inexperienced one. This obvious reflection has
given birth to the idea of supplying engineers with a computer based tool, an Expert System,
that can help them fill the lack of their own experiences.

The area of interest here is mechanical engineering design. It has been observed that traditional
CAD-systcms contain no dimensioning support or product data about machine components.
This has lead to the idea of developing an Expert Supported design system.

7.1 Aim
The aim with this project has been to build a prototype system that can demonstrate the possibili-
ties of integrating Expert System technique with CAD technology. The Expert System tech-
nique should be used to integrate dimensioning, material selection and stress analysis with the
modelling inside a CAD-system.

In the early start of the project two constraints were formulated. Firstly, the Expert System tech-
nique should be applied to an area of mechanical engineering design that is code controlled.
Secondly the system should be developed for Personal Computers. The reason for this was that
the target users at that time were small company probably using PCs.

7.2 Strategy
Early in the project the AutoCAD system [AutoCAD 1986] was chosen as the operational envi-
ronment and PCFEMP [PCFEMP 1986] for the FE-analysis. The usage of Expert System shells
was studied but it was decided that all Expert System rules should be developed using Auto-
LISP, which is the programming language integrated to AutoCAD.

Expert System technique was studied and an area of mechanical engineering was chosen for its
application. It was very soon realized that the real bottle neck would be the Knowledge Acquisi-
tion. Since the area of pressure vessel design is a comparatively well documented area it was
chosen as the first application for the prototype system. It also fulfills the constraint of being
code controlled.
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7.3 Results

7.3.1 PVES

The main result of this project is a small but complete prototype system for pressure vessel de-
sign called PVES. Complete here stands for a system that includes modelling, material selec-
tion, stress analysis and a check against the Swedish Pressure Vessel Code. PVES also works in
a continuous 'line".

The pilot system has deliberately been kept quite limited. This has been done because it is the
implementation technique and not the size of the system that is of interest By keeping it small,
some of the problems with handling large datasets can also be avoided.

The current version of PVES handles spherical and cylindrical vessels with conical, spherical or
dished heads. The heads can only contain centered openings, while the cylindrical part can con-
tain several holes. No dimensioning of reinforcements is done. Compared to the Swedish Prr j -
s'̂ re Vessel Handbook of 1987 it is more or less Chapter 5 to 13 which have been implcmcn'. J.

PVES calculates the minimum allowed wall thickness or the maximum allowed working pres-
sure and refers to the equations in the Code which have been used. PVES also support the user in
the pre-processing for the FE-analysis but it includes no guidance in the evaluation of the FE-
results.

7.3.2 INFEMP

The integration of AutoCAD and Pd-EMP which was first dor i:: uit' I in a
general two-dimensional prc-processor to PCFEMP, called INFEM, i i t ; -t IN-
FEMP should work as an environment for the implementation of PVES '. a out not to
be the case and they are now instead working separately.

7.4 Discussion
7.4.1 Problems

In the development of PVES two main problems have been dealt with. Firstly, a completely
technical problem which arose when an Expert System Shell should be integrated to AutoCAD,
and secondly, the problem with the Knowledge Acquisition.

Integration Problem

An Expert System Shell named ExTran [ExTran 1986] was tested in an early stage of the proj-
ect. Unfortunately it could not be used together with AutoCAD, since the way the two systems
allocate memory interferr. with each other. Since one of the aims with this project has been to
study Expert System technique some of the problf is, for example the problem of choosing type
of support, has been generated as separate Expert System modules runablc outside AutoCAD.
They are connected to PVES in such a way that the results are written down in a file that later can
be opened and read from the inside of PVES. This is of course not acceptable for a working
design system, but it shows how rules can be generated using shells and thereafter linked to a
complete system.
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Knowledge Acquisition

The classical problem in the development of Expert Systems sccr < 10 be the Knowledge Acqui-
sition. Expert Systems often seem complete early in their development cycle. For the developer
it might then be surprisingly to find how many more rules that must be added before the system
will look "complete" from the user's point of view. One of the problems is that the knowledge
engineer (the person who develops the system) often not communicates as much as necessary
with the domain expert (the person who is the expert within the field).

In this project most of the knowledge comes from pressure vessel handbooks. Apart from this it
has been hard to find adequate knowledge. Dealing with this problem it can be noticed that
since the Expert System way of programming is very flexible the knowledge is easily ex-
changed. All rules arc contained in a special Knowledge Database separated from the rest of the
system.

Since the aim of this project has been to investigate the usage of Expert System technique and
not to develop an operational system, one might think that the amount of knowledge is of less
importance. During the development of PVES it has. however, been found that very much of the
credibility of a system like PVES lies in its performance. It can therefore be stated that the
Knowledge Acquisition is highly important also for a prototype system.

7.4.2 Experiences which Can be Drawn

The following pieces of advice can be given to someone ready to start a project for Expert Sys-
tem Development:

Goal Description

Make a very clear goal description. It must be staled who is going to be the user of the system and
how the system is going to be used. Is the user the Expert System developer himself, or is it a
group of inexperienced designers within the company? Is the system supposed to be used for
educational purposes, or is it supposed to be a commercial system? These questions are impor-
tant since thciranswers will affect the whole development and dictate where the main part of the
effort is better spent.

Limit the System

During the development of PVES it has been found, iir' it an early stage of the project is impor-
tant to limit the application area, which the system shall cover. Later when the usage of Expert
System technique has become familiar the sy.icm can be expanded. It might also be wise to
develop several separate modules and connect them later if there is such a need. The connection
of the routines will generate a lot of data handling problems, which is unnecessary to deal with if
not the connection is one of the goals. It must be pointed out that it was one of the main goals for
PVES.

Knowledge Acquisition

Try to work close to an expert within the field. This work has shown mat the knowledge acquisi-
tion is very important. Handbooks and publications shall of course be used, but a continuous
contact with an expert is invaluable.
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User Interface

Design the user interface carefully. This is a part of the development where the effort put into the
system might differ very much. Again, the developer must think of: Who is going to use the
system? If it is the developer himself the user interface can probably be very simple. If it is some-
one else in the company or if it is supposed to be a commercial system, the interface must be
much more user friendly and therefore designed more carefully. Programmers often tend to
choose a way that is easy and elegant to implement, which might differ from the way that the
designer wants to attach the problem.

Expert System Shell

If it is possible use an Expert System Shell, and choose the shell carefully. A shell used for me-
chanical engineering design must allow calls for external subroutines independently of pro-
gramming language. This is important since designer often use a lot of Fortran, Pascal or C-rou •
tines. It is also a big advantage if routines used before the development of the Expert System still
can be used. The shell must also allow interaction with graphics, since graphics plays an impor-
tant role in all kinds of design. However, for design it is not necessary to have a shell that is able
to generate rules through examples or that handles uncertainty factors. Something that would be
useful though, would be a way of inserting past experience, and let the system be self learning.

7.4.3 Further Development

The vessel modelled in PVES is a parameterized model. No drawing in correct scale is kept for
the model. In a further development of PVES it would be desirable to have the possibility of
making a general drawing of a vessel in AutoCAD and to be able to traasfer it to PVES for
analysis, or to transfer a vessel modelled in PVES to AutoCAD in order to write the dimensions.

It would also be useful if the engineercould link his own cxicmal routines to the system and if he
had an easy way of manipulating existing rules in ihc rule database.

7.5 Summary

In this project il has been shown that if analysis programs can be integrated to the CAD-systcm a
very effective design can be achieved. The prototype system PVES offers the user a graphic
system and ihc use of the Pressure Vessel Code, a materia! database, and an analysis tool. It can
be seen that a fully developed system would greatly rationalize the design process. The designer
might then gc1 time for evaluation of several alternative solutions in order to find the optional
one.
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1. Problem description

The example results from contacts with ABB Carbon AB in Finspäng. ABB Carbon is the main
contractor and has turnkey responsibility for the new Värtan power plant in the center of Stock-
holm. The plant consists of two modules of 200 MW thermal input each.

After some geometrical simplifications, the combusters can be considered as two vertically ori-
ented cy'indrical pressure vessels with dished heads. The internal over pressure is 12.2 bar and
the operating temperature varies from 300 °C to 315 °C. In Fig. 1 the pressure vessel is shown
isolated from its environment. The main dimensions arc also given.

3960
m m

O
o

h-10400

-- h-3900

h-400

Fig.l The Pressure Vessel.
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2. Running PVES
C: >EXPERT

EXPERT SUPPORT DESIGN SYSTEM

* Demonstration System *

COMMENT

This is a prototype of a complete knowledge-based de-
sign system. The intention is to assist the novice user
through the different design steps . The tools for this
are a CAD-sys t em, a Finite Element program and number of
analytical calculation routines.

S t r ike any key when ready . . . <CR>

C: > set l ispheap=40000
C: > set lispstack=500i:
C: > acad

AUTOCAD
Copyright (C) 1982, 83, 84, 85, 86, 87 Autodesk, Inc

Version 2.6 ( 4 / 3 8 7 ) IBM PC

Advanced Dra ft i ng Extensions 3

Main Menu

0.

1 .

2 .

3.

4.

b.

f, .

7 .

8.

Exit. AutoCAD

Begin a NEW drawing

Edit an EXISTING drawing

Plot a drawing

Printer Plot a drawing

Configure AutoCAD

File Uti 1 i ties

Corr.p i ] e shape/ font descr i pt ion f i ]

Convert olddrawing file

Enter sol cr.t. ion: \.

Enter NAME of drawing: vessel

Command: (vmon)

Commar,6: (1 oad *st.a rt.' )

Loaded menu C: > PVEXPERT.mrvi
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Layer 0 0.000.0.000 R O O T

M E N U

INFEMP

PVES

Fig. 2 The empty graphic scrren and the first menu loaded to AutoCAD.

Run INFEMP or PVES ? PVES

Layer 19 0.000.0.000 PRESSURE

VESSEL

Proc

Inf

Spec

Fig. 3 The inr- , .crrcn displaying different options of how to run PVES.

E x p e r t : R u n i r • : s s , I n f o r m a f . i o n o r F r e e r ; h o i c e m o d e ] ( P / F ' D ?

U s e r : P

E x p o r t : Y o u r... o o s c a m o n g t . h e 1 o 1 1 o w i n q H p t . i o n r : :

A c l v i m \\ , C u r r e n t . ( C ) , N e x t . ( N ) , , 9 p e c C J ) , H e l p ( H ) , E n d ( E ) .

U s e r : II
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Layer Z

INFORMATIV! MODULES

P v n VMATEl I CONC

CXCUTION MODULES

ELTY | | SYMMl [ UESP |

I MESH I IDMESHI

— I - .
CABDl

PCFEMP f
INF | [ PRO I I PLO

PRESSURE

VESSEL

OPTIONS

Advice

Current

Next

Spec

Help

End

Fig. 4 All PVES modules shown with the HELP command.

Export: !r.put the nacc ;;! t.hetask. Exit (V.) .

Expert : Yo.i oan choose among r.hc fallow: in opt i ony :

A:lv:-:e (A! . C'irr.T.t (Ti . Next jri'i , help i Hi , onrl (E) .

'Ver: r;

Kxpfr" : current :..i.,-k i:OE3r: uK:::j"i ;;;"r/.TKrrATro;;s

E x p ' T ' . : Er i:~ti t ht1 r . o r e o r i i V / T* > 7

E x p e r t : T r . . - ' - ' ' r t 1 r . e . o p e r i f i rr.-it. i o r . f o r r r ^ i Y T i l ?

':s,.r- Y

Loyer 0 0.008,0.008

KP, SOLID MECHANICS
iffcOPiNG uwvfHsiTv

1 XPESt SYSTEM

FOR purssust vrssn nrsiw

DESIGN SPrCinCAHONS

SERVICE UNDER INTERNAL PRESSURE

DESIGN CRITERIA THE DESIGN PRESSURE

DESIGNED FDR LOV- TEMPERATURE SERVICE' H

TEMP, j OPERATING _ o ^ D E S I G N J )

TYPE VERTICAL CYLINDRICAI CLOSE

PRES~T OPERATING<bor) 0 DtSICN 0

DESIGN THi WHLUE v f S S E I 1 _Y

UNIEDRM HATE RIAL1 Y

OVERALL STATI OPtRATINd

Ut'F'FR HEAD
CYI INDfflCAl

VESSEl l.tlWI.» HtAD

SHIl

SHI

PRESSURE

VESSEL

OPTIONS

Yes

No

Fig. 5 The initial specification tableau.
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Expert: Modify contents (Y/N)?

User: Y

Expert: Pick an underlined al temat i ve or value.

User: <The operac ing ceirtperature ispicked>

Expert: Give a new alternat ive or value .

User: 315

Expert: Pick an underlined alternat ive or value .

User: <The opera t ing pressure is picked>

Expert: Give a new alternat ive or value .

User: 12.1

Expert: Pick an underlined alternative or value.

User: <CR>

Expert: Modify contents (Y/N)?

User: N

Design conditions saved.

Layer 19 0.000,0.000

KP, SOLID MECHANICS 1 EXPERT SYSTEM I I I9B9-8-1
LINKOP NG UNIVERSITY 1 FOR PRESSURE VESSEL DESIGN |1 1 *5 *0

UUAL

DESIGN SPECIFICATIONS

- DISPLAY — J — • •

SERVICE UNDER INTERNAL PRESSURE

DESIGN CRITERIA THE DESIGN THICKNESS

DESIGNED FOR LOW-TEMPERATURE SERVICE? N

TEMP OPERATING 315 | DESIGN 3*500

TYPE VERTICAL CYLINDRICAL CLDSE

PRES OPERATINbCbar) \s\ DESIGN 1131

DESIGN THE WHOLE VESSEL? Y

UNIFORM MATERIAL? _Y

nVFRAl 1 STATE OPERATING

CYLINDRICAL
VESSEL

UPrER HEAD

LOWER HEAD

DISHID

DISHED

PRESSURE

VESSEL

OPTIONS

Advice

Current

Next

Spec

Help

End

Fig. 6 The Specification Tableau with the desired desin conditions inserted.

p:xport: You can choose among the following opt ions:

Advice (A) , Current (C) , Hpxt. (N) , Spec (S) , Help (H) ; End (E) .

User: M

Expert: Current task i s MATE : DEFINING MATERIAL. PROPERTIES
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Layer 0 0.008.0.08(9

HP, SOLID MECHANICS 1 EXPERT SYSTEM I I 1989-8?
LINVDPING UNIVERSITY 1 rem PRESSURE VESSEL DESIGN II 03Pi<
- liUAL -

DEFINING MATERIAL PROPERTIES

CONCLUSION

PRESSURE

VESSEL

Fig. 7 The screen is cleared before the new module is loaded.

Exper> :

User:

Export.:

User:

Exp ?rt.:

User:

Expert :

User:

Expert :

User :

Expert :

'Js<-r :

Expert. :

User:

Expert :

User:

Expert :

User:

Expert.:

User:

Expert :

User:

Exper t.:

User:

G i ve the component (s ) : Al 1 (A) , Uhea:l (tj) , o/ ] ; n (C) , I .head (I,) ,

Sphpre(S) , Q-.iit. (Qi . Er.̂ ifEi

A

-pec i fy material assignment, procedure.

Database Assignment (D) or User Assignment (U)?

u
G i v e m a t e r i a 1 n a m e :

MGn 4 3 9

G i v e n u t e r i a i t . y p . ? : o t e ^ 1 ! (.'•) , C o p p e r (C i , A L u t n i r i i ' i m Ai . o t h e r (O)

()i v-,1 Y o u n g ' s mo ' i ' i l u s (GN/m 1 ) :

1 8 'l .

C, i v e Po i s s s n s ' r a t . i o :

' ) . 1

Give d e n s i t y (kq/rn1) :

7-!)') .

Give 'hermai exparis.nn r:oef f i r.; ..-nt. ( \ ''•' i°r,) :

n. s
Give ': )ncluc:t. i vi t// (Ws/kg^C) :

<CP, •

Give specific heat, capacity (W.'m'r:) :

<CK •

(',) v e yiel '1 ::t rengt.h at. -l":;i'jn Wai 1 t. hl r: k ne s s (MM/rtr) :

4.V) .

G i v e -le:-; i tjn s ' r e s s va h i e ,t. d e s i g n t e m p e r a t u r e (MN/irf) :

14 1 .
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Layer 0 0.000,0.000

IM.
£»P£RT SYSTEM

roe PBCSSUBC VESSEL PESICN
1989-12-11

KTINING MATERIAL PROPERTIES

- DISPLAY — — —
MATERIAL ASSIGNMENTS .

— MATERIAL PROPERTIES

DATA INPUT

oiDucTivm
<v»/*»*c>

SPtciric
K A T

CAPACITY
< V » C

TICLD
IIÄNCTH
O M / f t ' l

*T OCSICM

(MNM* )

PRESSURE

VESSEL

Fig. 8 The material NGS 439 has been assigned and inserted to the Material Tableau.

E x p e r t : G i v e r h o c o m p o n e n t ( s ) : A l l ( A ) , U h e . i d j i j ) , C y l i n ( C ) , L h f a d ( ! , ) ,

S p h e r e i s ) , Q u i t ( Q ) , E n d ( E )

C / s e r : E

E x p o r t . : Y o u " a n " h n o a o a m o n g ' . h o f o l I nw i n g .^pr. i o n s :

A d v i c e l A ) , C u r r e n t I T ) , t l e x t . ( N ) , S p e c ( S ) , H e l p (H) , E n d ( E ) .

U s o r : M

E x p t - t r : O i r r o n r r . a s ; k i s M O D K ! . : G E O M E T R Y MODEL I N G

K x p e r ' : . ^ p ^ 1 ' : i ty t r i r . k : <yj\ i n d e r I C) , U p p e r h o a - i f rj) , L o w e r h e a d ( L ) .

C a ! r : \ i l a ! , i o n ( C A ) , o r E x i t . ( E ) .

User: c

Layer 0 0.000.0.000

EXPERT SYSTEM
fOB PRESSURE VESSEL DESIGN

1989-8-10

UQAL

MODELING CYLINDER

- SPECiriCATION

CYLINDER HEAD

Cff OIMCTCII <0l> "

WALL THJCKKSS <UT> • 0

CTUHOCR LCXC'H 0.) • 0

OPENING

cow or
mo •
1 -

as •

t

CtNft»
a
0 m

PRESSURE

VESSEL

Fig. 9 The Modeling Tableau used for the cylinder part of a vessel.
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Expert:: iP.e-) Specify the dimension» jf t he cylinder (Y/'N>?
User: V

Expert: Kowsar.y npor.1r.3j — -he cy 1 i.-..ier?
User: 1

Expert: Optional commands: Modify IMJ , End IEI

User: M

Expert: Select the parameter value to be changed on the screen. RETtoexit.

User: <The inner iia.r.eter ispicked>

Expert: Ir.pi;r the new parameter value:

User: 13.4

Expert: Select the parameter value to be changed on the screen. RET to exit.

User: <Thewali thickness, the cyl in.ier length, and che hole data are picked

one by or.e>

Fig. 10 The dimesions of the cylinder pan inserted to the Modeling Tableau.

Export : Optional commands: Modi fy (M) , Kr.i (K) .
User: K

E x p e r t : n p e c i f y t , i K k : C y l i n - l e r ( C ) , U p p r r h - . i r l ( ! J ) , I . o w o r h e a d ( I , ) .
' - ' a i m l . i t j o n ( , " , \ | , a r K x i ' ( K ) .

t J ; : o r : r ,
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Layer 0

KWfciPSSSSPr
WJNL

MOKLINC UPPER HEAD

SPHERICAL

wu. nncn

>mi i
COOM or Cfnr»
« • 1

00 • ^ -

1

»CAD

CM) •

CVT) •

C M .

roR

*

a

EXPERT
PRESSURE

STSTEN
VISSEL

0

DESIGN

/
/

k

I

.009 .0

/

«

000

m-s-io
f l * 5 7

^ ATFACMCIIf

A

PRESSURE

VESSEL

Fig. 11 The Modeling Tableau for upper heads. Default data from the cylinder part arc

inserted.

Expert: (Re ) Specify the dimensions of the upper head (Y/N) ?

User: Y

Expert: Is thero .i cor.rorcd opemr.^ on the upper head?

I'scr: Y

Expert : optional "orraancis;: Modify ' M) , End (Kl •

User: M

Expert: Select the parameter value to be changed on the screen . RET to e x i t .

User: <Thp dished inner r-idius, the inner knuckle radius and the hole* data

«ire pi eked one by <jne. -

Layer 0

LiNkOPING UNI V t

MODELING UPPER

01SH IIWC»

[NKR KNUCKLC

isffy |

HEAD

DISHED

MB1US <»»

MDIUS <•{>

C n . » ! « « • DIAKTCR <0l>

V « . L 'Ml(

HOLC

•CLt Dl

KWSS <WT>

NUHKft (>«n

MffTcn <N0

FOR

HEAD

• 101

• _?yi
• 13«

• 10]
• I

. )W

EXPERT
PRESSURE

STSTEM
VESSEL

m

m

m

n

n

n

0.000.C

KSIGN

r

.000

1 1989-8-4

Z
^ ^ ATTACMMENt

Ti l

PRESSURE

VESSEL

Fig. 12 The dimensions of the upper head inserted lo the Modeling Tableau.
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Vs;or: K

Layer 0

^åMSi SF"

H O O C L I N C LOWER
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z
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1989-8-10
2220 42

PRESSURE

VESSEL

Fig. 13 The Modeling Tableau for lower heads. Default data from the cylinder part arc
inserted.
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Fig. 14 The dimensions of the lower head inserted to the Modeling TaMcau.
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User: Y
Expert: Optional commands: Modify (M! . End IE) -

User: M
Expert: Select the parameter value to be changed or. the screen . RET ta exit.

User-. <rhe dishei inner radius, the inner knuckle radius ani the hole data

are picked one by one. >

Expert: Specify task: Cylinder !C). Upper head ('.'). Lower head iL) .

Calculation (CA) . or Exit (E) .

User: C*

Layer •

LM# 5

DINENSKMINC

- SPECIHCAT

COHPWENTS

CYLINKR

UPPER
HEAD

LOWER
»CAD

BBKBr L

PRELIMINARY
DESIGN
t Cm)

30

30

SO

FOB

Kn alia

41

(TKN

SI

(TKN

<TKM

EXPERT SYSTEM
PRESSURE VESSEL

ONCLUSIO.

DESIGN

WAUL THICKNESS <t>

ANALYSIS <*•

NORMS

Md t <IM

7.U I M - . ,

104. 10.3)

m.

1.5

I.I

11

0«>» •

1

423

FEM

Man «ig~.

0

0

0

MP«

MP«

MP»

1989-8-5
»4330

MPs)

s

0

0

0

r

riNAL
DESIGN
t <»•<>

0.0

0 0

00

PRCSSURE

VESSEL

Fig. 15 The Result Tableau showing the results from the calculation according the

Pressure Vessel Code.

Fxport: You can make th^ f inal de.- ign now or wa i t for r.he FE results.

Expert: Optional commands: Modi fy (M) , End (E) .

User: E

E x p e r t : : ; p e c i fy r .ar-k: Cy l i r H e r (C) , U p p e r h e a d (U) , Lower h e a d (L) .

C a l c u l a t i o n (CA) , o r E x i r (E) .

U s e r : K

E x p e r t : D o y o u w a n t r.o H a v e r.ho i n p u t t o f i l e FVGF.D.TXT a n d PVHD.TXT ( Y / N ) ?

U s e r : Y

E x p e r t : You c a n c h o o s e amoncj f - e f o ! l o w i n g o p t i o n s :

A d v i s e (A) , C u r r e n t ( C ) , Next. ( N ) , S p e c (H) , H e l p (H) . End (E) .

U s e r : N

E x p e r t : O i r r e n t . t a s k i s KNGINK: LOADING INEKRKMCE EMG[NE

E x p e r t : You c a n c h o o s e amonrj t h e f o l 1 o w ncr o p t i o n s :

AdviKi- {A) , C u r r e n t . (C) , N e x t (N) . Spec: (S) , H e l p (H) , End (F.) .

U s e r : N

E x p e r t : C u r r e n t l . i r .k u : . T i r p : CHOOSING SUPPnpTTYPE

E x p e r t : Do y o u w-inr -jc-ner-il g u i d a n c e o r g u i d a n c e ; : p e c i f i c t o c u r r e n t

problem {{','") ?
User: :;
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Layer fl 0.000.8. «00

UP. SOLID HCCHWMCS 1 EXTCRT STSTCH • m f - H
LWWTNC IWIVCUITTT 1 ran pacssunr vtssci KSIGJ» I I *« IO

CHOOSING SUPPORT TTPC

- DISPV*» ^

Amur • w»t

PRESSURE

VESSEL

Fig. 16 A suggestion is shown in in the CONCLUSION field of the Support Tableau.

- ir i , r.x: " IF I .

Layer 0 0.000.0.000

EXPtRT STStEH
• PBCSSUWC VESSCL OCi.CM im-a-t

16410

CHOOSING SUPPOBT TTPt

PRESSURE

VESSEL

Fig. 17 The decision tree for selecting support type.
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Expert: Accept (A), Cancel (C) , Rule-Explanation (R) , Exit (E) .
User: A
Expert: What kind of skirt is to be used? Press RET for explanation.
User: <CR>
Expert: Possible answers: Textual or Visual display (T/V) , Exit (E) .
User: V

15

Layer 0 0.000.0.008

EXPERT SYSTEM
FDR PBCSSUOC VESSEL DCS1GN

IS8S-8-6
165623

CHOOSING SUfPORT TYPE
SUPPORT . SKIRT

PRESSURE

VESSEL

Fig. 18 The display of different kinds of skirts.

Expert: What k i n u o f s k i r t i s t o b e used? Press RET for explanat ion.
User: s la
Expert: Input height of the skirt (in).
User: 2.4
"Xpert: Input the diameter of the vessel at this height (m) .
User: 13.0
Expert: You can choose among the following options:

Advise (A) , Current (C) , Next (M) , Spec (S) , Help (H) , End (E) .
User: N
Expert: Current task is ELTY: CHOOSiNr: ELEMENTTYPE
Expert: Do you want general guidance or guidance specific to current

problem (G/D ?
User: S

Expert: Which components are being considered. Press RET for explanation.
User: <-CR>
Expert: Possible answers: Textual or Visual di splay (T/V), Exit (E) .
User: V
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Layer 0 0.000.0.000

EXPERT SYSTEM
PBESSUBE VCSSCL BESIGW

W89-8-S
4433I

CHOOSING CLEMENT UPZ

- DISPLAr

Coupon**»

C*»*r

•Mod»

1 t«n 1
\M>»« /

CytncOr i U «

HÉIIII •

C

H

t

CH

PRESSURE

VESSEL

COMPONENTS

CYLIN

HEADS

CYL. HEAO

SPHERE

Fig. 19 The display of different vessel components shown in the Element Type Tableau.

Expert: Which components are being considei '»*. iress RET for explanation.

User: CH

Layer 0 0.000,0.900

IKP, SOLID MECHANJCST EXPERT SYSTEM |1 \W9-S
LINKÖPING UNlvCDSfTY I raB PBESSUBC VESSEL DESIGN I I 63114

CHOOSING ELCMEMT TYPE

- DISPLAY

tLtMCNT TYPC i SHCLL (3 not»»»)

thtH

HHA

1 coacil J

•Q — — (-4-

Cpttitfpr t H M M

IMftrf

C

H

1

CM

PRESSURE

VESSEL

Fig. 20 A suggestion is shown in the CONCLUSION field of the Element Type Tableau.
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Expert: A suggestion has been given .

Expert: Accept (A), Cancel (C) , Rule-Explanation (R) , Exit (E)
User: R

17

Expert:

User:

Expert.:

User:

Expert:

Expert:

User:

Expert:

User:

Expert:

User:

Expert:

User:

Expert:

Use r:

Expert:

User:

Expert:

User:

Layer 0

VSkMB

CHOOSING

- DISPLAY

SföSiffrl

ELEMENT

thirv

Thclci

TYPE

EXPERT
FOR PRESSURE

SYSTEM
VESSEL I

O.CMCN1 TtPt

StUcUng mltmnl tyjms

•all

ih»ll

t /Di <=

t/Di >

J un-c«(t«r«d \

«SStl

005

ftKIS

005

'cintir.d

^wt«trlc

8

ESIGN

SME.LL

.000

O no*

0.000

1989-8-3
63114

t>

PRESSURE

VESSEL

Fig. 21 The decision tree of selecting clement type.

Accept (A), Cancel (C) , Rule-Explanation (R), Exit (E) .

A

You can choose among the f ol lowing options:

Advise (A) , Current (C) , Next (N) , Spec (S) , Help (H) , End (E) .

n
Current task is 5YMM: r ÄTERMINING SYMMETRY

Do you want general guidance or guidance specific to current
problem (G/S) ?
c

Is the geometry of the vessel symmetric to X-0 (Y/N) ? Press RET for

explanation.

<C:P..

Pn:-;:-;ible a n s w e r : - ! : T e x t u a l o r V i s u a l d i s p l a y ( T / V ) , E x i t (E) .

V

I.<: t he geometry of t he vessel symmet n c to X- 0 (Y/N) ? Press RET for

explanation.

Y

I:; the geometry of t.hi; vessel symmetric to Y- 0 (Y/N) ? Press RET for
explanat ion.

N

If, the geometry of the vessel symmetric to Ẑ O (Y/N) ? Press RET for
expl.mat ion.
u
Are t hero external loadings (Y/N)? Press PrT [or explanat ion .
N
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Layer 0

I<P, SOLID MECHAN
UUfcjPINC UNIVER

ANICS I
ERSITY I

EXPERT SYSTEM
FOB PRESSURE VESSEL DESIGN

1989-8-5
73748

DETERMINING SYMMETRY

- DISPLAY

7
Z.

EXPLANATION:

Th.* is thy case *h*n
the t*o «KS<ting
Openings on the v#»»»l
hav t tn#w* c*"tc~

* Y = 0 point» on th* plant
X-Q Thrrvforr

to th* pian« X=0

PRESSURE

VESSEL

Fig. 22 The display of symmetry planes shown in the Symmetry Tableau.

Layer 0 0.000,0.000

IKPj SOLID MECHANICS 1 EXPERT SYSTEM I I 1989-12-11
LlliflPTNC UNIVERilfY | FOR PRESSURE VESSEL DESIGN II 105510

DETERMINING SYMMETRY NUM8CR OF THE CONSIDERED PART 3

PRESSURE

VESSEL

Fig. 23 A suggestion is shown in the CONCLUSION field of the Symmetry Tableau.

E x p e r t : A : ; u q g t ' : ; t . i o n h s . s b o o n g i v e n .

E x p e r t . : A c c e p t . ( A ) , C a n c e l ( C ) , R u l e - K x p U n j t . i o n ( H ) , K x i t ( E ) .

U s e r : K
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Layer 0 0.000.0.000

1KP SDLID MECHANICS 1 EXPERT SYSTEM I I 1989-8 -3
LINKOPTNG UNIVERSITY 1 FOR PRESSURE VESSEL DESIGN | | 8 2 0 5 8
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PRESSURE
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Fig. 24 The mcthodics for eliminating parts of the vessel is shown.

Export: Accept (A), Cancel (C) , Rule-Explanation (R), Exit (E).

User: A

Expert: You can choose among the fol lowing options :

Advise (A) , Current (C) , Next (N) , Spec (S) , Help (H) , End (E) .

User: N

Expert: Current task is MESP: MESH SPECIFICATIONS

layer 0 0.000,0.000

CXPtST STSTEH
fOB PRESSURE VESSEL DESIGN

1989-8-5
1132-5S

MESH SPECIFICATION

MESH SPECIFICATION

'TYfT'CLTY,

ELEMENT
NODE N U M K R ' t * * '

CHOOSEN
PART <SYMMJ

SH

3

3

DIVISIONS

LONGITUDINAL
DIVISION (WOW)

(MIN 2>
CIRCULAR
tlVISION <W»OL>

(MM ! )

PRESSURE

VESSEL

Fig. 25 The Mesh Specification Tableau.
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Expert: Optional commands: Modify (M) , Save (S), Quit (Q) .

User: M

Expert: Select the parameter value to be changed on the screen. RET to exit.

User: <The longitudinal division ispicked>

Expert: Input the new parameter value.

User: 3

Expert: Select the parameter value to be changed on the screen . RET to exit.

User: <The circular division ispicked>

Expert: Input the new parameter value.

User: 6

Expert: Select the parameter value to be changed on the screen. RET to exit.

User: <CR>

Expert: Optional commands: Modify (M) , Save (S) , Quit (Q) .

User: S

E x p e r t : You can c h o o s e among t h e f o l l o w i n g o p t i c i s :

Advise (Al , C u r r e n t (C) , Next (N) , Spec (S ) , He lp (H) , End (E) .

U s e r : N

Expert: Current task i s MESH: MESH GENERATION

Expert: To execute the mesh generat ion program, ex i t AutoCAD and type MESH.

Expert: Exit (Y/N) :

User: Y

Main Menu

0 .

1.

2 .

3.

4 .

5-

6.

7 .

8 .

Exit AutoCAD

leg in a NEW drawing

Edit an EXISTING drawing

Plot a drawing

Pr in t e r Plot a drawing

Configure AutoCAD

Fi le U t i l i t i e s

Compile shape/font desc r ip t ion f i l e

Convert old drawing f i l e

Enter se lec t ion: 0

C:>MESH

Expert: To r e s t a r t AutoCAD, en ter CONTINUE.

C:> CONTINUE
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Expert:

User:

Expert:

Expert:

User:

Expert:

You can choose among the following options:

Advise (A) , Current (C), Next (N), Spec (S), Help (H), End (E)

N

Current task is DMESH: DRAWING MEPH

Erase t'.ie screen (Y/N) ?

N

Do you want to s rec i fy new viewpoint (Y/N)?

Current i s (0.000, 0.000, 0.000).

User: Y

X-coordinate: 10.

Y-coordinate: 10.

Z-coordinate: 10.

Loyer fl 0.000.0.000 PRESSURE

VESSEL

Fig. 26 A 3D display of the generated mesh.

Expert: Do you want to specify new viewpoint (Y/N)?

Current is (10.U00, 10.000, 10.000).

User: N

Expert.: You can choose among the following options:

Advise (A) , Current (C) , Next (N) , Spec (S) , Help (H) , End (E) .

User: N

Expert: Current task is CARD: GENERATING INPUT FILE TO INF

Expert: Output filename (femp.txt) ?

User: <CR>

Expert: Do you want to list the input file (Y/N)?

User: Y
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femp.txt

STAR "

28S 496 1 3 6 3 0 0

COOR

1 0 4 .373 .000 10.738

2 0 4 .335 1.132 10.982

3 0 3 .866 2 .265 10 .981

284 0 - 2 . 9 1 3 1.703 - 1 1 . 7 8 8

285 0 - 3 . 2 6 4 .855 -11.788

286 0 - 3 . 5 7 7 .000 -11 .665

ELEM

1 1 0 5 6 2

2 1 0 5 2 1

3 1 0 6 7 2

494 1 0 261 284 285

495 1 0 261 285 2 62.

496 1 0 262 285 2 86

Appendix A
Demonstration Example

BOUN

1 0 0 1

5 0 0 1

9 0 0 1

0 1

0 1

0 1

217

218

219

0 1 1 1

0 1 1 1 1

0 1 1 1 1

1 1

I

I

1 "

1

1

266 0 1 1 1

267 0 1 1 1

268 0 1 1 1

1 1

MATE "

8

1 8 0 . E t 9 . 3 0 0 7 8 0 0 . 1 3 , 8 K h

. 0 5 . 0 0 . 0 0 1 . r t I K . 6

END

STOP
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286 nodal points

496 elements

1 material set

3 spatial dimensions

6 degrees cf freedom per node

3 nodes per element

0 alternative coordinate systems

0 extra degrees of freedom to element

Boundary conditions due to the symmetry.

Boundary conditions due to the supporting skirt.

Element type 8 :

Young's modulus:

Poissons'ratio:

Density:

Thermal expansion coefficient:

Element thickness:

Distributed loads in local X-dir:

Distributed loads in local Y-dir:

Distributed loads in local Z-dir:

Three-dimensional three-node thin

shell element

180 • 10" N/m'

0.3

7800 kg/m'

13.8 • 1O'/°C

0.05 n

0.

0.

1.331- 10' Pa

Expert: You can choose among the following opt ions:

Advise (A) , Current (C) , Next (N) , Spec (S) , Help (H) , End (E) .

User: N

Expert: Current task is PCF'EMP: FINITE ELEMENT PROGRAM

Expert: To execute the FE-program, exit AutoCAD and type PCFEMP.

Expert: To re-enter AutoCAD and evaluate the results of PCFEMP, typo EVALUATE.

Expert: Exit AutoCAD (Y/N) ?

User: Y

Main Menu

0 . Exit AutoCAD

1. Begin a NFWdrawing

2. Edit an EXISTING drawing

3 . Plot a drawing

4. Printer Plot a drawing

5. configure AutoCAD

6. File Utilities

7 . Compi 1 c shape/font description file

8. Convert old drawing tile
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Enter selection: 0

C:> PCFEMP

PCFEMP

An Interactive, Graphic Finite Element Programs',stem

for Personal Computers.

IMPORTANT

To run PCFEMP, please insert the Royal security

diskette of PCFEMP in diskdrive A.

The finite element problem solving is completed.

Strike any key when ready . . . <CR>

PCFEMP version 3.0

(c) Engineering Research

Job name ?

> vessel

MACRO COMMAND LEVEL

* pnet off

* veax 3

* vdir 10. 10. 10.

* plott isos 8 "

" Plotts the Tresca equivalent stress
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NOGAL
5TRES5ES

TRESCA

0 X3f-07
^ i (TO-OB

1 2GGE-QB
= l 'OT-OB

? cra-n
2 20CEOB

[̂  2 eax-n
j - 2 (Ml LB

jPCFENP

Fig. 27 The display of the stress distribution for the whole vessel.

1 zoom 0.25 0.3 .4

' p l o t t isos 8

—

NOOAL

STRE55E5
TRtSCA

A; 1 (Ml-;»
9- : ponf-an
C- I 4£I»-fB
t> 1 6OI-DB
F= 1 KU'OB
F= 2 anra
&= 2 MI-OB
*= i 4cn-ne
1= 2 600E-1»
J ' ? BOI-Oe

rwx- 2 ^« -0B

Vtir-IO» 03 03

Fig. 28 A detailed display of the stress distribution around the hole in the cylinder part of
the vessel.

p e n d
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C: > EVALUATE

Expert: You can choose among t lie following opt ions:

Advise (A) , Current (C) , Next (N) , Spec (S) , Help (H) , End (E) .

User: N

Expert: Current task is EVAl.U: RESULT EVALUATION

Expert: Input the maximum stresses received from the FE-analysis (unit MPa) .

Cylinder: 295

Upper head: 140

Lower head: 140

Layer 0 0.000.0.000

IKP; SOLID MECHANICS 1
LIIAOPING UNIVERSITY 1

EXPERT SYSTEM
FOR PRESSURE VESSEL DCSIGN

UU«- " '

EVALUATION

- SPECIFICAT

COMPONENTS

CYLINDER

UPPER

HEAD

LOWER
HEAD

PRELIMINARY
DESICN
% <nn)

30

SO

30

1 1989-8-6
I 9 45 30

" " ~ CONCLUSION •

•

WALL THICKNESS <t>

ANALYSIS <*igr>os « 425

NORMS

M.n o l l o . r d t <IW>

41

<TKN 71, l é l - O

51

(TKN 101. 103)

42
<HCN lOrl.

1.5

11

11

MPa)

FEM

Max signov

293 MPo

140 HP»

140 MPa

14

30

3 0

FINAL
DESIGN
t (nn)

00

00

0.0

PRESSURE

VESSEL

Fig. 29 The results of the FE-analysis inserted to the Result Tableau.

Kxpert: Do you want to make t he f l'ui 1 d>?:-:iqn, roder,iqn or chjngp the FE model

(FD/RD/FK)?

User: FK

Kxpert: You c m choose among the fol lowinaopt ions:

Advise (A), Current. (C) , Hi-xt (N) , ypec (S), Help (H) , Knd (E) .

User: r.

Expert.: Input t.he n.-ime of the ! nc.k . m her opt inn:-:: H U?lp) , A (bor t ) .

liner: MEfiP

Expert: Current, t.ar.k IKMK.'JI': MF."H :;PKC IF tr'AT ION:;
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Layer 0.300.0

1 EXPERT SYSTEM
1 FOB PSESSUOC VESSEL DESIGN

•«.SH SPECIFICATION

1 J3S£3

MESH SPECIFICATION

^ " ' c E L T r ,

"OXCS!iER « * »

SH f

3

3

DIVISIONS

LONGITUDINAL
OIVISION (NROV)

CHIN 2)

CIRCULAR
DIVISION <wn».>

CHIN ?)

/

/

3 '
X

6

z

• ^ \

r
ROW

T

"NROL

PRESSURE

VESSEL

Fig. 30 The Mesh Specification Tableau.

Expert: Optional commands: Modify (M) , Save (5) , Quit (Q) .

User: M

Expert: Select the parameter vilue to he changed on the screen. RET to exit.

User: <.The longitudinal division ispicked^

Expert: Input the new parameter value .

User: 4

Expert: Select the parameter value to be changed or. the screen. RET to exit.

User: <The circular division is picked*

Expert: Input the new parameter value .

User: 8

Expert: Select the parameter value to be changed on the screen. RET to exit.
User: <CR>

Expert: Optional commands: Modify (M) , Sav<? (S) , Quit (Q) .

User: S

Expert: You can choose among the fol lowing options:

Advise (A) , Current (C) , Next. (N) , Rpcz (S) , Help |H) , End (E) .

User: N

Expert: Current t ask isME.Ttt: MESH GENERATION

Expert: To execute the mesh generat ion program, exit AutoCAD and type MESH.
Expert: Exit (Y/M)?
User: Y

<The mesh program is executed, a new indata fi lewit.h t. he model consist ing of 4 91

nodes and R80 free node elements is created, PCFF.MP cxecut ed ami thePCFF.MP

post process i nej modul c start ed?

MACRO COMMAND LEVEL

* veax 3

* vdir 10. 10. 10.
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Fig. 31 The generated 'iiesh displayed in the post-processing module of PCFEMP.

' pnet off
'plott isos 8

• i -

it •

-*•

W '

Hl

«- ; dl»-
»- i V I I -

0 >n
i sm
I 'Wff•

:f i

*s

vf^ilt* CO (II

•

Fig. 32 The display of the strew distribution on OK whole vessel.
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* zoom 0.25 0.3 .4

* p l o t t isos 8

29

c

a

i

E

0

C

fl/

•—S

NOQAL
STS£SS£S

TBESCA

ni»»- 8 3BK-O7
A - i oorj OB
B> I 0001 08
C= 3 OOtX-OB
0= 3 50DI-OB

c- innu
f- 3'jOd-OB
t - < ÖDDE OB

tK>- <2(H-DB

PCFEMP
VISION co CD

Fig. 33 A detailed display of the stress distribution around the hole in the cylinder part of
the vessel.

end
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A d v i s e (A) , C u r r e n t ( C ) , N e x t (N) , S p e c ( S ) , H e l p (H) , End (E) .
U s e r : H

E x p e r t : C u r r e n t t a s k i s EVALU:RESULT EVALUATION

E x p e r t : I n p u t (.he maximum s t r e s s e n r e c e i v e d from t h e F E - a n a l y : ; i s ( u n i t MPA) .

C y l i n d e r : 420

U p p e r h e a d : 150

Lower h e a d : ISO
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Fig. 34 The results of the FE-analysis inserted to the Result Tableau.
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3. Evaluation

The purpose with this demonstration example is to illustrate how PVES works and how well it
performs its tasks.

Problem Description

The problem in this example is to dimension the wall-thickness of a large pressure vessel with an
internal pressure of 12.2 bar at a temperature of maximum 315 °C.

Performance and Results

The preliminary wall-thickness was set by the user to 50 mm. The system then calculates the de-
sign pressure to 13.31 bar and the design temperature to 345 °C. According to the Pressure Vessel
Code this gave to allowed wall-thicknesses of 41 mm, 51 mm and 42 mm for the cylinder part,
the upper head and the lower head respectively, see Tab. 1.

A FE-analysis was performed using a quite coarse grid consisting of 496 three-node shell ele-
ments. The highest stress, 290 MPa, was obtained around the opening of the cylinder part. For
the two heads the highest stresses were approximately 140 MPa.

A second FE-analysis was performed using a finer grid consisting of 880 elements. The highest
stress around the opening then increased, and reached a maximum of 420 MPa. For the two heads
the highest stresses were approximately 150 MPa.

Studying these results, the user decided to make the final design. The wall-thickness was set to 52
mm. This was chosen according to the minimum allowed wall-thickness of the upper head. One
extra millimeter was added due to corrosion.

Since the high stresses around the opening seemed to be quite local, the user decided to use a
wall-thickness of 52 mm also in the cylindrical part and reinforce the opening.
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Preliminary

wall thickness

Min. wall thickness

according to the Code

Safety factor

prescribed by the Code

Yield stress

of the material ( o , )

Max. Tresca ' equivalent stress

at 50 mm wall thickness ( a )

Safety factor
(as/V

CYLINDER

50 mm

41 mm

1.5

425 MPa

420 MPa

1.0

UPPER HEAD

50 mm

51 mm

1.1

425 MPa

150 MPa

2,8

LOWER HEAD

50 mm

42 mm

425 MPa

150 MPa

2,8

Tab. 1 Results from the demonstration example

Reliability of the Results

1. Differences between the Heads

There is a considerable difference between the allowed wall-thickncsscs for the two heads. This
difference comes exclusively from the difference of the size of the centered openings in the two
heads.

Since the size of a centered opening affects the stress level for a head, it is remarkable that the
maximum stress levels arc the same for the two heads. The stress plots will give an explanation.
For the lower head the highest stresses appear where the skirt is attaccd to the head. For the upper
head the highest stresses appear around the opening. The Code does not consider any influence
caused by supports.

2. Stresses a. ound the Opening in the Cylinder Part

The FE-analysis shows that the highest stresses appear around the opening in the cylinder part of
the vessel. It should be notice that the Code allows a wall-thickness of 41 mm for this

' T h e reason for s tudying the Tresca equivalent stress is that the C o d e is based o n it.
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part This must mean that the yield strength of the material is exeeded. The explanation to this is
that the Code allows a local stress level around cicular openings, which is as much as 2.5 times
higher than the stress level in parts of the vessel not affected by the opening [Tryckkärlsnormer
1987]. A study of the opening is needed to see if the opening can be left without reinforcement.
The Code supplies an emperical formula for calculating the maximum size of an unreinforced
opening.

An analysis by hand shows that the maximum stress value at the critical point of the opening is
445 MP:

Equilibrium in the axial direction of a cross section of the cylinder in Fig. 36 requires that

oL 2Ä ah = p n a1

that is:

pa

°L = T h

If the actual numerical values of the parameters are inserted, we get

aL =89.1 MPa.

(1)

(2)

Equilibrium in the direction perpendicular to the longitudinal cross section in Fig. 36 gives:

that is

nit

(3)a e = E2. =
h

By inserting the actual numerical values of the parameters, we find that

a, = 178.3 MPa. (4)

* I JTTT7

Fig. 36 Equilibrium of a pressure vessel
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k a

t t t t t t

YTT\T\

k a

The stresses in the material surrounding a circular hole subjected to a plane stress condition are
obtained from equations (4) - (6):

The radial stress:

,8 ) = I aL jfl! + 34 ) cos20 I (4)

The tangential stress:

r.6) = -aL\ (I + A) - tt(l + ^ (5)

The shear stress:

= \a,\ -(1 - ^ - —Jsin2e (6)
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If the previously calculated values aL = 89.1 MPa is inserted, we get for r = a, 6 = 0, and k = 2:

The radial stress:

a,(0,0) = 0

The tangential stress:

«re(0.0) = 445 MPa

The shear stress:

T,.9(0,0) = 0

The principal stresses are:
1/2

(7)= ^{a, + ffe) + [~{<r, - oB) +

J . . T 1 , . l l / 2

= j{°, + <>•) ~ h[o, - o») + <a\ (8)

With the actual parameter values a, = 0,ae = 445 = MPa, and T,0 = 0, we get:

a, = 445 MPa

<r2 = 0

3. Difference between the Safety Factors

The safety factors for the heads calculated as the ratio between the yield stress of the material and
the maximum Tresca yield stress are higher than the safety factors prescribed by the Swedish
Pressure Vessel Code. As mentioned in Chapter 3, the safety factors prescribed by the Code can-
not be compared to the safety factors calculated on basis of the FE-analysis.

Limitations

I. External Loadings

PVES does not allow the consideration of any external loadings. According to [Endahl 1989)
external loadings will appear during the testing of (his vessel but not during operation. The load-
ings appear when the vessel is filled with water.
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Stress concentrations around openings caused by piping attachments must be considered. In this
simplified analysis this has not been done. The user has pointed out that the opening in the cylin-
der part of the vessel must be reinforced, but the size of stresses associated with moments and
loads caused by the attachment, have not been determined, see Fig. 37.

Fig. 37 Cylindrical shell with a radial nozzle under principal types of loads.

If the niaximum stress ui the attachment is too high, reinforcing rings or pads must be added, see
Fig. 38. If the opening is already reinforced due tn the internal pressure, the size of the reinforce-
ment must be increased. A rcinfocement is dimensioned so the stresses at its edge will be below
the allowable stress I Henry 1981J. A reinforcement is most effecti v if it is symmetrically placed
to the inside and the outside of the vessel, ft should also be placed as close as possible to the edge
of the opening.

T7777//A V//////X£SSSL V/////A

Fig. 38 a) Ring reinforcement, b) Pad reinforcement.
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3. Endurance

PVES does not consider endurance. Endurance is in this example caused by the pressure differ-
ences appearing when the pressure rises from 0 to 12 bar, and from the changes of working tem-
perature. According to [Endahl 1989), endurance has in fact been the main dimensioning criteria
for this vessel.
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1. Introduction
The analysis of a pressure vessel performed in PVES is based on the Swedish Pressure Vessel
Code (TKN I987J. In this appendix all equations implemented to PVES are presented. The
analysis program where the equations arc implemented, is written in Fortran and all tables of
data are implemented as binary data Tiles. The tables arc read by the program and the data is
interpolated in two dimensions.

The presentation of the equations is divided into the sections:.

Thin-walled Spherical Vessels

Cylinders Subjected to Internal Pressure

Cylinders Subjected to External Pressure

Dished Heads

Conical Heads Subjected to Internal Pressure

Conical Heads Subjected to External Pressure

To every equation a reference to an equation in the Pressure Vessel Code is given. Spherical
heads arc calculated according to the norms of dished heads. The in.side knuckle radius is then
zero and the radius of inner curvature is half the inner diameter. If the norms for spherical vessels
should be used for spherical heads, it would allow too high pressures and loo small wall- thick-
nesses. This is because the stresses appearing in spherical heads arc much higher than the
stresses appearing in spherical vessels.

1.1 Parameters

In the beginning of each section of this appendix, a parameter list is presented. Some parameters
which need a more thorough explanation, arc explained here.

1.1.1 Calculation value c ^

The calculation value is the value used in the strcngDi calculation. It is cither based on the lower
yield strenght or the limit of creep rupture of the material being used. The calculation value
decreases with increasing temperature and increasing material thickness. In Tab. 1.1 the calcula-
tion value for SIS 2101 and SIS 2103 arc given.
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Calculation value for SIS 2101 and SIS 2103

Material thickness

in m m .

0

Temperature C

20
50
75
100
125
150
175
200
225
250
275
300

325
350
375
400
425

-16

310
307
304
300
294
289
282
275

265
250
230
211
194
179
164
157
(150)*

(16M0

300
298
294
289
284
278
272
264

253
238
220
205
189
176
166
157
(148)

(40) -100

290
288
284
280
275
269
262
253
243
231
216
200
187
176
166
157

(148)

Values in parenthesis may only he used for intctpollaUun.

Tab. 1.1 Calculation value o*.

1.1.2 Strenght Factor

The strength factor is used for compensate weakening due to welding and holes in spherical or

cylindrical vessels. It varies from 0 to 1. In PVES the welding factor is set to I. while the strength

factor due to holes is calculated according to Chapter 16 in the Swedish Prcssun: Vessel Code

[TKN 1987|.

1.1.3 Calculation Parameter k
The calculation parameter k describes the relationship between Young's Modulus of .steel at

20 °C (205 000 N/mm31) and Young's Modulus of the material being used at the operating tem-

perature. In Tab. 1.2 values of the calculation parameter arc presented.
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Calculation parameter k

Temperature C

-180
-100
-50
20
50
75
100
125
150
175
200
225
250
275
300
325
250
375
400

Steel

0.93
0.95
0.98
1.00
1.01
1.02
1.03
1.04
1.05
1.06
1.07
1.08
1.09
1.11
1.13
1.14
1.16
1.18
1.19

Copper

1.70
1.71
1.72
1.75
1.77
1.78
1.80
1.81
1.83
1.84
1.86
1.89
_

_
-
_
_
-

Aluminium

2.70
2.82
2.87
2.93
2.95
2.97
3.00
3.03
3.06
3.12

_
-
_
_
_
-
_
_

1

Tab. 1.2 The calculation parameter k
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2. Thin-walled Spherical Vessels

Parameters:
D, = Inner diameter in mm.
p = Calculation over-pressure in bar.
pJm, = Maximum allowed operating pressure in bar.
Sp = Safety factor.
t™, = Minimum allowed wall-thickness in mm.
z = Strength factor, see Section 1.1.2.
O*, = Calculation value in N/mm\ sec Section 1.1.1.

Pressure

Internal

External

min

(5:1)

0 . 1 1 D Vicp

100

(6:1)

O.-75 p D

* 1 0 < J b e r

(6:2)

Pmax

<o > , t .
Sp min

D.

(5:2)

82.6 f100 'mini2

X I D y J

(6:3)

. 1 0 'min °ber
- 0 .75 Dy

(6:4)

%

1.5

3.5

3.0

Comments

Stresses in a
spherical shell
exposed to inter-
nal pressure.

Based on
Karman-Tsiens'
expression for
buckling of a
spherical shell.

Stresses in a
spherical shell
exposed to ex-
ternal pressure.

3. Cylinders Subjected to Internal Pressure

Parameters:
D, = Inner diameter in mm.
D» = Outer diameter in mm.
p = Calculation over-pressure in bar.
p_» = Maximum allowed operating pressure in bar.
SP = Safety factor.
U» = Minimum allowed wall-thickness in mm.
z = Strength factor, see Section 1.1.2.
O t o = Calculation value in N/mm2, see Section 1.1.1.
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Type

Thin-
walled

Thick-
walled

min

Pmax

Comments

min

min

min

Pmax

Pmax

Pmax

Comments

•

20

S F

°ber
sF - l .

(7:1)

l in

D.
1 (7:3)

Circumflrential stresses in
an infinitely long cylinder

2 D .

i n n 7

3 ber
P

c

(9:2)

3 D.

4
10 O. z

P
- 3

(9:4)

1.05 Vi

rio o b e r z i

P (9:6)

30 0. z

2 D i

min (9;)j)

4 0 °berz

3 D i

min ( 9 ; 9 )

2 0 °berz

1 . 0 5 D.

•jun (9:10)

Based on the Trcscas

equivalent stress

Valid for

min i ~ 0.05

min i

I p

10 a
3.25< be

P

2.KBI10 '»«
I P

D.
11 < i

min

D.
3.33

min

2 < - t <.
min

0.05

<, 15

j

-1*3.25
J

20

* 11

3.33

1.5

1.5

5 1.5

< 1.5

<, 1.5

5 1.5

< 1.5

<; 1.5
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4. Cylinders Subjected to External Pressure
The equations for analyzing cylinders subjected to external pressure are different depending on
the cylinder length. For an infinitely long cylinder the stiffening because of heads or the influ-
ence from open ends can be neglected. On the other hand the problem of buckling must be
considered. The Code classifies cylinders as short, medium long or long, according to the fol-
lowing rules:

If A < B or C < E the cylinder is classified as:

a) short if L/Dv < A or L/D, < C

b) long if L/Dy > B or L/D,> E

c) medium long in all olher cases.

If A > B or C > D the cylinder is classified as:

a) short if L /D y<B or L/D, < E

b) long in all other cases.

Where:

0.47[i<H5/2 370

k P k °ber

V " DD
y
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Parameters:

Dy = Outer diameter in mm.
k = Calculation parameter, see Section 1.1.3.
L = Length in mm between two stiffenings.
p = Calculation over-pressure in bar.
p _ = Maximum allowed operating pressure in bar.
Sf = Safety factor.
U . = Minimum allowed wall-thickness in mm.
z = Strength factor, see Section 1.1.2.
Ota = Calculation value in N/mm2, see Section 1.1.1.

Type

Short Cylinders

min

Pmax

Comments

Site--» l^vH
(8:5)

< W f100 ' i n 0 0 , 3 [ k O b e r L ] 2 / 3 j
10 [ Dy ° - 0 j 3 I 10 Dy J J

(8:7)

The equations arc based on expressions for elastisc or
plastic buckling.

For very short cylinder: 1.82 L /V D tm i n < 3
most of the load is carried by the stiffening in the two
ends of the cylinder. The design criteria is then the size
of the longitudial membrane stresses and the bending
stresses at the connection between the cylinder and the
two heads.
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Type

Medium long
Cylinders

Long Cylinders

min

Pmax

Comments

min

t >
min ~

Pmax

Pmax

Comments

100
n T 1 2 / 5

0.067 *-* kj

(3:11)
flOO t _ . n 1 5 / 2

1 4 . 9 _ _ n u n

y

y (8:12)

The equations are based on expressions for
elastic and plastic buckling.

(8:14)

20 V
(8:15)

1 f 1 0 0 t m i n ) 3

k I Dy J
(8:16)

Dy
(8:17)

The equations arc based on expressions for
clastic and plastic buckling.
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5. Dished Heads

Parameters:

D, = Outer diameter in mm.
h = Height in mm.
k = Calculation parameter, see Section 1.1.3.
p = Calculation over-pressure in bar.
p_u = Maximum allowed operating pressure in bar.
R = Internal radius of curvature in mm.
r = Internal buckling radius in mm.
SP = Safety factor.
t u = Minimum allowed wall-thickness in mm.
y = Formfactor, sec Tab. 5.1.
z = Strength factor, see Section 1.1.2.
O*, = Calculation value in N/mm2, see Section 1.1.3.

d

A"

D

0
1

h

h - R + t -

Fig. 5.1. Dished head
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Pressure

Internal

External

min

D
y p y

(10:1)

1.2 - * -

20 b*r

SF

(11:1)

0.22 R VlTp
>

100

(11:2)

1.5 p R

10 <W
(11:3)

Pmax

20 ^ e r z t .
Sp nun

D y
y y

(10:2)

2 0 % t .
S_ nan

! - 2 D
y y

(11:4)

S

20.7,100 t ^ |2

It l R J

(11:5)

«- ber min

1.5 R

(11:6)

%

1.1

1.1

3.5

3.0

Comments

Stresses in a
dished head
subjected to int-
ternal pressure.

Stresses in a
dished head
subjected to int-
tcrnal pressure.

Based on
Karman-Tsiens'
expression for
buckling of a
spherical shell.

Stresses in a
spherical shell
subjected to ex-
ternal pressure.

The formfactor y depends on the shape of the dished head. The values of the factors are pres-
ented in Tab. 5.1 and Tab. 5.2. The values of h/D, and r/Dv are approximative.

Fornifactor y

Dished head SS 482

Dished head SS 48?

Dished head SS 2634

h / D y

0.25

0.20

0.20

R/D>

O.SO

0.875

1.0

r/Oy

0.154

0.08

0.10

y

1.3

2.0

2.0

Tab. 5.2 Fonnfaclors for dished heads without openings.
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Formfactor y

h/Dy

0.16
0.17
0.18
0.19
0.20
0.22
0.24

0.25
0.26
0.28
0.30
0.40
0.50

r/Dy

0.05
0.058
0.066
0.072
0.08

> 0.10

0

3.1
2.8
2.5
2.2
2.0
1.65
1.4

1.3
1.25
1.1

1.0

0.68
0.68

0.1

3.1
2.8
2.5
2.2
2.1
1.8
1.6

1.5

1.4

1.3
1.15
0.85
0.85

0.2

3.1
2.8
2.5
2.4
2.2
2.0
.75
.65
1.6
1.45
.35

1.05
1.05

d/Dy

0.3

3.1
2.8
2.7
2.6
2.4

2.15
1.95
1.85
1.75
1.6

1.5
1.2
1.2

0.4

3.1
3.0
2.8
2.7
2.6
2.3
2.1

2.05
1.95
1.8
1.7

1.4

1.4

0.5

3.3
3.1
3.0
2.9
2.75
2.5
2.3
2.2

2.15
2.0
1.9
1.6
1.6

0.6

3.4
3.3
3.2
3.1
2.9
2.7
2.5
2.4
2.3
2.2

2.05
1.75
1.75

0.7

3.6
3.5
3.3
3.2
3.1

2.85
2.65
2.6
2.5
2.4

2.25
1.95
1.95

Tab. 5.2 Formfactors for dished heads with opening.

6. Conical Heads Subjected to Internal Pressure
For the conical heads three kinds of stresses must be considered: membrane stresses, stresses
introduced in the connection between the cylinder and the head, and stresses introduced i f there
is a central opening.

Stresses in the connection to the cylinder will be higher for heads without an inside knuckle
radius. This can be seen in the Code where the allowed values for heads with and without inside
knuckle radius only differs by a factor.

6.1 Conical Heads without a Centered Opening

Parameters:

Dy = Outer diameter in mm.
p = Calculation over-pressure in bar.
p™, = Maximum allowed operating pressure in bar.
SP = Safety factor.
U, = Minimum allowed wall-thickness in mm.
y = Formfactor, see Tab. 6.1 and Tab. 6.2
z = Strength factor, see section 1.1.2.
a t o = Calculation value in N/mm2, see Section 1.1.3.

Some new geometric variables arc introduced here. These variables and the relationship be-
tween them is described in Fig. 6.1.
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2 Ro - 2 R I 1 - " I

L -

cos a
2 R

2 tan a

Fig. 6.1 Conical head without centered opening.

Formfactor y

a °

10
15
20
25
30
35
40
45
50
55
60
65
70

r/Dy

0.03

0.90
1.00
1.15
1.30
1.50
1.70
1.95
2.25
2.60
3.00
3.50
4.25
5.35

0.04

0.80
0.95
1.10
1.25
1.40
1.60
1.80
2.05
2.35
2.75
3.20
3.90
4.85

0.05

0.80
0.90
1.05
1.15
1.30
1.50
1.70
1.90
2.20
2.50
2.95
3.55
4.35

0.06

0.75
0.85
0.95
1.10
1.25
1.40
1.60
1.80
2.05
2.35
2.70
3.25
4.00

0.08

0.70
0.80
0.90
1.00
1.15
1.30
1.45
1.65
1.85
2.10
2.45
2.90
3.60

0.10

0.65
0.75
0.85
0.95
1.05
1.20
1.35
1.50
1.70

1.90
2.25
2.65
3.25

0.15

0.65
0.70
0.80
0.90
.00
.10
.20
.35
.50
1.70
1.90
2.25
2.75

0.20

0.60
0.65
0.75
0.80
0.90
1.00
1.10
1.20
1.35
1.50
1.70
2.00
2.40

Tab. 6.1 Formfactors for conical heads wiih inside knuckle radius



Pressure Vessel Code

Formfactor kj

P/Oj

0.001
0.002
0.003
0.004

0.006
0.008
0.010
0.012
0.016
0.02
0.03
0.04

0.06
0.08
0.12
0.16
0.2
0.3
0.4
0.6
0.8

P/°!

0.001
0.002
0.003
0.004

0.006
0.008
0.010
0.012

0.016
0.02
0.03
0.04

0.06
0.08
0.12
0.16

0.2
0.3
0.4
0.6
0.8

10

5.04
4.07
3.60
3.30

2.93
2.69
2.53
2.40
2.21
2.08
1.86
1.73
1.55
1.45
1.31
1.23
1.17
1.07
1.01
0.93
0.88

30

10.47
8.38
7.37
6.72

5.92
5.41
5.04
4.77
4 36
4,07
3.60
3.31
2.93
2.70
2.40
2.21
2.08
1.86
1.73
1.56
1.45

12.5

5.80
4.68
4.13
3.78

3.35
3.08
2.88
2.73
2.51
2.36
2.11
1.95

1.75
1.62
1.46
1.36
1.29
1.18
1.11
1.02
0.96

32.5

11.11
8.89
7.81
7.12

6.27
5.73
5.34
5.05
4.62
4.31
3.81
3.49
3.10
2.84
2.53
2.33
2.19
1.96
1.81
1.63
1.52

15

6.53
5.25
4.63
4.24

3.75
3.44
3.22
3.05
2.80
2.63
2.34
2.16

.93

.79

.61

.50

.42

.28

.20

.10

.04

35

11.75
9.40
8.25
7.53

6.62
6.05
5.64
5.33
4.87
4.55
4.01
3 68
3.26
2.99
2.66
2.45
2.30
2.05
1.90
1.71
1.58

a'

17.5

7.22
5.80
5.11
4.68

4.13
3.78
3.54
3.35
3.08
2.88
2.56
2.36
2.11
1.95
1.75
1.62
1.53
1.39
1.29
1.18
1.11

37.5

12.40
9.91
8.70
7.94

6.98
6.37
5.94
5.61
5.31
4.78
4.22
3.87
3.42
3.14
2.79
2.57
2.41
2.15
1.99
1.78
1.65

20

7.89
6.34
5.58
5.10

4.50
4.12
3.85
3.64
3.34
3.13
2.78
2.55
2.28
2.10
1.88
1.74
1.65
1.48
1.38
1.26
1.18

40

13.06
10.44
9.16
8.36

7.34
6.70
6.25
5.90

5.39
5.03
4.44
4.06

3.59
3.30
2.92
2.69

2.52
2.25
2.08
1.86
1.72

22.5

8.55
6.86
6.03
5.51

4.86
4.45
4.15
3.93
3.60
3.37
2.99
2.75
2.44
2.25
2.01
1.86
1.76
1.58
1.47
1.33
1.25

42.5

13.74
10.98
9.63
8.78

7.71
7.04
6.56
6.19
5.66
5.28
4.65
4.26
3.77
3.45
3.06
2.81
2.64
2.35
2.17
1.94
1.80

25

9.20
7.37
6.48
5.92

5.21
4.47
4.45
4.21
3.86
3.61
3.19
2.93
2.61
2.40
2.14
1.98
1.87
1.68
1.56
1.41
1.31

45

14.44
11.53
10.12
9.22

8.10
7.39
6.88
6.50
5.94
5.53
4.88
4.46
3.94
3.61
3.20
2.94

2.76
2.45
2.26
2.02
1.87

27.5

9.84
7.88
6.92
6.32

5.57
5.09
4.75
4.49
4.11
3.84
3.40
3.12
2.77
2.55
2.27
2.10
1.97
1.77
1.64
1.48
1.38

Tab. 6.2 Formfactors for conical heads without inside knuckle radius
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Pressure Vessel Code

Type

With inside

knuckle
radius

Without

inside

knuckle

radius

min

Dy P y

20 Y

(12:1)

2 R p ki

SF

(12:9)

D i P y

2Ö~~Ö^

(12:10)

2Rpk,

SF

(12: 9)

Pmax

20 > ' t .
S_ mn

D y
y *

(12:2)

nun

J Do

(12:4)

2 0 °1 ^ n

V

(12:11)

»""if •«-.

(12:13)

%

1.1

1.5

1.5

1.5

Comments

Only valid if:

r/Dy > 0.03

r - 3 S n

a S 70°

Stresses caused by

the connection to

the cylinder part.

Membrane stresses

Only valid if:
a < 45°

Bending stresses

caused by the

connection to the

cylinder part.

° l ^ 1 6 O b e r

Membrane stresses



Pressure Vessel Code

6.2 Conical Heads with a Centered Opening

These types of heads have been further divided into two groups, depending on if there is an edge
reinforcement attacted to the head or not

Parameters:

do
p
p _
S,
t _ .
y
y0

z

Inner diameter of the hole in mm.
Calculation over-pressure in bar.
Maximum allowed operating pressure in bar.
Safety factor.
Minimum allowed wall-thickness in mm.
Formfactor, see Tab. 6.1 and Tab. 6.2.
Formfactor, see Tab. 6.3.
Strength factor, see Section 1.1.2.
Calculation value in N/mm2, see Section I.I.I.

Fig. 6.2 Conical head with centered opening.

Formfactor'

25

2.3

30

2.6

35

2.9

40

3.2

45

3.5

50

3.6

55

3.9

60

4.2

70

4.6

75

5.2

Tab. 6.3 Formfactors for conical heads with a central hole.



Pressure Vessel Cods

6.2.1 Conical Heads without Edge Reinforcements

Type

With inside

knuckle

radius

Without

iasidc
knuckle
radius

min

d o P * o

°ber
20 - P z

(12:18)

D
v p y

20 Y z

(12:20)

p y p y

bF

(12:1)

2 P. p k,

(12:l>)

V y
20 Oj

(12:10)

2 RpK,

^ 20 V ' z

(12:^)

Pmax

S f mm

d0 v 0

(12:19)

20 ° * r t .
S_ nun

D y
y y

(12:21)

V

(12:2)

20 V" * t .SF »xn

D0
(12:4)

(12:11)

20 ^ £ £ 2 t .
SP nun

" D o
(12:13)

%

1.5

1.1

1.1

1.5

1.5

1.5

Comments

Valid if:

Valid if:

Valid if:

r/D > 0.03

' " 3 > i n

a < 70°
Stresses caused by
the connection to
the cylinder part.

Membrane stresses

Valid if: ̂

n < 45°

Bending stresses
caused by (he
connection to the
cylinder part.

O, 5 1.6 0 ^

Membrane stresses



Pressure Vessel Code

6.2.2 Conical Heads with Edge Reinforcements

Type

With inside
knuckle
radius

Without
inside
knuckle
radius

min

Dy P y

20 Y
SF

(12:1)

2 Rp k,

SF

(12:9)

D ^ y

20 O1

(12:10)

2 R r k,

SF

(12:9)

Pmax

20 V" t •S_ min

D y
y y

(12:2)

20 °£ e r z t .„S_ sun

' D0

(12:4)

20 °1 ^in

(12:11)

J D o

(12:13)

1.1

1.5

1.5

1.5

Comments

Only valid if:

r/Dy 2 0.03

r 2 3t
omin

a 5 70°

Stresses caused by
the connection to
the cylinder part.

Membrane tutsan

Only valid if:
a s 45°

Bending stresses
caused by the
connection to the
cylinder part.

Membrane stresses



Pressure Vessel Code

7. Conical Heads Subjected to External
Pressure

The calculation of conical heads subjected to external pressure is carried out according to the
same equations as those for conical heads subjected to internal pressure, except that the mem-
brane stresses do not need to be calculated. Since there is a risk of buckling, the conical part of
the head must also be considered as a cylinder and analysed according to the equations used for
cylinders subjected to external pressure, sec Section 4. The diameter of the cylinder is set to 2R
and the length to k, L, where k, is found in Tab. 7.1.

r

r
Fig. 7.1 Conical head

7.1 Conical Heads without a Centered Opening

Parameters:

Dy =

P
Pmu -

OP •—

y

Outer diameter in mm.
Calculation over-pressure in bar.
Maximum allowed operating pressure in bar.
Safety factor.
Minimum allowed wall-thickness in mm.
Fonnfactor, sec Tab, 6.1 and Tab. 6.2.
Strength factor, sec Section 1.1.2.
Calculation value in N/mm2, sec Section I.I .I .



Pressure Vessel Code

D y . / D y2

k 3

0

0.75

0.1

0.67

Factor Y

0.2

0.62

0.3

0.62

: 3

0.4

0.65

0.5

0.69

0.6

0.74

0.7

0.81

0.8

0.86

0.9

0.93

1.0

1.0

Tab. 7.1 The factor k, for conical heads subjected to external pressure

Type

With inside
knuckle
radius

Without
inside
knuckle
radius

min

Dy P y

*>¥
(12:1)

V y

20 Oj

(12:10)

Pmax

D y y

(12:2)

2 0 °1 Snin
D A y

(12:11)

%

1.1

1.5

Comments

Only valid if:

r/Dy > 0.03

r 5 3t
omin

a < 70°

Stresses caused bj
the connection to
the cylinder part.

Only valid if:
a < 45°

Bending stresses
caused by the
connection to the
cylinder part.

° l s 1 6 ( T b e r

7.2 Conical Heads with a Centered Opening

Parameters:

do = Inner diameter of the hole in mm.
p = Calculation over-pressure in bar.
Pa» = Maximum allowed operating pressure in bar.
SP = Safety factor.
U . = Minimum allowed wall-thickness in mni.
y = Formfactor, see Tab. 6.1 and Tab. 6.2.
y0 = Formfactor, see Tab. 6.3.
z = Strength factor, see Section 1.1.2.
Oi., = Calculation value in N/mm2, sec Section 1.1.1.



Pressure vessel uoae

7.2.1 Conical Heads without Edge Reinforcements

Type

With inside
knuckle
radius

Without
inside
knuckle
radius

min

d 0 ? Y 0

, n °ber20 —— z
SF

(12:18)

D
v p y

»%'

(12:20)

Dy p y

20 V"

(12:1)

t^p y

2Ö~Ö^

(12:10)

Pmax

20 °> e r z t .
Sp min

d0 *0
(12:19)

20 s" * Wn
D y y

(12:21)

20 > t .
Sp min

V
(1*2)

(12:11)

%

1.5

l.l

1.1

1.5

Comments

Valid if:
2 ^ i *L1

Valid if:

2 ^ m 7 n > L 1

Valid if:
r/D > 0.03

' " 3 > i n

a < 70°
Stresses caused by
the connection to
the cylinder part.

Valid if: ^
as 45°

Bending stresses
caused by the
connection to the
cylinder part.

^ i 6 c Tber
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7.2.2 Conical Heads with Edge Reinforcements

Type

With inside
knuckle
radius

Without
inside
knuckle
radius

min

Dy p y

20 V
SF

(12:1)

DAP y

20 Oj

(12:10)

Pmax

D y y

(12:2)

2 0 °1 'min

(12:11)

1.1

i.5

Comments

Only valid if:

r/Dy > 0.03

f " 3 t . m i n

a < 70°

Stresses caused bj
the connection to
the cylinder part.

Only valid if:
a < 45°

Bending stresses
caused by the
connection to the
cylinder part.

° 1 S ' - ^ b e r



Appendix C

INFERENCE ENGINE
EXAMPLE

The PVES Inference Engine
Presented on the Problem of

Choosing Support Type



Inference Engine Example

1. Introduction

The problem of choosing support type will here be used as an example to explain how the PVES
Inference Engine works. The data that are used are those from the example presented in Appen-
dix A.

The Inference Engine operates both against the Knowledge Base, which is unique for the sup-
port problem, and on the Context, which is the same for the whole PVES.

Context
4

Inference Engine

Sub-goal

list

Active-rule

list

B»
Knowledge Base

Parameter

list

Rule

list

Fig. I The structure of the Expert System.

When the Inference Engine searches a goal it uses two internal lists for storing temporary data:
the sub-goal list and the active-rule list. Fhe Knowledge Base also contains two lists of data, the
parameter list and the rule list. For the support problem these lists arc presented:

Parameter-list:

«D
(L
(H

<LD
(HD
(SIZE

(SVPP

(OR1E

(LOAD

(real) ("What is the éameter of the vessel? (m) "))

(real) ("What is the lenght of the vessel? (m) "))

(real) ("What is the distance between the ground and the cylinder

part of the vessel? (m)"))

(real) ("What is the ratio of L to D ?"))

(real) ("What is the ratio H to D ?"))

(("S" "Small") ("L" "Large"))

("Is the vessel small or large?"))

(("N" "No support considered")("S" "Skirt")("L" "Legs")("A"

"Saddles")

("What is the type of the support?"))

(("V" "Vertical")("H" "Horizontal"))

("What is the orientation of the vessel?"))

U"L" "Low") ("H" "High"))
("How are the external loadings (moments)?")))



inierence tngine bxampie

The Rule-list presented in pseudo-code:

/ f (if (L > 0 ) and (D > 0 ) then (LD = L I D ))
2 (if(H >0)and(D>0) then (HD = H I D ))
3 <if(D £1.8)and(LD<,5) and (HD 5 2) then (SIZE = "S" ))
4 (if (D > 1.8) then (SIZE = "L" ))
5 (if (ID > 5 ) then (SIZE = "L" ))
6 (if(HD > 2 ; then (SIZE = "L"))
7 (if(ORIE - "V") and (SIZE = "L") then (SUPP = "S"))
8 (if(ORIE="V)and(SIZE="S")and (LOAD = "H" )then(SUPP = "S"))
9 (if(ORIE ="V") and (SIZE = "S") and (LOAD = "L") then (SUPP = "L"))
10 (if (ORIE = "H") and (SIZE = "L") then (SUPP -• "A"))
11 (if (ORIE = " H") and (SIZE ="S") then (SUPP = "L")))

2. Running the Inference Engine
The Inference Engine starts to put the main-goal choosing support, on top of the sub-goal list.
At the same time SUPP is assigned as current-goal and the rule-list arc searched in order to find
a rule, with an action part matching the current-goal. The first rule that is found i* number 7:

(if (ORIE ="V) and (SIZE = "L") then (SUPP = "S"))

Context

(H=3.9)

(L=12)

(D=13.4)

(ORIE="V")

Sub-Goals

SUPP

Active-Rules

The condition part of rule 7 is examined and the system finds that the parameter SIZE is not
included in the Context. SIZE is therefore added to the sub-goal list and a new search for a
suitable rule is performed. The following rule, rule number 3, is found and added to the active-
rule list.



inference bngine txampie

(if(D < 1.8) and (LD £ 5 ) and (HD < 2) then (SIZE = "S" ))

Context

(H=3.9)

(L=12)

(D=13.4)

(ORIE="V")

Sub-Goals

SIZE

SUPP

Active-Rules

3

7

Since none of the parameters LD and HD are included in the Context, they both have to be added
to the sub-goal list, starting with LD. The rule-list is searched and rule number 1 is found to be
suitable for reaching the sub-goal.

(if (L > 0 ) and (D > 0 ) then (LD = L I D ))

Context

(H=3.9)

(L=12)

(D=13.4)

(ORIE="V")

Sub-Goals
LD

SIZE

SUFP

Active-Rules
1

3

7

Rule number 1 is evaluated directly since both L and D are known. The sub-goal, LD, and rule 1
are then taken away from the sub-goal list and the active-rule list respectively. The Inference
Engine then tries to evaluate rule numbc 3 again, but also this time is fails since the parameter
HD is unknown. HD is added to to the sub-goal list and the rule-list is searched again. The
following rule, number 2, is found:



(if(H >0)and(D>0) then (HD = HI D ))

Context

(LD=O.90)

(L=12)

(D=13.4)

(ORIE="V")

Sub-Goals
HD

SIZE

SUPP

Active-Rules
2

3

7

Rule number 2 is evaluated directly. HD is pushed out of the sub-goal list, rule number 2 is taken
away from the active-rule list, and the value of HD is added to the Context. The inference engine
then tries to evaluate rule number 3 for the third time. This time it is possible to evaluate the rule
but it is a failure. The rule is then pushed out of the active-rule list and the rule-list is searched
again, in order to find a new rule, which action part matches the goal called SIZE. Rule number
4 is the first suitable rule that is found:

(if (D > 1.8) then (SIZE = "L" ))

Context

(HD=0.29)

(LD=0.90)

(L=12)

(D=13.4)

(ORIE="V")

Sub-Goals

SIZE

SUPP

Active-Rules

4

7

Rule number 4 is successfully evaluated and the sub-goal SIZE can be taken away from the
sub-goal list and rule number 4 from the active-rule list.
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Context

(SIZE="L")

(HD=0.29)

(LD=0.90)

(L=12)

(D=13.4)

(ORIE="V")

Sub-Goals

SUPP

Active-Rules

The system tries to evaluate the only rule that is left in the active-rule list This time all parame-
ters arc known aid it is possible to evaluate the rule. Since it is successfully evaluated, the sys-
tem has solved the complete problem. The main goal has been reached using backward chain-
ing.

Context

(SUPP="S")

(SIZE="L")

(HD=0.29)

(LD=0.90)

(L=12)

(D=13.4)

(ORIE="V")

Sub-Goals Active-Rules

The expert system suggests: SKIRT
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1. INTRODUCTION

The Finite Element Method (FEM) is a numerical method that can be used for the
accurate solution of complex engineering problems. The creation and formatting of
input data to a FE-program is called preprocessing. The preprocessing basically
includes geometry modeling of a structure, generation of itr finite element mesh, and
assigning material properties, loadings and boundary conditions. The input data to a
FE-program consist of definitions of a finite element mesh <n terms of its geometry
(nodes), topology (elements and element connectivity) anct associated properties
(material, boundary conditions and loads).

When a FE-analysis is carried out, the major man power is usually spent on the
preprocessing stage. It has been found that the geometry modeling and mesh
generation are often best done using interactive graphic facilities, which can offer
higher flexibility and convenience. These observations lead to our development of a
preprocessor called JNFEMP.

INFEMP is a preprocessor diicctly designed for PCFEMP [1]. It works inside the
graphic system AutoCAD [2], In Fig. 1.1, the preprocessing carried out using INFEMP
is compared to the traditional way, without interactive graphic facilities. INFEMP can
be further developed by integrating the interactive graphic system not cnly in the
preprocessing, but also in postprocessing of the FE-analysis.

o —•*

L ~4

Finite Element
Mesh Generation

Program

(a) Traditional v/ay

PCFEMP

O
t:

INFEMP

HutoCRD
PCFEMP

(b) The INFEMP/PCFEMP way

Fig. 1.1 Processes of FF analysis



In this report the AutoCAD system is first introduced. The performance of INFEMP is
then described. The development of INFEMP is presented from a technical point of
view and some implementation issues are discussed. Finally an example is
demonstrated. The command library of INFEMP is also included.



2. THE AUTOCAD SYSTEM

2.1 General Description

The AutoCAD drafting package, developed by Autodesk, Inc., is a Computer Aided
Drafting application both for personal computers and for UNIX-based systems. It
offers a sophisticated drawing editing technology which was previously available only
on large and costly systems. With the interactive commands, the user can easily
produce a desired drawing. AutoCAD also supplies several tools that make it easy for
the user to develop new facilities within AutoCAD. Some relevant aspects of
AutoCAD will briefly be given here.

2.2 Drawing Editor

2.2.1 Screens and Entities

The main part of AutoCAD is an interactive Drawing Editor. The Drawing Editor
provides a set of entities which are used for construcdng drawings. The basic entities
are points, lines, circles, arcs, and text strings. The AutoCAD commands LINE,
POINT, CIRCLE, ARC and TEXT (DTEXT), can be used to manipul? :
corresponding entities. All entities can be erased, moved, copied and combined witn
each other.

AutoCAD supports two interchangeable screens. The graphic screen is used to edit
graphic entities, while the text screen is used to handle text interaction. A command
menu is also supported on the screen. It assures structured organization and flexible
access of commands. All AutoCAD commands can either be selected from the menu or
typed via the keyboard.

2.2.2 Blocks and attributes

A set of entities can be grouped together into a complex object which is defined as a
Block. The block is given a Block Name, which is used to insert the block into
drawings. Each instance of a Block can be given different scale factors and rotations. A
Block is always treated as a single object by AutoCAD. For a more complicated
application, a "Block library" may first be built interactively, thereafter all predefined
blocks can be inserted into drawings at any specified locations. The hierarchy structure
of a drawing, partly built up with blocks, is shown in figure 2.1.

The commands used for creating and manipulating blocks are BLOCK, (WBLOCK)
and INSERT. The BLOCK command is used to define a block. The WBLOCK



command is used to store a block definition as a drawing file, and the INSERT
command is used to insert an instance of the block in the drawing being edited.

DRAWING

ENTITIES

BASIC ENTITIES

BASIC ENTITIES ATTRIBUTES

Fig. 2.1 The hierarchy structure of a drawing

Attributes are special AutoCAD drawing entities that can be associated with blocks as
string variables. An attribute can be defined as invisible and/or constant. Each time
when a block is inserted to a drawing, AutoCAD will prompt for the values of its
attributes.

There are special commands (ATTDEF, ATTEXT, ATTEDIT) designed for defining,
editing and extracting attributes. With the ATTEXT command, attributes can be
extracted into a disk files of ".TXT" type and the information can then be used by
external application programs. A format file, called template file in AutoCAD, is an
instruction list telling AutoCAD where to put what in the extract file. The attribute
extract feature is one of the main data transfer methods between AutoCAD and
different external application programs.

2.2.3 Layering

In AutoCAD, drawings are created and edited en layers. A layer is a transparent
overlay. The LAYER command is used to create new layers, change current layer, set
the color and line type for designated layers, turning layers on and off and to list all
layers that have been defined.

2.2.4 Menus

Commands can be displayed on the menu screen. The commands being displayed are
contained in a menu file, which is a text file of ".MNU" type. The ordinary AutoCAD



menus are stored in the file ACAD.MNU. The user can change the ACAD.MNU file,
or construct a completely new customized menu file for some desired application.

External executable programs, for example Fortran programs, can be run inside
AutoCAD by using the AutoCAD command SHELL. This command provides a shell
of the DOS operating system inside AutoCAD.

2.3 AutoLISP

AutoLISP, which is an implementation of the LISP programming language, is
embedded within AutoCAD. AutoLISP provides numerous predefined functions.
Many are standard common functions of LISP, while others are specific to AutoCAD.
AutoLISP can be seen as an interface tool between AutoCAD and the user. It offers the
user various ways of accessing AutoCADs graphic functions and retrieving
information from AutoCAD's drawing database. These facilities make it possible to
implement interactive graphic programs inside AutoCAD. Most of the INFEMP
commands have been developed as macro programs and functions in AutoLISP.

In the following two sections different data types used in AutoLISP and special built-in
functions will be reviewed.

2.3.1 Data types

AutoLISP supports several data types such as:

lists

symbols
strings
real numbers
integers
file descriptors
AutoCAD Entity 'name'
AutoCAD selection-sets
Subrs (built-in functions)

Atoms are the fundamental object in LISP. An atom can either be a real number, an
integer, a string or a symbol. A symbol is a variable and can be assigned a value.

Groups of atoms formed together are called lists. Lists themselves can be grouped
together to form higher-level lists. An important Lisp data structure is the association
list, which is a list of embedded sublists. The first element of each sublist is used as
keyword for the sublist. For example the association list "al" contains four sublists
with the four keywords name, width, size, and depth. It is defined as below:



((name box) (width 3) (size 4.7263) (depth 5))

By using the function ASSOC, a special data can be retrieved using a keyword, for
example the size:

(assoc'sizeal) returns (size 4.7263)

In AutoCAD all coordinates of graphic entities are expressed as lists of two (2D) or
three (3D) real numbers, for example (2 3) or (2 3 1).

AutoCAD Entity 'name' is a pointer into an entity database maintained by AutoCAD's
drawing Editor. The pointer is useful when data is passed between AutoLISP and the
drawing editor of AutoCAD. The usage of Entity Name in the development of
INFEMP is further described in section 5.3.3.

2.3.2 Built-in functions

AutoLISP predefined functions, also called built-in functions, can be divided into two
groups, namely Standard LISP functions and AutoCAD access functions.

Standard USP functions

These functions are standard and found in every implementation of the LISP
programming language.

Arithmetic operations + . - , * . / , - , abs, exp, max, min

Relational operations = J= , < , > , < = , > = , eq, equal

Logic operations and, or, boundp, listp, null

List manipulations

Procedure abstraction

I/O operations

control functions

append, apply, assoc, car, cdr, nth,
length, member, reverse

defun, lambda

close, load, open, prinl, princ.
write-line

cond, if, foreach, progn, repeat, while

cons,

print,

last, list,

read-line,
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AutoCAD access functions

These functions are unique to the interactive environment provided by AutoCAD.

Geometric angle, distance, inters, polar

User input getint, getreal, getstring, getpoint, getdist, getangle,

getvar

Entity access entdel, entgct, entlast, entnext, entsel, redraw, ssget

Device access grclear, grread, grtext

Command command, C.XXX

DOS access functions shell, sh

The geometric functions returns different geometric values like, angle, distance,
intersection point etc.

The user input functions all pauses for user inputs, such as an integer, a real, a string, a
point, a distance or an angle. The user input can either be done via the keyboard or
with a pointing device. The function GETVAR retrieves the value of any AutoCAD
system variable.

With entity access functions, it is also possible to access AutoCAD entities. An entity
name or a select-set is used to identify an object. The entity access functions operate on
different levels, for example the ENTSEL command selects a single entity by requiring
a point pick from the user with the pointing device. It returns a list containing the
entity name and the coordinates of the picked point. The ENTGET command can be
used to retrieve the definition of an entity with a given entity name from the database.
The data is returned as a list. The entity accessibility has been one of the most
important features in the development of INFEMP.

The device access functions provides direct access to AutoCAD graphic screen and
input device. It allows AutoLISP-impkmented commands to interact with the user as if
the commands were ordinary AutoCAD commands. The function GRCLEAR clears
the current viewport, GRREAD allows the user to read the AutoCAD input devices
directly as they are moved and GRTEXT allows AuioLISP to write into the text
portions of the AutoCAD graphic screen.
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DEFUN, which is a standard common LISP procedure abstraction function, is used to
define new functions with new names. These functions can be added to AutoCAD as
ordinary commands. The name of the function must be define in "C.XXX" form,
where the "XXX" part is the name of the command. Functions defined in this manner
can be invoked simply by entering the "XXX" part of the function name when
AutoCAD's "Command:" prompt appears. The function COMMAND makes it also
possible to execute AutoCAD commands from within an AutoLISP program.

The function SQUARE is given as an example. It is defined like this:

(defun C .SQUARE (point] point2 pointi point4)
(command "PLINE" pointi point2 point3 point4 pointS))

and called from an AutoLISP program like this:

( c o m m a n d "square" '(I I) '(I 2) '(2 2) '(2 1))
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3. PREPROCESSING FOR PCFEMP

3.1 General Description

The process of modeling geometry, generating a finite element mesh and creating input
files to a FEM program is often referred to as preprocessing. Generally it consists of
five distinct steps:

1. Geometry definition
2. Discretization process
3. Material property assignment
4. Generation of load and boundary conditions
5. Input file generation

Slightly changed, these steps are illustrated in Fig. 3.1.

UATER1AL kSSICNWENT 1

LOAD AND BOUNDARY CONDITION
GENERATION

(NPUT FILE CREATION [

Fig. 3.1 Preprocessing for a FE-analysis

In the following discussion, we will use the notions "super-element" and "surface"
interchangeably.
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3.2 Geometry Definition

A structure analyzed with a FEM program is usually described hierarchically with
points, lines, surfaces and bodies. The geometry definition is a process in which the
hierarchical structure is built up. Points are used to create lines and lines are used to
create surfaces. Straight lines are defined with two points and curved lines with three
points. Several lines can be connected into a group and easily manipulated together.

For every surface it must be specified how many element the surface is supposed to be
divided into. This is done by assigning a division to every line. In other words, it can
be assigned the number of nodes that will be interpolated on every line. Thus it is
important to see to that two opposite sides are divided into the same number of
elements.

In the geometry definition of INFEMP, information about the element type and the
material number must be assigned to every surface. This is further described in the
following sections.

3.3 The Discretization Process

The main part of the discretization process is the automatic mesh generation, but
before this can be performed fhe element type and the element size must be specified.
INFEMP makes these specifictions during the geometry definition.

3.3.1 Element type

INFEMP supports three different element types, 3-node triangular, 4-node
quadrilateral and 8-node quadrilateral elements. These are illustrated in Fig. 3.2.

1. Three-node triangular element

2. Four-node quadrilateral element

3. Eight-node quadrilateral element

Fig. 3.2 Element types implemented in INFEMP
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3.32 Element size

The element size strongly influences the convergence of the solution, and therefore it
has to be chosen properly. Principally, the smaller the size of the elements are, the
more accurate the final solution is expected to be. However, the use of smaller
elements size may exponentially increase computational time and cost.

For most structures a mesh with varying element size is desirable. For example in the
case of stress analysis of the beam shown in Fig. 3.3, all elements can be identical, see
Fig. 3.4, while a more adequate representation is shown in Fig. 3.5. This mesh is finer
in those parts where high stress concentrations are expected.

Fig. 3.3 A beam with an uniformly distributed load.

Fig. 3.4 The grid for the beam i• i Fig. 3.2, with constant element size.

frf frf

Fig. 3.5 The grid for the beam in Fig. 3.2, with varying element size.

In Fig. 3.6 a second example is given. For making a reliable finite element analysis of
the plate it is necessary to use different element sizes. One way of varying the element
size is to place the mid-nodes of the four lines at some points other than the centers of
the lines. Movement of the mid-nodes for the plate shifts the origin of the coordinate
system and produces a pattern like the one in Fig. 3.7 (a). The two element columns to
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the left have the same horizontal size and the two columns to the right have another
horizontal size.

A more sophisticated method for creating different element sizes is to use a
distribution function to interpolate the nodes over a line. This method produces an
unique size for each element. The same number of nodes and elements as in Fig. 3.7
(a) would produce the distributed pattern shown in Fig. 3.7 (b). The element size
increases from left to right and from top to bottom.

Fig. 3.6 A fixed plate attached with an uniformly distributed load.

hy

h
P
hP

T *

Fig. 3.7 (a) Distributed mesh achieved by moving the mid-node,
(b) Distributed mesh achieved by using a distribution function.

3.3.3 Automatic mesh generation

An automatic mesh program subdivides the super-elements into elements by
interpolating nodal points into the super-elements. The final result includes nodal
coordinates and topological definitions of elements.

The algorithm of mesh generation used in INFEMP is based on a simplified algorithm
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published in [5]. The program uses a group of eight-node quadratic super-elements to
define the object under consideration. It is capable of modeling a two-dimensional
domain that is composed of quadrilaterals with second order curved boundaries. This
element type is quite versatile; it can either be used as a general quadrilateral or as a
triangular element as shown in Fig. 3.8. Two sides of the quadrilateral are there used to
define one side of the triangle region. The eight nodes ;hat define the region are always
numbered in the order shown in Fig. 3.9.

Fig. 3.8 Using a quadrilateral element as a triangle.

Fig. 3.9 Numbering of an eight-node quadrilateral element.

A simplified description of the mesh generation algorithm is here given. For every
eight-node quadratic region five basic tasks are performed.

1. The number of rows and columns are defined according to input data.
2. A check is made to determine whether any of the boundaries' nodes have been

numbered previously. If the check is positive, the boundary nodes are
numbered according to previously numbered nodes.

3. The nodes are numbered in a sequence that start at c, = -1 , n. = +1 (sec Fig. 3.10)
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and proceeds from left to right and from top to bottom. All previously
numbered nodes are skipped.

4. All nodes on the boundaries are stored for future reference.
5. If triangular elements are to be used the quadrilateral regions are subdivided

into two triangular elements and numbered. The length of the two diagonals are
calculated and compared in order to use the shortest diagonal, see Fig. 3.11.
Triangular elements are created in this way in order to prevent distortion.

-I

Fig. 3.10 The coordinate system used for a quadratic region

V
Fig. 3.11 Four nodes divided into two triangular elements.

The possibility of having a common boundary between two regions requires that
cenain information is provided to insure that the nodes on this common boundary have
the same node number, regardless of which region that is considered. The connectivity
data specifies how the region under consideration is connected to other regions.

The connectivity data for a single region consists of four numbers, one for each side.
Fach number indicates which region the specified side is connected to. A zero value
indicates that the side is free and not connected to any other region. The determination
of the connectivity data is probably best illustrated by an example, such as the four
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regions in Fig. 3.12. The element numbers are shown and the sides of each region are
indicated by the numbers 1 to 4. The connectivity data for the four region body in Fig.
3.12 is given in Tab. 3.1.

Fig. 3.12 A connected set of four quadrilateral elements.

Tab. 3.1 Connectivity data for the regions in Fig. 3.12.

REGION

1

2

3

4

SIDE

1

3

4

0

0

2

2

0

4

0

3

0

0

1

2

4

0

1

0

3

In the connectivity data each side of the region is represented with one line. The
numbers indicate v. nich other region the particular line is connected to.

3.4 Material Property Assignment

In INFEMP a material number is assigned to every surface during the geometry
definition. During the material property assignment this material number will be
connected to a material set containing all material properties that is needed for the
FE-analysis.

In any area of mechanical engineering design there always exists some commonly used
materials. If these materials are stored into a material database a lot of work can be
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avoided for the designer. He does not need to specify the same material properties
repeatly, no properties have to be looked up in any handbook and the properties of
different material can easily be compared.

The INFEMP database contains about 50 predefined materials, which are divided into
six different groups. New groups of materials can be added to the database by the user.

1. Carbon steel

2. Alloyed steel

3. Corrosion resisting steel

4. Aluminium

5. Copper

6. Iron

Young's modulus (Nra/m )

The following properties are stored:

Young's modu

Poissons' ratio

Density (kg/m )

Thermal expansion coefficient (1/°C)

Conductivity (Ws/kg°C)

Specific heat capacity (W/m°C)

Yield strength (N/m3)

All predefined data are collected from a Swedish handbook [6].

The FE-analysis requires information about some calculation control parameter such as
problem type number, number of stiffness integration points, number of output stress
points etc. For PCFEMP these parameters are specified together with the material set,
although they can not be considered as material properties.

The following five problem types have been implemented to INFEMP:

1. Plane linear elastic element

2. Two-dimensional and axisymmetric heat transfer element
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3. Axisymmetric linear elastic element

4. Two-dimensional beam element

5. Two-dimensional plate bending element

3.5 Loads and Boundary Conditions

Loads and boundary conditions are applied to the structure in a similar way to each
other.

3.5.1 Loads

Loads applied to the structure can be classified into two groups, concentrated loads and
distributed loads. The concentrated load is applied to a very limited portion of the
structure. In INFEMP these loads are applied to one individual node in the mesh. The
user can apply distributed loads directly to lines. INFEMP then converts the load into
several concentrated loads that can be applied to all interpolated nodes along the line.
Two examples of this are given in Fig. 3.13. For simplicity, only uniformly distributed
loads are considered by INFEMP.

' 20 Nq.j40

60 N 60 N

1 4 — ' - - - N

q-?40 N/m

n ni
g j

Fig. 3.13 A distributed load applied to the interpolated nodes.

3.5.2 Boundary conditions

Since INFEMP only deals with two-dimensional objects, there are only two degrees of
freedom that need to be considered. These are the deflection (displacement) in the X-
and Y-directions. The homogeneous boundary conditions used in INFEMP are listed
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below.

Fixed support

The deflections in the x- and y-directions are prescribed as X = 1 and Y = 1.

„ . I - l Y-l

Free end
The deflections in the x- and y-directions are free, i.e. X = 0 and Y= 0. This is the
default case.

x-o Y-o
Hinged support

The deflection on either the x- or the y-direction is prescribed as X = 1 and Y = 0, or X
= 0 a n d Y = l .

X-l Y-0 X-0 Y-l

SimUar to loads, boundary conditions can be applied either to nodes or lines. If the
conditions are applied to lines, they will be converted to nodes along the line.

3.6 Input File Generation

The last step of the preprocessing is to create the input file for the FE-program. The
file generation program collects all information that has been inserted in the format
required by PCFEMP. Since different FE-programs require different file formats, the
input file created by INFEMP can only be used by PCFEMP.
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4. THE STRUCTURE OF INFEMP

4.1 General Description

INFEMP is a preprocessing program for the FE-program PCFEMP, but INFEMP can
also be seen as a structure editor embedded in the AutoCAD system. Once INFEMP is
loaded, all of its commands can be used in the same way as ordinary AutoCAD
commands. INFEMP can therefore be considered as an extension of AutoCAD.

The structure of INFEMP will here be presented. It includes description of INFEMP's
geometrical objects, commands, menu structure and layer management.

4.2 Geometrical Objects

Since only two dimensional structures are considered in INFEMP, a complete
geometrical structure can be built up by using only points, lines and surfaces. These are
here referred to as objects.

All objects are composed of two AutoCAD entities. The first entity is a block with
attributes used to store data of the object. For example, the attributes of a line object
are line number, line division, line type (2 points or 3 points) ar.d node numbers
connected to the points. This information is connected to the block through different
attributes. All the mentioned attributes are visible so that they can be edited by
AutoCAD. The attributes associated to different objects can be extracted to a geometry
data file of ".TXT" type.

The second entity connected to each object is the object name. It is a text string
consisting of a letter ("P" for point, "L" for line, and "S" for surface). Text strings offer
a simple way of identifying the object type.

4.3 Commands

4.3.1 Geometry generation commands

Most commands created for INFEMP will here be presented, in Chapter 7 though, the
whole command library is presented in alphabetic order and each command is
described in more detail. Each of the commands is implemented as an AutoLISP
program.

The PNT, LIN, SUR, ETY, DIV, and DET commands are used to define or modify
objects. The PNT, LIN, and SUR commands are used to define points, lines, and
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surfaces respectively. The DIV command changes the line division of a specified line,
while the ETY command changes the elements type of a specified surface. The DET
command can delete any object specified by a point pick.

4.32 Mesh generation commands

The MESH command, developed in Fortran, generates nodes, elements and
connectivity data. The geometry data file is used as an input. A file called MESH.TXT
is created to store the mesh output. Besides the mesh file, several temporary files are
created for storing data needed for the assignment of loads and boundary conditions
and for the generation of the input file to PCFEMP.

4.33 Material assignment commands

Two commands have been designed for material property assignment. The ASG
command is used during the geometry definition to connect a material number to each
surface. Material properties are defined later with the MATE command.

The MATE command deals with a material database where the user can store material
sets that are frequently used. For every new material set that is input, the user is asked
if he wants to store it into the database. When the MATE command is run for the first
time, the user is asked to dimension the database. The database can later on be
expanded by the INFEMP command EXPAND. This command has to be typed since it
is not included in any of the sub-menus.

4.3.4 Load and boundary condition generation commands

The FORC command generates loads applied to points or lines. Loads distributed over
a line are converted to loads concentrated to the nodes along the line. Loads are
illustrated on the screen by arrows, and the orientation of the arrows are determined by
the two load components of in the x- and y-directions. An example is shown in Fig.
4.1.

The BOUN command generates boundary conditions for nodes and lines in a similar
way as the FORC command generate:; loadings conditions. Boundary conditions
applied along; lines are converted so that they attach nodes. Two kinds of support
symbols, shown in Fig. 4.2 (a), are used to represent supports equivalent to the
boundary conditions. These symbols are inserted to the points where the conditions are
applied. The orientation of the symbols are given by the user. An example is shown in
Fig. 4.2 (b).
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Y: -100

1 1 1 1
Fig. 4.1 Load conditions represented with arrows.

\t-

ux=0

H.=0

(a)

Fig. 4.2 (a) Support symbols
(b) Boundary conditions represented by support symbols

4.3 3 Input file creation command

The CARD command, developed in Fortran, creates the PCFEMP input file. Both
information stored in the geometry data file and from temporary files created by the
MESH program are used as input data.

4.3.6 Configuration commands

Since all screens have different size and number of pixels, the user must be able to
change the size cf text strings. This is done with the TEXTSCA command. Another
very useful command is WCOO, which allows the user to manipulate the world
coordinate system
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4.3.7 Utility commands

The PRNT command prints out data about geometry definitions, material assignment,
material properties, loads, and boundary conditions. This is done by reading the
corresponding data from the ^.isk files.

When INFEMP is entered, the user is asked to insert a structure name. If an old name
is given, the geometry data file with that name will be loaded. Previously defined
geometry object can also be loaded with the LOAG command within INFEMP.

Since INFEMP creates several data files for every structure, the number of files
increases rapidly. It may be inconvenient for the user to delete all files connected to
one structure one by one. The DELG command has therefore been implemented to
delete all files connected to the same structure.

4.4 Menu Screen Structure

Two levels of menus are managed by INFEMP. A menu item INFEMP is included in
the AutoCAD Root Screen Menu. It is used to start up INFEMP and load all its
sub-menus. Like any other AutoCAD commands, the user can enter all INFEMP
commands either by typing it after the "Command: " prompt or by picking it up with
the pointing device from the menu screen. For some of the commands a further
submenu is connected, from which the user can pick indata answers. The total structure
of the screen menus is shown in Fig. 4.3.
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ROOT
MENU
BLOCKS
DDL
DISPLAY
DRAW
EDIT
BATCH:
INQUIRY
LAYERS
MODES
PLOT
umrrY
INFEMP

INFEMP
CONFIG
GEOMETR
PROPERTY

CONHC
TEXTSCA:
WCOO:
CHD:
APERTUR
LIMITS;
UNITS:

GEOMETRY
DET
P N t
UK
SUR
DIV:
ETY:
MESS
DRA:
PRNT
LOAC.
STOG:
DELG:
PXOT:
ERASE: PROPERTY

ASC:
MATE
FORC:
BOUN:
CARD:
PRNT
ERASE:

Fig. 4.3 INFEMP menu screen structure
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4.5 Layer Manager

Using several layers is desirable when a drawing is geometricc'ly very detailed or if a
lot of information is connected to it. It is also necessary to separate the geometry
definition and the generated mesh so that the mesh can be refined. INFEMP works
with two layers, one for the geometry and one for drawing the mesh.

Every command operates on a certain layer. Jn all INFEMP commands a check has
therefore been included to see that the current layer is the desired one. The name of the
current active layer is also shown in the upper left corner of the screen.

The layer manager is also very helpful when the user wants to draw a sketch of the
structure before he defines it by INFEMP. The sketch can be drawn on any layer and
later used as a background to the "INFEMP" layer.

Fig. 4.4 The INFEMP layers.
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5. IMPLEMENTATION

5.1 General Description

The fundamental tasks of designing interactive graphic programs usually include:

Model construction, i.e specifying what classes of entities or objects that are to be
created and represented pictorially.

Interaction handling, i.e indication of how the user and the graphic programs are to
interact in order to create and modify objects and their pictures.

The first task, is to build a data structure for objects to represent • • • properties and
relationships between the objects. The second task aims to of; " ̂  user a friendly
interface, which is the most important feature for an intera^ yaphic system. The
implementation of INFEMP will here be described from *af t .rspectives of these two
tasks.

5.2 Designing New Objects inside AutoCAD

5.2.1 The use of blocks and attributes

As mentioned in section 2.2.2, objects a classified into three catalogues; points, lines
and surfaces. All blocks used in IN'< cMP are listed in Tab. 5.1, and all attributes
connected to the PO-, LI-, and SU-biOcks are listed in Tab. 5.2.

Tab. 5.1 Blocks defined for INFEMP

Block name i
PO
LI
SI!
AS
FO
PT :
PF :

File name
podwg
li.d»g i
su.dwg !
is.dwg
fo.dwg i
pi.dwg I
pfdwg j

Description
Poini definition
Line definition

Surface definition
Material assignment

Load assignment
Boundary condition assignment
Boundary condition assignment

Blocks and attributes are defined with the AutoCAD commands BLOCK, WBLOCK,
and ATTDEF. To illustrate the process of defining blocks, the creation of the LI block
will be given as an example. The LI-block, used for defining lines, has seven
associated attributes (these are listed in Tab. 5.2 and illustrated in Fig. 5.1).
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Tab. 5.2 Attributes for the PO-, LI- and SU-blocks

Block name
PO

LI

SU

Attribute
Num
Num
Tyl
TY2
Gl
G2
G3
G4

Num
Tyl
Ty2
Gl
G2
G3
G4

Visibility
Unvisibie
Unvisibie
Unvisibie
Visible
Visible

Unvisibie
Unvisibie
Unvisibie

Unvisibie
Unvisibie
Visible

Unvisibie
UnvisiMe
Unvisibie
Unvisibie

Explanation
Point-number
Line-number

Line-type (StraighuArc)
Quotient of the two-end elements

Line-division
Point-number
PDint-number
Point-number

Surface-number
Surface -component-type

Element-type
Component-number
Component-number
Component-number
Component-number

First, the ATTDEF command is used to define the attributes. The process of defining
the invisible attribute G4 and the visible attribute Gl is shown below.

Command: ATTDEF
Attribute modes - Invisible: Y Constant: N Verify: N
Enter (IVC) to change, RETURN when done: /
Attribute modes - Invisible: Y Constant: N Verify: N
Enter (IVC) to change, RETURN when done: <RETURN>
Attribute tag: G4
Attribute prompt: <RETURN>
Default attribute value: <RETURN>
Stan point or Align/Center/Fit/Middle/Right/Style: 4,4
Height <0.200>: <RETURN>
Rotation <0>: <RETURN>

Command: ATTDEF
Attribute modes - Invisible: N Constant: N Verify: N
Enter (IVC) to change, RETURN when done: /
Attribute modes - Invisible: N Constant: N Verify N
Enter (IVC) to change, RETURN when done: <RETURN>
Attribute tag: Gl
Attribute prompt: <RETURN>
Default attribute value: <RETURN>
Start point or AlEign/Center/Fit/Middle/Right/Style: 3.4,4
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Height <2.000>: <RETURN>
Rotation <0>: <RETURN>

When all attributes and graphic entities have been created, the BLOCK command is
used to combine them into the LI-block. The WBLOCK command is used to store the
block definition in a drawing file named li.dwg.

Command: BLOCK
Block name (or ?). LI
Insertion base point: 4,4
Select objects: W
First corner: 2.5,3
Other comer: 5,4.5
Select objects: <RETURN>

Command: WBLOCK
Block name: LI
File name: =

( TY2 Gl ) NUM TY1 G2 G3 G4
(14) (3.4.4) (4.4)

Fig. 5.1 Entities for the Li-block

All predefined blocks are stored as drawings and together they form a database from
which every block can be read, modified and deleted. The blocks are loaded with the
AutoCAD command INSERT.

5.2 2 Extract data files

Data stored as attributes have to be extracted and transferred to external application
programs. AutoCAD provides attribute extraction facilities for implementation of this
kind of data transmission. INFF.MP creates four data files for this purpose. These are
listed in Tab. 5.3.

Tab. 5.3 The data files for extraction

DATA FILE

point, lines, surfaces filname.txt
boundary conditions /i/emwnebo.txt
loads filenamefo.iM
material filcnameas.txl
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The PO, LI and SU blocks are used for geometry definition. Their instances arc
extracted into one common data file. The structure of this file is presented in Tab. 5.4.

Table. 5.4 The structure of the data file for the PO, LI, and SU blocks

Atnbute
BL:NAME

BL.X
BL:Y
NUM
TY1
TY2
Gl
G:
G3
G4

Formal
C004000
N007003
N007003
N003000
C001000
N002000
N0O4000
N004000
N004000
N004000

Description
(Block name. 4 characters)
(X coordinate, format nnn.ddd)
(Y coordinate, format nnn.ddd)
(Object number, format nnn)
(1 character)
(iormat nn)
(line division (LI), sub-object number (SU) format nnnni
(sub-object number, format nnnn)
(sub-object number, format nnnn)
(sub-object number, format nnnn)

To make the data access more flexible, three different data files have teen created for
the AS, FO and PT/PF blocks. These blocks are used for for material assignment, loads
and boundary conditions, respectively. Their template files are presented in Tab. 5.5.

Table 5.5 The Template files for the AS, FO and PT/PF blocks.

Block name
AS

(asfouii
PT.PF

(drawl, M)

FO

(draw2.txt)

Attribute
Ml
M2
BO
Bl
B2
FO
Fl
F2

Formal
N003000
C010000
N004000
N002000
N0O20OO
N004000
N010003
N010003

5.2.3 Object identification

When objects are defined, their names are shown on the screen. The name of an object
is composed of a letter ("P" for point, "L" for line, "S" for surface) and its number. To
indicate an object, the number of the object is either typed from the keyboard or
identified with the pointing device. For example, when the user is asked to specify a
line, the following prompt is shown:
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Pick up line name: <The line is picked up by pointing at its name>

or

Pick up line name: <RETURN>
Line number: /

When an object is suppose to be picked up by the pointing device, the screen crosshair
is replaced with a small box, which is called the object selection target. Objects can
then be picked up by placing the box such that it contains at least a part of the name
text. Notice that if the box is put at the intersection of the name text and other entities,
the object may not be indicated correctly, see Fig. 5.2.

P01 Pp2

LI

Fig. 5.2 Specifying a line by identifying its name

5.3 Access to AutoCAD Entities

With the coordinates of the identification points, the geometry data of the objects can
not be obtained easily. The reason is that AutoCAD offers no built-in facilities for
receiving a block name and its attributes by specifying the coordinates of the insert
point.

In the implementation of INFEMP this problem has been solved by handling the object
name as a text string instead of a visible attribute. The text is inserted at the same point
as the block. The AutoLISP function ENTSEL (entity selection) is then used instead of
GETPOIN1 to ask for user input. When the user picks the text of an object name, the
ENTSEL function returns a list, in which the first element is the entity name. By using
the ENTGET function, the AutoCAD drawing database can be accessed and
information about a certain object can be received.

An example is given here. Suppose that the point "PO1" is defined and that the user
wants to pick it up for the definition of a line. The following statements are then
included in an AutoLISP program designed for the task:

Command: (setq e (entsel "Pick up point name:"))
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Command: (setq ent (entget (car e)))

The following prompt appears on the screen:

Pick up point name: <The point is picked up using the pointing device. >
(<Entity name: 60000528> (11.534000 2.010000))

ENT is set to the list in the following way.

i(-l <Entity name: 60O0O528>)
(0 . "TEXT")
(8 . "INFEMP")
(10 11.534000 2.010000)
(40.0.200000)
(1 . "P01")
(50.0.000000)
(41 . 1.000000)
(51 .0.000000)
(7 . "STANDARD")
(71.0)
(72 .0)
(11 .0.0000000.000000)

The information is returned in an association list. The numbers used as key-elements
are codes used by AutoCAD. The sublist with the key element " 1 " contains the text
string denoting the point name. The AutoLISP function ASSOC is used to retrieve this
list.

Command: (assoc I ent)
(1 . "P01")

The second element in the list is the name. To get it, the AutoLISP function CDR is
used in the following way:

Command: (cdr (assoc I ent))
"PO1"

All these AutoLISP statement- t ;.i ;luded in an AutoLISP function used every time
the user is suppose to pick ar t- •••< . This way of solving the identification problem
presumes that all objects defi « in iNFEMP are constructed by inserting two entities
to the same point. It should tx *• • V id that the two entities must be inserted in a certain
order. Since the text is used n' ; object identification entity, it must be put after the
block. This is due to the fact \J- Jie ENTSEL command always returns the last entity
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inserted at the identified point.

5.4 Construction of New Commands inside AutoCAD

5.4.1 How to define and load new commands

In order to define and add new commands to AutoCAD, the standard AutoLISP
function DEFUN is used. All commands are implemented by defining the function in
the "C:XXX" form. Once the AutoLISP program containing these functions has been
loaded, the functions arc defined and can be invoked simply by entering the "XXX"
part of the name at AutoCAD's "Command:" prompt.

The function defined by the following statements is given as an example:.

(defunCEXITO
(setq (r
(strcase
(getstring "Do you realty want to EXIT the system ? (Y) ")

(cond
<(or(=tr"Y")(=tr""))
(setq tr2
(strcase
(getstring "Save the changes ? (Y) ")

Of
(or(=tr2"Y")(=tr2""))
(save)

This function can be put together with other user defined functions into a file. Suppose
that the file is called DEFUNCT.LSP. When this file is loaded with the LOAD
function, the EXIT command is defined and can be used as any other AutoCAD
command.

Command: (load ("defunct"))

Command: EXIT
Do you really want to EXIT the system ? (Y) <RETURN>
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Save the changes ? (Y) <RETURN>

5.4.2 Memory Management

When AutoCAD is run in a PC MS-DOS system, the data storage available for
AutoLISP functions is very limited. If the user defined functions are very few or small,
this causes no serious problem, and the way of defining and loading commands
presented in Section 5.4.1 is recommended. Unfortunately this is not the case for
INFEMP. Special anention must therefore be paid to the memory management by the
programmer.

When AutoLISP is loaded, it requires two memory areas. One is the heap area, in
which all functions and variables are stored. The other one is the Stack area, which
allocates memory for all function arguments and partial results. The size of the heap
space is dependent on the number of variables and functions, while the size of the stack
space depends on how deep the functions are "nested". The more recursions, the more
stack space is used.

For implementing and running INFEMP, several methods for memory management are
used. First, garbage is frequently thrown away. There is a command, GC (garbage
cleaning), specially designed for this purpose. Secondly, 'he number of functions that
are loaded at the same time must be kept as low as possible. According to these rules,
all AutoLISP statements used for implementing a command has been put into one
common file. The AutoLISP statements can then be executed when the file is loaded
with the AutoLISP LOAD function. It means that just one AutoLISP LOAD needs to
be done for defining all INFEMP commands. There is for example one file called
PNT.LSP, that is used to define the PNT command that contains the following
statements:

(defun CPNT () (load "pnt"))

Following this strategy »he number of files that have to be loaded for entering INFEMP
has been greatly decreased. A file is loaded only when the corresponding command is
wanted and since no functions are automatically defined when the file is loaded, it is
unnecessary to do so much garbage cleaning.

Unfortunately the LOAD function cannot be invoked inside another LISP statement. It
must be entered directly from the keyboard when no other LISP function is active. If
the LOAD function would be used within another LISP function, the rest of the
function after the LOAD would be ignored. Fortunately, just one LOAD has to be
included within the DEFUN function listed above, and the problem has then been
avoided.
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5.4.3 General structure of an INFEMP command

Most INFEMP commands have the structure shown in fig. 5.3.

Fig. 5.3 Command structure

Once a command is invoked it can be executed repeatedly until the "End" or "Quit"
option is chosen. The AutoLISP function STRCASE has been used to make the user
responses upper/lower-case-independent. The programs convert all user input to upper
case strings. At the same time, another AutoLISP function SUBSTR (substring) is used
to abbreviate the responses to the first letters of the text string. An example is given
below:

Command: (substr (strcase (getstring "EndlQuitl<po\ni number>:")))

returns:

End/Quit/<point number> : end
"£"

When the user chooses the "End" option, the execution of the command is terminated
after the attribute extraction. In the program, a variable is used to count the number of
AutoCAD entities inserted to the drawing. When the "Quit" option is chosen, a prompt
appears to ask if the changes are to be discarded. The variable is used to controi the
number of entities erased. The following procedure shows the process, using INS as
the count variable.
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(while (> ins 0)
(command "erase" "I" "")
(setq ins (- ins I))

, Erases the last inserted entity

5.5 Data Transfer inside INFEMP

The pre-processing involves a great flow of data. The input file for the FE-program
contains most of information that has been collected through the preprocessing. Some
of the data must be stored into temporary files and used several times during the
preprocessing, while other data is saved directly for the generation of the input file. In
Fig. 5.4 a schematic net shows how the data flow is treated inside INFEMP.

GEOMETRY DEFINITION

! GEOMETRY

I DATABASE

GENERATION OF

! LOAD AND BOUNDARY

i CONDITIONS

Fig. S.4 Data flow of the pre-processing

5.6 Integrating Fortran programs with AutoCAD

The INFEMP commands MATE, MESH and CARD are used for getting non-graphic
information from the user and processing this dau. Fortran is much more convenient to
use for these purposes. Since INFEMP is developed both in AuioLISP and Fortran the
way of handling the data transference is of fundamental importance. Fig. 5.5 shows the
data transfer between AutoLISP and the Fortran programs.
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Fig. 5.5 The data transfer between AuioLJSP and Fortran

5.6.1 How to execute FORTRAN programs inside AutoCAD

There are two ways of running Fortran programs inside AutoCAD. One way is to use
the SHELL command. This allows the user to execute utility programs inside
AutoCAD's drawing editor. For example, the MATE command is defined in the
following way to run the MATE Fortran program.

(defunCMATEO
(command "shell" "mate")

The other way is to define Fortran programs as external commands of AutoCAD. A
"program parameter" file ACAD.PGP is used for the storage of information such as the
name of the program, how much system memory (RAM) the program requires, the
prompt and a specified return code. The definitions for the MATE, the MESH and the
CARD commands are included in the following ACAD.PGP file.

SHELL,,131000,*DOS command:,0
DIR J)1R,64000,File specification:,0
CATALOG J)1R/W, File: .0
TYPE.TYPE.30000.File to lisf.,0
EDIT,EDUN,,40000,File to edif.,0
MATE.MATE, 100000,,0
MESH.MESH,100000..0
CARD,CARD,100000,,0
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5.r>.2 Connecting the FORTRAN mesh program to INFEMP

The data required for the mesh generation is the geometry description, which is built
up in the standard way: surfaces consisting of four lines, each consisting of three
nodes. Element type must be connected to every surface. Mesh division must be
defined for every line. If not an uniform element size is used, a distribution value must
be given to control the change in the element size. If two opposite lines does not have
the same line division the program will give an error message and stop the termination.

The output data from the mesh program is a geometry file containing all elements
together with their nodal coordinates. That Tile is both used to draw the mesh inside
AutoCAD and for the creation of the input file for PCFEMP. Connected to every
clement is also the information about which global surface the element belongs to. This
information gives an indication of which material that is used for each surface. The
connectivity is stored in a second file.

If the user does not accept the mesh, it is possible to gc back to the geometry definition
phase to change the line divisions or the element types. If necessary, some of the
defined points, lines and surfaces can also be deleted and new ones created. This
procedure can be repeated until a satisfactory mesh has been created.

5/tJ Implementation of a material darahn.se

The material database consists of a binary direct access file. It is created and accessed
by a Fortran program. Records are numbered sequentially with 1 as the first record
number. All records have the same length, specified when the file is opened, and each
record has an unique record number, specified when the record is read from or written
to. For direct access files it is possible to leave some records empty in between. A
record can not be deleted, but it can be overwritten.

For the INFEMP material database the record length is equal to the maximum number
of properties multiplied with 4 (one byte is lour bits). According to this, each record
contains one material set.

A Fortran program handles all interaction with the direct access file, and all predefined
material set names can easily be listed. The user can then choose one of them just by
inputing a number. According to the record length, the number is convened to a
pointer and the specified record is read. When the user wants to store a material set he
can choose to store it at the end of the direct access file or to overwrite an old set.

5.f).4 Dynamic storage allocation

Normally fixed dimensioning is used in Fortran programs. All arrays ever to be active
are initially dimensioned to the maximum anticipated use. There is one serious
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disadvantage with this procedure: tixed dimensions waste storage space.

By using dynamic dimensioning, the storage waste can be minimized. All data is
stored in one single array, see the schematic routines listed below. Each array, used in
my subroutine, is then automatically allocated the space necessary, and the number of
nodes and elements do not ne:d to be estimated in advance. However, an error routine
has been implemented to handle the situation where the size of the single array needs
to be enlarged.

C—MAIN ROUTINE
CALL DIMEN
STOP
ESD

SUBROUTINE DIMES
C-- call for an assembly routine that checks how much merrwry that is
C - - - currently available in the machine The variable UM is set to the
C- - - maximum number and the vector A is dimensioned to that length.

CALL GRID!A JJM)
RETURN
END

SUBROUTINE GRIDiA .I.IM >
DIMENSION At*)

C Nl, N2, N3,... are pointers of A showing where in A different types of
C .data can be found.

Nl = l
C x- andy coordinates

N2=N1+2*NUMP
C 1-notie lines

NJ=N2+.1*NUML
C 4-line surfaces

Nf-:=N.i + N4*NVMS

C A is the single arrav.
CALL GEOMETRY <A(Nl). A(N2). A<N3). NE)

RI'Tl RN
END

SUBROUTINE GEOMETRY<POINT,UNE,SURF;NE)
DIMENSION PO1NT(2*),UNE<3* ).SURF(4,*)

C-- calculate new nodes and connectivity data

RIll'RN
END
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Only the last dimension in an array can be free though. This means that only the
number of vectors is free. With the dynamically allocated memory, the same space in
area A, can first be used for one kind of data and later on for another one. Each pointer
<N1,N2. and so on) identifies the locations in A where each vector begins.

5.7 Controlling Layer Operations

The AutoCAD command LAYER is used to create new layers. When INFEMP is
entered, two new layers "INFEMP" and "DRAWMESH" are automatically created by
the following statement.

(command "layer" "n" "INFEMP" "n" DRAWMESH")

If the current layer is ml "INFEMP", a prompt appears and asks the user if the current
layer is wanted as a passive background layer or if it is to be turned off. To make this
check possible a system variable CLAYER is accessed together with the AutoLISP
function GETVAR to get the name of the current layer. The following statements are
implemented to control the operation:

;Get the name of the current layer
(setq layer (getcar "CLAYER")
(cond
((!= layer "INFEMP")
(setq tru
(strcase
(getstring "Is the current layer the background ? (N)")
)

(if
(- tru "Y")

;Turn on INFEMP layer without turning off the current one
;so that the drawing remains

(command "layer" "set" "INFEMP )
Jurn on INFEMP layer after the
.current layer is turned off

(command "layer" "off' layer ">•" "set" "INFEMP")
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For some tasks, more than one layer may be turned on in order to increase flexibility.
One example is when loads or boundary conditions are given to a line, the layer is then
changed from DRAWMESH to INFEMP where the geometry is defined. Thereafter
lines can be picked directly from the screen.
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6. EXAMPLE

In order to illustrate the use of INFEMP and to explain the most important rules,
PCFEMP input data will be created to the problem below.

TITLE: Stress in a plane plate

TYPE: Static analysis, plane symmetry and linear elastic materia:

PROBLEM:
A cantilever plate with the constant thickness t is subjected to a point load
F as shown in Fig. 6.1. Determine the stress distribution in the plate and
the maximum vertical deflection (Gravity loads are omitted.)

v = 0.3
t = 0.05 m
p = 7800 kg/m

fig.6.1 Problem sketch

When AUTOCAD is entered the ROOT menu is first displayed. All commands
followed by ":" indicate that these are executable commands. The other ones are
sub-menus. To start INFEMP, choose "INFEMP" from the root menu.

Choose the GEOMETRY sub-menu from the INFEMP sub-menu. When the
GEOMETRY menu is the current menu, the INFEMP menu can be received by
entering the LAST MENU command. The ROOT MENU is received by entering the
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MAIN MENU command.

Points are defined by using the PNT command. This command asks for a point number
(I) and its coordinates. It is only necessary to give the number of the first point
number. The following ones are automatically numbered from the first one with an
increment of 1.

For this example four points are input as shown below.

Layer INFEMP

P04

P01

0.000. 0.000

P03

P02

Geometry

OET:
PNT:
U N :
SUR:
MESH:
ORA:
ETY:
D IV :

PRNT:
LOAG:
STOC:
OELG:
PLOT:
ERASE:

LAST MENU:
MAIN MENU;

Command: PNT
End/Quit/<point number>: /
Point: / , /
Point: 4,1
Point: 4,4
Point: 1,4
Point: <RETURN>
EndJQuitJ<point number>: E

Next step is to connect the points with lines by using the LIN command. INFEMP
supports two line types, straight lines and curved lines. For the rjaight lines the two
endpoints have to be given, and for the curved lines both the endpoinis and an
intermediate point have to be given.

The previously inserted points are identified with the pointing device, or the numbers
are input. It is important to insert the points in the "Stan, Mid and End" order, since the
first point is considered as the identification point of the line and the second is used to
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generate the location of the line name.

If the user does not specify each line number, the numbering of the lines follows the
rules as for the points, i.e. the subsequent line numbeis are automatically generated
with an increment of 1.

The numbers of the elements in the x- and y direction (or 1st and 2nd direction) of
every surface can be specified by giving the division for every line. The division can
also be input or changed later with the DIV command. Notice that two opposite lines
defining a surface must have the same division. If there is an inconsistency in the
division the mesh program will be aborted.

Layer INFEMP

P8+-

L(K

0.000, 0.000

LO3

L02

L01

Geometry
DET:
PNT:
LIN:
SUR:
MESH:
DRA:
ETY:
DIV:

PRNT:
LOAG:
STOC:
DELC:
PLOT:
ERASE:

LAST MENU:
MAIN MENU:

Command: LIN

EndJQuitJ<line number>: 1
Arc/Straight (A): S
Pick up point name: <"pol">
Pick up point name: <"po2">
Division: 4
Arc/Straight (S): 5
Pick up point name: <"po2">
Pick up point name: <"po3">
Division: 4
End/Quit/<line number>(3):
Pick up point name: <"po3">
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Pick up point name: <"po4">
Division: 4
End/Quit/<///i£ number>(4):
Pick up point name: <"po4">
Pick up point name: <"pol">
Division: 4
End/Q\iiti<line number>(5): E

<"po*"> indicates that point "po#" is pointed at on the screen.

The lines are connected into a surface with the SUR command. The mesh program
only handles surfaces consisting of 4 lines with 3 points on each line. If straight lines,
consisting of only two points, have been used, INFEMP calculates the third point
(midpoint) in the geometrical center of the line. Identify either the first point of each
line, or the name of the lines. It is important to input the lines in the same order as
shown in the picture below. A center point of the surface is being calculated. This
center point is used as identification point for the surface when more information is
given later.

Layer INFEMP «.M0. «.0M

L<

LO3

)4 SO1 L( 12

P M I LO1

Command: SUR

End/Quii/<surface number>: I
Point/Line (L):<RETURN>
Pick up line name: <"U">
Pick up line name: <"12">

Geometry

DET:
PNT:
LIN:
SUR:
MESH:
DRA:
ETY:
OIV:

PRNT:
LOAC:
STOC:
DELC:
PLOT:
ERASE:

LAST MENU:
MAIN MENU:
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Pick up line name: <"13">
Pick up line name: <"14">
Element type (or ?): /

£ number>: E

Generate the mesh with the MESH command and draw it with the DRA command.

Layer DRAWMESH 0.000. 0.000 Geometry
0£T:
PNT:
LIN:
SUR:
MESH:
ORA:
ETY:
OIV:

PRNT:
LOAC:
STOG:
OELC:
PLOT:
ERASE:

LAST MENU:
MAIN MENU:

Command: MESH
Command: DRA

If the user is not satisfied with the mesh, the ETY and DIV commands can be used to
change the element types for surfaces and the divisions for lines. The MESH and DRA
commands can be used again to see the result.

When the geometry has been specified and the mesh generation performed, the
material data is to be inserted.

Go back to the INFEMP MENU and choose the PROPERTY MENU.

With the ASG command a material name or number is connected to every surface. The
"ALL" option is used to connect one material to all surfaces.

Command: ASG

e numher>: A

Material name: steel

End/Quit/All/<fur/ace number>: E
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By using the MATE command a Fortran program for material data input is executed.
The user is asked for an element type and all data required for that specific application
of the problem.

Command: MATE

*****************************
* MATERIAL DATA INPUT *
t****************************

Material: steel

Do you want to use a previous material set? NO

AVAILABLE ELEMENT TYPES

1. Plane linear elastic element

2. Two-dimensional and axisymmetric heat transfer clement

3. Axisymmetric linear elastic element

5. Two-dimensional beam element

5. Two-dimensional plate bending element

Input element type: /

* MATERIAL DATA INPUT FOR *
* LINEAR ELASTIC ELEMENT *
**************** ****************

Young's modulus: 2.0E+U

Poisson's ratio: 0.3

Density: 7800

Number of stiffness integration points: 2

Number of output stress points: /

Plain strain (0), plane stress (1): /

Thermal expansion coefficient: 0.

Thickness: 0.05

Isotropic material (0), orthotropic material (1): 0
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To apply loads and prescribed displacements to the structure, the FORC command is
used. The single points of the line arc specified and the value is given with sign. The
load is then drawn on the screen as an arrow.

Boundary conditions are indicated with me BOUN command. This command is similar
to the FORC command. Input a point, and the conditions given with 0 and 1 codes. In
this example (1 1) for point 1,6, 11, 16, and 21.

Layer DRAWMESH ».«

P
P
V
h

7
7zz

///
7

/
/
/
/

7
7
/
7

«e, «.Mfl Property

ASC:
MATE:
FORC:
SOUN:
CARD:

OET:

PRNT:

LAST MENU:

UAIN UENU:

Command: BOUN

End/Quit/Line/</wi'nr number>: L

Line name: <"L04">

x-trans: /

y-trans: .'

Orientation of the support symbol (0): -90

End/Quit/<v>om/ number>: E

Command: FORC

End/Quit/Line/<^cim/ numher>: 5

x-cotnponent: 0.0

component: -2.QF3



End/Quit/Line/<poiMnumter>: E

To create the input file to PCFEMP, use the CARD command. In this example the
default name FEMP.TXT is used as name of the PCFEMP input file.

Command: CARD

Output filename (FEMP.TXT): <RETURN>

The input file name for PCFEMP in this example is written below:

STAR
25

COOR
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
,6
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

F.LEM

1
2

32

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

1

1 2 2

.39850E+O1

.49985E+O1

.60120E+O1

.80390E+O1

.8039OE+O1

.3991 IE KM
•50002E+O1
.60093E+O1
.70183E+O1
.80274E+O1
.39970E+O1
.5OO17E+O1
.60065E+O1
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.70150E+O1

.70150E+O1
60175E+O1
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.6O175E+01
.6O175E+O1
.6O175E+O1
.60175E+O1
.5O200E+OI
.50200E+O1
.50200E+O1
5O200E+O1
.50200E+O1
.40225E+O1
.40225E+O1
.40225E4O1
40225E+O1
.40225E+O1
.30250E+O1
3O250E+O1

.30250E+O1
30250E+O1
.3O250E-K11

2
1
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3 1
4 1
5 1
6 1
7 1
8 1
9 1
10 1
11 1
12 1
13 1
14 1

L/
l

16 1
'7 1
n i
19 1
20 1
21 1
22 1
23 1
24 1
25 1
26 1
27 1
28 1
29 1
30 1
31 1
32 1

BOUN
1 0
6 0
11 0
16 0
21 0

FORC
5 0

MATE

1

0 7
0 7
0 8
0 8
0 9
0 9
0 11
0 11
0 12
0 12
0 13
0 13
0 14
0 14
0 16
0 16
0 17
0 17
0 18
0 18
0 19
0 19
0 21
0 21
0 22
0 22
0 23
0 23
r, 24
0 24

1 1
1 1
1 1
1 1
1 1

8
3
9
4
10

tji

12
7
13
8
14
9
15
10
17
12
18
13
19
14
20
15
22
17
23
18
14
19
25
20

0.

3
2
4
3
5
4
7
6
8
7
9
8
10
9
12
II
13
1
14
13
15
14
17
16
18
17
16
18
20
19

-2.0E+O3
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7. COMMAND LIBRARY

7.1 ASG Command

The ASG command is used to assign materials to the structure. The same material can
be assigned to the whole structure, or different materials can be assigned to each
surface.

Command: ASG

End/Quit/All/<su//ace number>:

E(End) Terminate the execution of the command and saves the input data.

QfQuit) Terminate the execution of the command without saving the input data.

A(A11) Assign the same material to all surfaces.

integer Input number of the surface.

null Switch to another option of specifying the surface, i.e. identifying the

surface with the pointing device.

Material name: (name)

The material name can be given with at most 10 characters.

EXAMPLES:

The following process assigns steel and aluminum to surfaces 1 and 2, respectively.

Command: ASG

End/Quit/K\\l<surface number>: I
Material name: steel
End/Quit/All/<.su//ac<r numher>: <RFTURN>
Pick up surface name: <"S02">
Material name: Aluminum
End/QuitJ<surface numbery. E

The process assigns "steel" to all surfaces.

Command: ASG
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EndyQuit/All/<JU//uce numher>: A
Material name: steel
EnäJQaaJ<suiface number>: E

7.2 BOLN Command

Define boundary conditions. Ali nodes that are locked in either the x- or the y-direction
are given an identification code; 1 for the locked direction and 0 for the free direction.

Command: BOUN

End/Quit/Line/<pomf number>:

E(End) Terminate the execution of the command and save the input data.

Q(Quit) Terminate the execution of the command without saving the input data.

L(Line) Generate boundary' conditions along a line,

integer Input the number of the point.

null Switch to another option of specifying points, i.e. identifying the point
with the pointing device.

X-trans. (1 orO)
Y-trans: (1 orO)

1 The node is constrained.

0 The node is released.

Boundary conditions arc symbolized with their equivalent suppons. Three different
boundary conditions and their corresponding suppons arc illustrated in Tab. 7.1.
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Table 7.1 Symbols for boundary conditions

vtrrw

I

0

I

y-trins

i

!

n

suppon i default pos '

* >

Orientation of the support symbol:

integer The angle, in which the suppon symbol is supported to the object. The
zero-orientation and the positive rotation direction is shown in Fig. 7.1 (a).
Four standard orientations are included in the menu for the command.
These are shown in Fig. 7.1 (b).

X- trans I

X-trans. 0
y-rrau. 1

t-trans. 1
trans. I

'J

(b)

Fig. 7.1 Orientation of .suppon symbols.
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EXAMPLE:

Command: BOUN

EndA}uit/Line/<poin/ number>: 1

x trans: /
y-trans: 0
Orientation of support symbol: 90
End/Quit/Line/<poin/ numbtr>: L
Pick up line name: <"tOS">
x nans: 0
y-trans: /
Orientation of support symbol: 0
End/Qui(/Line/<3NMjif numbtr>: E

7.3 CARD Command

The CARD command is used to create the input file for PCFEMP based on the
information stored about nodes, lines, surfaces, materials etc.

Command: CARD

Output file name (FEMP.TXT):

FEMP.TXT is the default input filr name.

The input file for PCFEMP will contain the following data:

STAR

NUMNP NUMEL NUMMAT NDM NDF NEN NCORD NAD

NUMNP - number of nodal points

NUMEL - number of elements

NUMMAT - number of material sets

NDM - spatial dimension

NDF - degrees of freedom per node

NEN - maximal number of nodes per element

NCORD - number of alternative coordinate systems (0)
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NAD - extra degree of freedom to element (0)

COOR

N P I C D 1 C D 2

NP - nodal number

I - node increment (zero in INFEMP)

CD 1 ,CD2 - x- and y-coordinates

ELEM

NE MAT I NUM

NE - element number

MAT - material set number

I - generation increment (zero in INFEMP)

NUM - node numbers

MATE

NT

MATERIAL SET PROPERTIES (FOR ELEMENT TYPES NT)

BOUN

NPIK1 K2

NP - node number

I - generation increment (0)

K1 ,K2 - Boundary condition indicators
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FORC

NPIF/D

NP - node number

I - generation increment (0)

F/D - prescribed loads in the x- and y-direction

END

STOP

7.4 DET Command

The DET command is used to delete objects defined with the PNT, LIN or SUR
commands.

Command: DEJ

Select the object to be deleted:

Identify the object name with the pointing device. This prompt is repeated
until RETURN is given.

Are you sure? (Y/N)

Y Delete all the identified objects.

N Redraw all the identified objects on the screen.

7.5 DIV Command

The DIV command is used to change the division of lines.

Command: DIV

End/Quit/</me number>:
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E(End) Terminate the execution of the command and save the input data.

Q(Quit) Terminate the execution of the command without saving the input
data.

integer Input the line number.

null Switch to another option of specifying lines, i.e. identifying the
line with the pointing device.

Division:

To keep the old division, just press RETURN at the last prompt.

The line division is included in the line definition which can be listed with
the PRNT command.

EXAMPLE:

The following process changes the element divisions on lines L04 and L06
to 5 and 4, respectively.

Command: DIV
End/Qu\ti<line number>: 4
New division: 5
End/Quit/</me number>: <REWRN>
Pick up line name: <"L06">
New division: 4

er>: E

7.6 DRA Command

The DRA command is used to draw the grid, which is created with the MESH
command. The screen is erased and the grid is drawn. The user can choose to draw the
node numbers or not.

Command: DRA

Draw the point num'ws (Y/N):

The node numbers are used when loads and boundary conditions are defined.
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7.7 ETY Command

The ETY command is used to change the type of elements to be generated for the
specified surfaces.

Command: ETY

EnäK}\iitt\lU<surface number>:

E(End) Terminate the execution of the command and save the input data.

Q(Quit) Terminate the execution of the command without saving the input data.

A( All) Assign the same e'ement type to all surfaces,

integer Assign the element type to the specified surface.

null Switch to another option of specifying lines, i.e. identifying the line with
the pointing device.

Element type (or ?): (number or ?)

Lists all available element types:
1 — TR3 (3-node triangular)
2 — QU4 (4-node quadrilateral)
3 — QU8 (8-node quadrilateral)

EXAMPLE.

The following process assigns element type 1 to all the surfaces.

Command: ETY
EndA2uit/AIV<su//<K< number >: A
Element type (or ?): /
End/Quit/AlI/<w/flce number» E

7.8 EXPAND Command

The EXPAND command makes it possible to change the size of the material database.
The command has to be typed, since it is not a menu command.
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EXAMPLE:

The following process expands the material database to 14 material sets.

Command: EXPAND

You can now load 10 material sets.
How much do you want to expand to? 14

7.9 FORC Command

The FORC command is used to apply loads to nodes.

Command: FORC

End/Quit/Line/<pomr number>:

E(End) Terminate the execution of the command and save the input data.

Q(Quit) Tenninate uie execution of the command without saving the input data.

L(Linc) Generate the load along a line,

integer Assign the element type to the specified surface.

null Switch to another option of specifying lines, i.e. identifying the line wilh
the pointing device.

X-component: (real)
Y-component: (real)

The load is decomposed into its x- and y-componems.

EXAMPLE:

The following process applies force 13000 N in the x-direction to point "PI", the
distributed force 2000 N in the y-direction to the "L2" line and the force with
components -2000 N in the x-direction and -13000 N in the y-direction to the poinl
"P4".

Command: FORC
End/Quit/Line/<pomr number>: 1
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»-component: /.3E4
y-componcnt: 0
Enä/Qwt/LineJ<point number>: L
Pick up line name: <"L2">
x-component: 0
y-component: 2000
End/Quit/Line/<poin/ number>: <RETURN>
Pick up point name: <"P4">
x-component: -2.E3
y-component: -13E4
End/Qai\JLineJ<point number>: E

7.10 LIN Command

The LIN command is used to define lines.

Command: UN

End/Quit/</j'n« number>:

E(End) Terminate the execution of the command and save the input data.

Q(Quit) Terminate the execution of the command without saving the input data.

integer Input the number of the line to be defined.

Arc/Straight (A):

S(Straight) Two-point straight line.

A(Arc) Three-point quadratic line.

Pick up the point name:

Identify the points with the pointing device.

To switch to the mode where points are inserted by their numbers, type RETURN.

Point number:

Division:
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Input the division with an integer, or type RETURN and input the division with the
DIV command.

EXAMPLE:

Command: UN
End/Quit/</i/ur number >: I
Arc/Straight (A): <AETURN>
Pick up point name: <"P0I">
Pick up point name: <"P02">
Pick up point name: <"P03">
Division: 6
End/Quit/<line number>: 2
Arc/Straight (A): S
Pick up point name: <RETURN>
Point number: 3
Pick up point name: <RETURN>
Point number: 4
Division: 4
End/Quit/</i/i£ number>: E

7.11 LOAG Command

The LOAG command is used to load an existing drawing. Points, lines and surfaces
and their corresponding names will be drawn.

Command: LOAG

Structure name:

7.12 MATE Command

The MATE command is used to define material sets.

Every materiai set can be saved in a material database. When a material set is defined
for a surface, it can either be a material from the database or a new ore.

EXAMPLE:

"Do you want to use a previous material set?"
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The names of the available material sets are listed and the user can choose
one of them by inserting its number.

Element type and the required properties are asked for by the program.

"Do you want to save this material set in your material catalog?"

Y Before the material set is stored in the data base, the user is asked if he
wants to rename the material set, and if he wants to overwrite any of the
old materials

N The material set is used for this object but is not stored for later use.

The material data base can be limited or expanded with the EXPAND command, see
Section 7.8 EXPAND command.

7.13 MESH Command

The MESH command is used for automatic mesh generation.

Before the use of the MESH command, element types must be given. If the user is not
satisfied with the mesh generation, he can change the element types and division and
do the mesh again.

In most cases, it is recommended to generate the mesh before inputing boundary
conditions and loads. All nodes generate!1 by the mesh may then be used as
identification nodes.

Command: MESH

7.14 PNT Command

The PNT command is used to define points.

Command: PNT

End/Quit/<pom/ number>:
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E(End) Terminate the execution of the command and save the input data.

Q(Quit) Terminate the execution of the command without saving the input data.

integer Input the number of the point to be defined. If several points arc input
after each other, the point number is incremented with one.

Point:

The point can be defined by entering its coordinates or with the pointing device.

EXAMPLE:

Command: PNT
End/Quit/<pomf number>: 3
Point: 3,3
Point: 3J>
Point: 3,7
Point:
End/Quit/<po/>ir number>: 7
Point: 7,7
Point:
Point:

7.15 PRNT Command

The PRNT command allows the user to print out selected information from the
structure.

Command: PRNT

Point/Line/Surface/Asg/Mate/Boun/Forc:

Point Print out the point names and its coordinates.

Line Print out the line names, names of points composing the lines, types of
lines and divisions of the lines.

Surface Print out the surface names and names of points or lines composing the
surfaces.
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Asg Print out the material assignments.

Mate Print out the surface names and their material names.

Boun Print out boundary condition.

Fore Print out loads applied to points.

EXAMPLE:

POINT

P i
P2

p4

P5
p6

LINES
II
II

XCOR
2.000
5.950
7.950

11.926
11.926

1.800

NUM
1
2

YCOR
2.000
2.253
2.253
2.253
7.398

7.7076

STAT
Pi
p4

END MIDD DIV TY PE
p4 p3 2 CU R
p5 p8 2 ST R

SURFACES NUM ELTY SID1 SID2 SID3
si 1 1 11 12 13

ASG NuM NAME
1 1 steel

POINT
P i
p4
P7

X-TRANS
1
0
1

Y-TRANS
1
1
0

POINT X-COMP Y-COMP
p2 1.2E3 123.7
p3 0 -123.7
p5 -1.2E3 0
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7.16 SUR Command

The SUR command is used to define a surface or region with four lines or points. The
points should be points previously defined with the PNT command and the lines
should be lines previously defined with the LIN command.

Command: SUR

End/Qm\J<surface number>:

EfEnd) Terminate the execution of the command and save the input data.

Q(Quit) Terminate the execution of the command without saving the input data,

integer Input the number of the surface to be defined.

Point/Line (L):

Specify how the surface is to be defined.

P Input the first points of the lines, which define the surface.

L Input the lines, which define the surface.

Pick up line name:

Identify lines by using the digitizer, or typing RETURN to input their line numbers.

Line number:

Element type (or ?):

Give the element type for this surface. Type "?" to list the available types.

7.17 TEXTSCA Command

The TEXTSCA command is used to change the scale factors of the text in the x- and
y-directions.

Command: TEXTSCA

X scale factor (1):
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A real number (or integer) is required. The current x scale factor is
retained by pressing RETURN.

Y scale factor (default=X):

A real number (or integer) is required. The same scale factor as the x scale factor is
obtained by pressing RETURN.

7.18 WCOO Command

The WCOO command is used to define the desired coordinate system.

Command: WCOO

First corner (0.000,0.000):

The coordinates of the first comer is required. It can be specified with the pointing
device. The default is (0.000.0.000).

Second comer:

The coordinates of the second corner is required.
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